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U de M occupies Centennial building
i

“We’re not budging until we The situation does not seem to
have some positive answers”, said have improved because yester
Pierre LeBlanc, an executive of day’s rally held in the SUB 
the Federation des Etudiants de ballroom was a disast.<*.
’Université de Moncton. said 15 persons were at the rally

This seems to be the prevailing and this will form the nucleus for 
attitude of the approximate 500 U a new campaign, 
de M students who took up “They don’t understand. don t 
residence in the lobby of the know what to do , said Smith. The 
Centennial building Wednesday. students here have been r^erred 

Université de Moncton student to as a band of apathetic assholes ^ 
representatives have given Prem- Smith said that hejiU nrt »ve 
ier Hatfield and government up hope and will keep trying to 
officials their assurance that they encourage students to get out and * 
will continue to occupy the lobby show support. jg
until their demands are met or There does appear to be some ^ 
thev are physically removed, hope because Smith was able to ^

£ ÏXÏ2.VSSL» I
f„,isre,usih,,.*,e.h, —

The fight for improved student a cheer from one section of the £ .
"Tereas W week s*mad u, be |

thp failure of last Thursday’s the downfall for UNB, it inspired 
demonstration Theresults of that students of U de M to take more 
demonstration brought to the serious action. that nrpspnt the Support from other sources may More recently, Srnith has said
surface much of the discontent in Gerard Blanchard, Secretary Arseneault said that at p ^ forthcoming if a general that he has contacted churches in
the student bodies. General of U de M student council, students have reciev PP?_ meeting at St. Thomas scheduled the city and they will supply

Despite the 700 or so students at said earlier this week that buses from the University o Q j for 12:30 today is successful. STU shelter if needed. St. Andrews, St
the demonstration UNB showed a are going up and they recommg Quebec has offered a student council President Mark Dunstand and the Cathedral have
clear lack of concern over student back empty . Pe°Ple , support as well a‘ n , 5 Giberson said he will know this been contacted.
S SRC nSent Jim Smith decided to go Wednesday to representatives down Monday if lfsTU students will join
expressed disappointment at the Fredericton, determined stay until there has been no positive response ^ They wiU not ^ staying students are presently enjoying
lack of support from the largest they get something. from the government. overnight if they do go down. themselves to the full in the lobby

aLLitv^the province U de M representative Gilles Representatives from College J council would of the Centennial building. They
university in the province.. — Shippigan have arrived ,n Freder- ^^^up^Tciberson have been able to spend the night in

icton but there is still no posit ve g ^ would be impossible the building without a hassel by the
Eme.aSJm Wte "mine, said because »f thei, present financial security.,Æt U de M bave act keu ÿf £

t i officially cancelled but a stu e transportation and communica- come and join them but that they
K! i f spokesman said the 99.9 percent of weU as help t0 provide are not expecting many from UNB

; ‘ students did not attend classes ^ addition to this, Wilfruit is and will not he disappointed if they
| || Wednesday. There has been some “J,.1 food as well as Saga don’t show It seems they are wellBE suPP°rt g,Vfens rsCat thîuniver FcÏÏs. the catering service at U de aware of the attitude of UNB
* * various professors at the umver ca{etena students.

sity.
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Students settle in for a long stay in the glass palace
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S’ IV, I * Hatfwld rejects demands

Government and students clash9

.jrn... ===== üsÊlprovincial government has proven mittee be formed consisting ot will j Building,
no more fruitful than last week’s students and administration to the C p Jes ntatige, Camille
demonstration, according to some present an aaaua r^r,1 l° ds M^aughlin said that some 
student officials. The government government on financial needs^ McL g considered n0,
continued to tell students that their These would be Presented at the stud t ^ cQSls in the com.ng 
hands are tied with regard to federal-provincial conference o gHawever there has been no

Wm StUpdrem,erd Hatfield in a speech "‘it is no! a question of money but firm ^ 'government wiU
before the students began with one of pnontie* iasJ°d oSette have to do something,” he said, 
“My dear friends”, and was money should go, said Ouellette^ “a . .. since the bursary fundsJ immediately shouted down. “The Student aid is a lon^ ^ gained the same for the

■ government can’t change until investment, meant to benetit nave
I everything is talked over with the everybody SDeeches Hat- “I think the government willI ,h„ .be firidand Ouellette were interrupt* ^*,-£^£4
I f=rU".o‘^r, BEEKs,meL,he

I students to attend university. even There T?.* jnftîtjon’wa ^Wiling McLaughlin said 80 per cent of U
■ d at the expense of the other sUtd*. that vfoUm de students borrow, especally

■ § ministers. them, wny » { the economically
1-E Youth Minister Jean-Pierre raise the loan from «1100 to $1«0 ~ aros the northeast
■ I-ÏÏÏÏSL Sa’,dt rUentTo “t?student said he had proof J northwest P»^f »,

s SfneSentands of the students, that «0.000 ir, New Bnthswtc't l””™ 'S^ser £?arKer. 
i We are willing, however, to bursar, was not given out last ^ Anot^ had

». * negotiate with the students and year.  u hnpkpd hv two weeks of oraaniza-
Èdiscuss these demands but it is up Shortly after their speech, ^ “pnunter eu» onto”
o to the federal government to Hatfield and Ouellette disappear- tion and drivers from

SllVdJm'anV^aming to Ihe 'H^rK

federal government were present- wait the government ouC the demonstration n^ y
ed and rejected because the new Citv detective John King said last week

.
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How could anyone refuse these Université de Moncton students?
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CHSR celebrates 15 years in the business Lynch $
By DERWIN GOWA 

News EditorI
On Saturday, January 24, the outstanding contributions 

College Hill Student Radio cele- made during the year by CHSR 
brated it’s 15th anniversary of personnel. The Awards were 
UNB radio operations. Approxi- donated to the station by the 
mately 200 people gathered in the University Alumni Association. 
TSrtan Room of the Memorial The winners of the awards were 
Student Centre to take part in the selected by the executive of th« 
festivities. Former members of station several weeks prior to the 
Radio UNB and CHSR as well as anniversary, 
invited guests, joined with the John McGuire won the Sports 
present membership in congratu- Award, while first year members 
latine the 1970 Barrv Award Dan Arsenault and Bill Sanderson

received the Behind the Scenes and 
The Barry Awards, named in Rookie of the Year Awards 

honour of the first director of Radio respectively. Assistant News Dir- 
UNB Dr Barrv Yoell, recognize ector Gary Perry was awarded the

---------------- ------------ News Award for his organization of
that Department. Joe Labelle, who 
also serves as Assistant Public c 
Affair Director, was given the £ 
Public Affairs Award for the g 
excellent job he had done in L3 
reporting the Student Aid Demon- E 
stration activities of the province. F 
Former CHSR Director J. David >. 
Miller was given the Best Q 
Technician Award for his work at •£ 
the station this year and for his £ 
leading role in obtaining official 
DOC certification for the station 
during the summer months.

TjNB President, Dr.

Newspaper Columnist i 
Lynch told the Fredericton 
ber of Commerce that Ca 
the most socialised country 
western world last Tuesdi 
added he was glad to s 
enterprisers finally speaki 

Prime Minister Pierr 
deau’s new economic pc 
described by a joke. Acco 
him the government is 
skillful at controlling an; 
The joke concerned a fat 
son in a fishing schooner I 
to put in tb an inlet during 
The next morning, they ' 
and discovered that the an 
dragged and they were 1 
father said to throw out t 
anchor but the son repli 

rope attached tc

1
tv

winners.
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CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE 
S3 50 per pege

Send now lor latest catalog En
close $5 00 to cover return post-
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father then said to thro 

because it woi
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■\ESSAY SERVICES
67 Spadina Ave.. Suite #208 

Toronto. Ontario. Canada 
(416) 366-664»

Our retetrch service is sold 
lor resnrch atutttnce only.

I Campus Rapt, required. Please write.

anyway 
some.

Lynch said the Pri 
Conservative leadership 
“wide open”. The man v 
have won, Alberta Prem 
Lougheed, said Lynch, re 
said Lougheed finds f 
politics more fulfilling 
federal variety, particul 
that the emphasis in C 
presently shifting to the ] 
governments.

Also, said Lynch, Lou| 
not want to confront a lari 
bureaucracy he could nt

Lougheed is not bilingu 
press has given him a t 
said Lynch.

According to Lynch, 
ualism rules out a ma 
appealing as Peter Loug

&

Doug Bearisto does the honor of cutting the Anniversary cake.

, . . ., D . c. fnr the occasion CHSR’s Bearisto cut the Anniversary cake r
ÆTiiïîuS trte S £*£ rack .1 all rradaa. Drwr before «be dentin, sforled. 

“Classical Gas” on Sunday after
noons at 2:30.

CHSR Director Chris Pratt 
presented the Director’s Award for 
1975-76 to Business Manager Allan 
Patrick. Patrick was cited for his 
contribution to the spirit of the 
station during the past year.

Chris Pratt took the opportunity 
to present the station's new logo to >> 
the membership of the station and l'Z— 
the guests in attendance. The f 
drawing of a Cheshire cat produced l 
by Neville House resident 6Fdon \
Roper will have a prominent place e 
on CHSR’s float in the upcoming g 
Winter Carnival parade. The £ 
suggestion for the new logo came y 
from station member Bob Rhead g 
as part of a contest held at the p 
station before Christmas. ^

After the Awards CHSR member js 
and guests enjoyed the buffet and 2 
the CHSR punch specially prepar e

John
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THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send for your up-to date, 160-page, mail order catalog of 
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.

COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
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CHSR presents the Cheshire cat. ,vZipState

Cine Campus gtef 'vjÉT

S GAIETY THEATRE =
! 550 QUEEN 

= 455-6132
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ANSWERSSun. Feb. 1 

Monty Python’s

And Now for Something 
Completely Different

:
¥

I. L3UJUU'
UlllUt‘A FUNNY MOVIE ABOUT THE \ 

EARLY DAYS (OF HOLLYWOOD] E
SCAN
TTTi

TTT
INI Cl SI T| A| N|

BT 11 Ml k! tl YlËl
T H SI
R

STSELLC*r HrxXYGENE SMALIT NBC TV
( NSTv'li’ E XTIrxM•: V ÜTTTT

Tues. Feb. 3 KSTT cD TAA T

TOMMY i "PASSUTTïT T TF- the movieLV T 0 6 TAWED
T T "X X 
TXXT

R X V EM 1 K"X T u R T 
T Trxxi

6:00, 8:00, 10:00 bharles Lynch said fri 
Minister Pierre Trude.$1.25Tillev Auditorium■ A

s y «

EhAre you interested In earning good wages on a part-tlmebasirf
z

By BURT FOI 
Returning officer B 

said the field for a 
SRC elections on Fe 
still wide open.

At present there 
officially declared c 
any of the positions 

President Jim Smi 
that he will again 
presidency for the i 
has it that opposing 
returning candidate 
defeated in his I

Students are currently being sought to work on seat installation

t
at the Aitken Centre. Work will commence approximately 

March 1,1976. Those interested contact Bill Ramsay at 454-4039.

MCM's COMEDY SURPRISE • A BILL/ZIEFF PRODUCTION
.1F.FF BRIDGES»ANDY GRIFFITH =E HEARTStwWEST _ _ _ _ _ _ , „

= DONALD PLEASENCE-BLYTHE DANNER» [AMMl E
written by ROB THOMPSON • MtTROCOLOR • produced m TONY BILL E
directed tv HOWARD ZIEFF

surrirc

© Fefeesed thru
United ArtistsMGMm

| NOW PLAYING .
E SHOWS 7 and 9 pm 
= MAT SAT AND SUN 2 pm ............. .........
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Lynch says Canada most socialist western country
;4rules out a lot of people, perhaps open the 1976 Olympic Games. He i 

too many.” Further, he said, it added that this did not mean he had *
gives Quebeckers a favoured any particular attachment for the ;
position. “motherland as the motherland J

Newspaper Columnist Charles With respect to Lougheed’s doesn't care any more for us than ||Sf* 
Lvnch told the Fredericton Cham- alleged fear of the media, Lynch we do for the motherland.” Lynch IMk Jr 
ber of Commerce that Canada is said, “We're very gentle, we’re said “a majority in nine provinces
the most socialised country in the very kind . . . we’re not cruel.” accept her (the Queen) warmly Svflgjg
western world last Tuesday, and Lynch then illustrated some of the but Quebec held opposite senti- 
added he was glad to see free gibes the Parliamentary Press ments. Lynch quoted Prince Philip , J* 
enterprisers finally speaking up. Gallery takes at politicians with as saying, “When it (the monar- 

Prime Minister Pierre Tru- two songs - “In the sands of chy) becomes divisive its useful- 
dean’s new economic policy he Athabaska , we’ve more oil than ness is at an end.” The monarchy
u ... . . « j:____ A 1__________ M ituri,nn I.mi'm Uoc Ktmnmn nrmrinpial rathpr thzm

By DERWIN GOWAN 
News Editor

Vfÿfïïk'..

i

ness is at an end.” The monarchy 
described by a joke. According to Alaska . . and “When you’re has become provincial rather than 
him the government is “not so Trudeau, we’ll give you dough. a national symbol, said Lynch, 
skillful at controlling anything.” * -—v —:J r*""1 ii “=hn,iirin’i he hevnnd
The ioke concerned a father and probably take the Tory leadership the bounds of ingenuity

in a fishing schooner that had as a comprise candidate although the heat off the Queen, leaving her
Flora Macdonald would be “Very free to come where she’s wanted

Lynch said Paul Hellyer would Therefore, it “shouldn’t be beyond
to take r® .

son
to nut in tô an inlet during a storm. Flora Macdonald would De very tree to come wnere mw wdiut-u 
The next morning, they woke up strong” Lynch said Macdonald and not come where she’s not 
and discovered that the anchor had might win with the woman vote, wanted. ”
dragged and they were lost. The but added that women tend not to Lynch said “the lines are 
father said to throw out the extra vote for other women. Brian drawn" between socialists and free 
anchor but the son replied there Mulroney, Lynch said, had a lot of enterprisers and that in the last 
was no rope attached to it. The support, but he added he was British Columbia provincial elec- 
father then said to throw it out suspicious of candidates with no lion, businessmen “who wouldn l 

because it would help experience. dirty their hands in politics got

Ai
anyway
S°Lynch said the Progressive Leonard Jones, but said he should
Conservative leadership race was not have been lumped with socialised country in the western 
“wide open”. The man who could Olympic contractor Joe Zappia world,” said Lynch, even more so 
have won, Alberta Premier Peter who “came from nowhere and than Scandanavian nations, the 
Lougheed said Lynch, refused. He nobody knows where he’s going." Atlantic Provinces are the most 
said Lougheed finds provincial highly socialised provinces in
politics more fulfilling than the Lynch said that although he was Canada, he added. To free 
federal variety, particularly now once a centralist, he now believes enterprisers, he said,-Where have 
that the emphasis in Canada is the federal government should you been all my life?” 
nresentlv shifting to the provincial slacken its grip on the provinces Lynch said the Bricklin car 
governments. and added that Canada “won’t fly project “died of government

Also said Lynch, Lougheed did apart”. He said Quebec could be unease" and that the big auto 
not want to confront a large federal given “What she wants” in terms manufacturers lauded the demise, 
bureaucracy he could not control, of control over internal affairs and The smart money is going to the 

Lougheed is not bilingual and the that other provinces wanted this as American market, said Lynch, 
press has given him a hard time, well. “I think this would ease the “leaving a vacuum for government 
said Lvnch. pressures that are prying this to fill.

According to Lynch, “If failing- country apart,” said Lynch. “You’ve got to fight for what you j.
ualism rules out a man ... as Lynch said he was a staunch believe in,” said Lynch, T hope * 
appealing as Peter Lougheed ... it royalist, yet the Queen should not you will.”

mxlynch said he did not support involved.
Canada is “the most highly
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Newspaper columnist Charles Lynch told the Fredericton Chamber of 
Commerce about the lighter side of federal politics.
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, . disappointed with the help that
With spring SRC elections less NyS has gjven t0 student aid 

than three weeks away there is a durjng the past demonstration and 
growing prospect that a by-election feejg tha( students should have a 

i, , . may be called soon alter.
, !•£ SRC vice-president Gordon Ken- 

. ’ 3 2 nedy indicated as much in a
> V « telephone interview Wednesday
k 6- night.

ja Kennedy said if the new 
© constitution passes as presently 

I j o Worded, he would definitely not be
ft. running for the position of

choice as to whether they stay on 
this campus.

Commenting on the work that the 
vice-president must do, Kennedy 
said a vice-president does “just as 
much as the president”, writing1 
letters, answering phones and 
going as a delegate to conventions. 

Regarding the incumbent pres- 
vice-president. ic|ent and their business relation-

Unless the definition of the jobs ship Kennedy stated they do not 
(vice-president) is changed, Ken- ,lp|ay t]le same game”. “I won’t 
nedy sees the external v’ce-presi- vate for the man again and he 
dent as being in a very powerful probably won’t vote for me,” said 
position. Kennedy.

As the constitution presently is However, Kennedy predicted 
worded, the external vice-presi- smith to win the next election by 80 
dent will have the power of the

1
A

Charles Lynch said free enterprise are beginning to speak up on political issues, particularly after Prime 
Minister Pierre Trudeau announced his new economic policy.

f’•i

Election field wide open
per cent “with another money 

application committee, that is to campajgn”. He has “the jump on
make appointments in key posi- everybody else” because he is
tions, such as campus police chief, recejv,ng 90 dollars per week and

ByBURTFOLKINS against Smith. ran against Smith ’for the n^dyS^t agreewithUriswid campaign"^ ^ ^ ^

Returning officer Bill Sanderson Sanderson said there must be presidency . ,. p . unless the power to appoint As to the progress being made on
said the field for candidates for three candidates declared for the Assistant Comptroller ceter prions jS kept out of the hands of this campus over student aid, 
SRC elections on February 18 is presidency position before Feb- Davidson, may be seeking a ter the executives, SRC will be in Kennedy said that we have
still wide open. ruary 4 when nominations close or as comptroller when w worse position than it presently is. “n^iddlê and upper class society

At present there are only six he must allow nominations for that Batanyita resigns. , When the new constitution comes here” who are not so concerned
officially declared candidates for position to remain open for an P0*111®11^’ ^Isc1 availa too ^effect, a by-election will about it. This is shown by the
any of the positions available. extra week. rl^ fh.fv mr udc nresSt probably be called with the ))erformance of students in

President Jim Smith has stated Other representatives who have tives, they include presiden dectjon of tw0 new ,vice-presi McConnell Hall on Wednesday
that he will again contest the indicated they will run are John yice-pr^.dent, secretary v^idic dents. Kennedy said he will use this afternoon, said Kennedy,
presidency for the SRC. Rumour Bell, Arts Representative; Allan Onan^Wencc opportunity to call for a new vote am not running for president,
has it that opposing Smith will be Patrick, Representative at Large; for VP. and Marmot Brew.d will Qn lhe NUS refererdum. Definitely, capital D,” said Ken-

candidate Dale Saulis, and Alan Hildebrand, Science contest Validictonan against a
first attempt Representative, who previously likely Chris Pratt. Je said that he is very nedy.returning 

defeated in his

■
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VietncAUCC addresses itself to university nationalization
m- », .^ng umm î-jj» „r jis nwtw i »? sïs&s:

The Association of Universities province by province^ out J leading the rest ” attendance at the first major escalated to $48.)
and Colleges of Canada is now on a national centered msitu Maritime universities collectively conference to be held by the AUCC There is at present a ^recent
striving to give students mobility •• , , ,t f reSpond to the needs of this region, in March of this year. Along with ceiling m any increase posed by
and uniformity in a national “You don.tneed a ty of ^Anderson The Maritime the university representatives and thef ederalgovernmen•
university system. fo^try m ev^ university^ You ^gher Education system was AUCC members, student members The AUCC addresses itself to the
conference^ at" the6Lord8 Beawnv pmvincT' said Dr^ Michael "Hhe in S Sng o?unities, thus taking

b msrnotr; m ŷbe accomp- ^^Catad^ïelîïenüng ^Smatly what happens in S,growth in

slmassjp air- - -
gar^sssrass æsiîs sï ï^kssæ-fnstitutes and a general change in the grant system. It is better to ending March 31, 1979, allowing

oriented discuss more than just the money sufficient time for federal-provin
cial university consultations.

Another of the recommendations 
is an addition of 35 percent for 
indirect costs to present grants 
without any diminution in the 
number or size of such grants.

As such these are only recom
mendations proposed by the AUCC 
and cannot possibly take effect 
before 1979.

By P.J.

City of Fredericton
the present regionally 
university system to a national side of things, they said. 
one operating expenditures for post

According to Oliver, Premier secondary education in the prov-
PUBLIC NOTICE

Take notice that the City of Fredericton 
passed on December 9th, 1975, By-law No. 
252, A By-law to amend By-law No. 151, A 
By-law to License Dogs.

Section 3 of By-law No. 151 is amended by 
Substituting the following -

“Every owner of a Dog shall register such 
Dog with the City Clerk on or before the 2nd 
day of January in each year and at the time 
of registration shall pay a license fee 
therefor of five dollars ($5.00) if such dog is 
male or has been spayed and fifteen dollars 
($15.00) if such Dog is Female.”

If additional information if required, please 
contact Mr. Ardean Calhoun, Animal 
Control Officer, at 363-2116, or City Hall, 
455-9426.

I

.FIRST ANNUAL DEMONSTRATOR AND STOCK 
REDUCTION SALE - JAN. 30 - Feb. 7! ! !

1 Concord 260 Receiver 
1 Harmon-Kardon 330 Receiver
1 Kenwood 5400 Receiver
2 Marantz 4220 4-channel Receiver 
1 Dynaco SCA-35 Amplifier (assembled)
1 Dynaco SCA-80 Q Amplifier (kit)
1 Dual 1229 Turntable (with b + dc)
1 Elac 625 Turntable (with b + dc)
1 Sony TC-377 Tape Deck 
1 Akai 4000DS Tape Deck 
1 Teac 3605 Cassette Deck
1 Teac 160S Cassette Deck
2 Philips 2400 Cassette Deck
1 Superscope CS-800S Portable Cassette

Stereo Recorder-Player
2 Superscope Mono Cassette Player

Portable
Assorted Koss Headphones

$220
$220
$340
$300 ea. Referee

beaten
1$75

$220
$240
$130
$420

OTUMBA, MEXICO (CUP) - A 
friendship game between rural 
amateur soccer teams ended 
suddenly when the referee was 
beaten to death by members of the 
hometown team.

Only five minutes remained in 
the goalless game when the 
40-year-old referee called a foul 
against Otumba and gave the 
opposing team a free penalty shot.

Four members of the Otumba 
team attacked the referee, beating 
and stoning him to death, police 
said.

The four players accused of the 
referee’s death are in police 
custody.

$330
$400
$290
$100 ea.

$200

$65 ea. Harvard economist St* 
capitalism.

By MICHAEL LE

Harvard professor o 
Stephen A. Marglin, 
lecture in Tilley Hall o 
entitled “The crisis 
capitalism: America: 
American consequenc 
said the high cost of 
war was a major cai 
States and other wests 
nations falling econ 
tions.

He pointed out tha 
why the American t 
been somewhat hea 
past century was 
Europe, America had 
destroyed in World 
having a jump on its e

Also, America w 
produce export iteir 
countries could r 
because of its high 
This maintained it 
surplus. According t<

6-9 p.m. dailyS.R.Thorburn 
City Clerk

363-2155

STEREOCity Hall 
Fredericton, N.B. 
January 5, 1976

SYSTEMS

: .
•• • •

••• : *. .. .• 
/••••. \ /MAR-CO

• .•***• 
: •••..J

V.

SaleRegular
$354.95
$291.95

TURNTABLES:
Elac 50 H II complete with base, cover, cartridge 
Elac 760 complete with base, cartridge

Taya beltdrives:
LP 100 complete with base, cover, cartridge 
CP 300 complete with base, cover, cartridge 
FP 400 complete with base cover, cartridge 

Keto PSS 40 complete base, cover, cartridge

AMPLIFIERS:
Sansui All 4400, 20 watts-channe!

$199.95 
‘ $150.00

$ 99.95 
$139.95 
$174.95 
$129.95

$149.95
$195.00
$259.95
$249.95

Tran
$209.95 By ALISON

The university hi 
12.65 acres of 
government to be 
location of Frederi 
Cultural Centre.

In exchange for 
university received 
property which inc! 
gomery St. School 
Works Area. These 
leased to the govern 
continuing use of th 
leaseback arrange! 
all three plots of 
maximum period 
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Vietnam War said a major cause of economic ills
S-KffSSM SSS2SS2SS£ 
srn'sTÆ" sjeW tijr^ £ tgs^srszr+s“The relationship between polit- added that unemployment is not without making major aajus 
ical detente and the expansion of the only proven means of restoring men s , , nessimism
trade with socialist countries was a balance of class power favour-
not as one sided as usually able to capjtahsts. ^ ^ ^ ^m^ng, "Mora anymore 

^The economist also said inflation according to Marglin, is perma- caw

tx iar,oprx™ ï
Vietnam. He described the two productivity gams. However, he a^ic,le,?f *^All^ver the 
digit inflation as the American added, “In practice, the cakula- obstacle_ Add g, 
government's “public enemy tions that would be required to wor d, from "east Asia to 
number one " Adding that the determine the effects on profits of Portugal to the ’
government's policies to fight this proposed price changes are mind caP'^mo'^ris the attack » 
inflation in 1974 threatened two boggling, but perhaps feasible, up to us to express tne auacx
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1 *
digit unemployment in 1975.

It is Marglin's belief that the US 
government, in its controls to help 
the economy, only shifted the 
problem from one sector to another 
and never really solves any of , 
them. He said, “I view the US 
government more as part of the 
problem than as part of the 
solution and expect correspond
ingly little constructive (influence) 
from that quarter."

He also expressed concern that 
S the only way to moderate the 
| impact of wage demands that 
"5 accompany high unemployment is 
" to maintain a high rate of growth 
4, and worker’s productivity. He 
Ï added that the only way to increase 
8 productivity is to improve the 
>> quality and increase the quantity 
o of plant and equipment. This in 
e turn requires a high level of 
a, profits.

“The very basis of capitalist
Harvard economist Stephen A. Marglin is pessimistic about the future of wQrk organization - the specialize- ^ 
capitalism. tion 0f workers to minutely divided ||H

Bv MICHAEL LENIHAN is why the USA was able to pay tasks; exists not so much because
higher wages to its workers than of its putative efficiency,

Harvard professor of economics, any other country in the world. He because it helps to maintain an
Stephen A. Marglin, delivered a said the secrets of high technology artificial role for the boss as ||
lecture in Tilley Hall on January 28 do not remain secrets for long and integrator of the Productlve 
entitled “The crisis of world the day of reckoning had to come process, Marglin explained, 
capitalism American causes and when the US balance of payments Marglin added that society s 
American consequences. "Marglin would reflect the loss of markets, elites, who make up only 
said the high cost of the Vietnam adding and including its own, to percent of the capitalist popula- . 
war was a major cause of United other capitalist economies. The tion, often confuse its own interests 
States and other western capitalist Vietnam War brought on that day with those of ordmary people often j 
nations falling economic condi- of reckoning «ore:snddenlythat U Watergate defendant John Dean is going to give a lecture at in the

fte pointed out that the reason Marglin. The American people had many problems of today's society main gym at 11:110 p.m. on February ninth. Student tickets cost I. .

why the American economy had little heart in this conflict and its on the capitalist system,
been somewhat healthy for the only outcome was to cause large The economist argued that 
past century was that, unlike deficits in the American economy,
Europe, America had no industries leading to full employment and 
destroyed in World War II, thus inflation, he said, 
having a jump on its eastern allies. He added, “The weakened 

Also, America was able to position of the dollar forced the US 
produce export items that other to scramble for markets just like 
countries could not produce little fish. The New Frontier was, 
because of its high technology, of course, the socialist world,”
This maintained its consistent saying that it was more than 
surplus. According to Marglin this coincidence that US exports to
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Transfer completed ,/v |SI; k—•
1M116

The new Cultural Centre will be 
The university has transferred located at the corner of Regent St. 

12 65 acres of land to the and Priestman St. and will 
government to be used for the incorporate a school a all levels 
location of Fredericton’s French as well as various facilities which 
Cultural Centre will be thrown open to the

In exchange for this land, the community at large. Since discus- 
university received three pieces of si°ns and negotiations are still 
property which include the Mont- going on, it is not known exactly 
gomery St. School and the Public what these facilities will include, 
Works Area. These have now been although there will be a theatre, 
leased to the government to permit cafeterias and a gymnasium, 
continuing use of the property. The 
leaseback arrangements differ in cultural centre will probably not 
all three plots of land, but the begin until Spring. The govern- 
maximum period being thirty ment is under contract to the 
years, the property will automati- S.C.R. Construction Company for 
cally revert to the university at the the foundations and the structural 
end of that period. The university steel, but has not yet tendered the 
benefits by this exchange agree- main contractor for the super- 
ment in that the land acquired is structure, 
far closer to the lower campus than 
that transferred to the government 
thus consolidating a useful land- 
bank. An added advantage for the 
university is the existence of 
buildings already on the land.

By ALISON KING

SAW
& fiMMfaUKf -

BIG SHOT NIGHT

(Every Wednesday Night)
9:00 - 10:30 p.m.
Buy a double for the price of a single!

Actual construction of the

l

NO COVER CHARGE for students 
with I.D.'s, Monday — Wednesday

By building the centre the 
government is accommodating the 
needs of the increasing influx of 
French-speaking people to Freder
icton, said government officials.
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Demonstrating Moncton students need support w
By p

The real financial hardships for 
students, however, begin after 
they have graduated. After four or 
more years of university most 
students aré tired of living below 
the poverty level, But the massive 
debts often incurred only serve to

Last year the amount of the 
average loan was $1,067 with the 
average bursary at $370. At the 
same time, the provincial 
department of youth estimated 
the allowable costs for a year's 
education at $2215 for students 
living on campus, and $2271 for keep graduates below that level, 
off-campus students.

There is a large discrepancy 
between what the government 
estimates as the cost of a year of 
university and the amount of the 
average student aid disbursed.
Apparently this discrepancy al
lows for contributions from both

But they need more than moral 
support from the students of this 
university. Very few students from 
this campus participated in last 
week's demonstration. The lack of 
participation shocked and disap
pointed the students from the 
Université de Moncton, who are 
trying to institute changes which 
will benefit all students in the 
province.

In the past few years 60 to 70 
percent of New Brunswick 
students have been forced to 
finance their education through 
student aid.

Hundreds qf angry students 
have returned to the Centennial 
Building in an attempt to have the 
provincial government reconsider 
its stand on the student aid 
question.

The students, many of whom 
participated in last week's 
unrewarding demonstration, are 
here to stay this time. Accommo
dations and food have been 
arranged with the intent of 
continuing this demonstration 
until the provincial government 
makes some concessions to their 
demands.

Another week, a 
provincial govern) 

On Wednesday s 
occupied the lobfa 
attempt to changi 
demonstration wei 
Youth Minister Ou 
the program.

The difference i 
occupy the buildi 
leaving after havir 
students plan to fi 

The U de M stui 
demonstration wl 
committees work« 
liason with other 

But no matter h< 
easily obtain what 
students, especial!

The government 
their demands, but 
for the present lot 

Ouellette, on W 
Atlantic Federate 
program would ce 
That sum is certai 
this province.

Earlier this we 
become the most s 
Brunswick is the 
exception of New 
amount of govern 

The government 
disastrous results 
actively enter ares 
students in the pr 

For a province d 
a socialist countrj 
the field of educa 

But the province 
on the student 
momentum.
. Students from < 
sending people to 
. .UNB SRC pres 
meetings every da 
for the demonstri 

Students at STU 
situation, which i 
joining the demoi 

The students ph 
weekend, and hot 

High school si 
supporting the del 
the building also.

A graduate with a masters 
degree financed entirely by 
student aid would be likely to 
graduate with a debt of about 
$9,200. If the graduate could pay 
$1,200 a year the debt would be 
carried for 12 years, with $8,044 
paid in interest for a total of 
$17,244.students and parents.

GEM-SKEWZ<?W, MAY NKMEfflifJty AVON 
PA LAYSffhp,f6r) TRMlif,ftp) MILLION •

D0E-LARZ (ftfTM . . 
t POOR LAYS

Blame should be shared
« i »

an attempt to shame those 
persons who participate in those 
actions - not to single out a 
particular residence. Our main 
interest -- and the main thrust of 

was to end

As indicated by several letters 
in our"Sound Off" columns this 
week, many residents of Jones 
House are disturbed by an 
editorial condemning actions 
taken during a "raid" against 
Tibbits Hall.

All the writers make it quite 
clear that they did not participate 
in the event.

All the writers condemn this 
newspaper for what they term 
inaccurate journalism, and sever
al make personal attacks against 

. the editor.
All the writers clearly demand a 

retraction and apology.
We, the staff of this paper, for 

although the editorials are usually 
written by one person they are 
given approval by at least the 
editorial board of this publication 
-- and more often the entire staff -* 
feel that it is still the part of those 
involved in the raid to make 
apologies - not this paper.

We will apologise for placing 
all the blame for the incident on 
Jones House, but this certainly 
does not absolve the house from 
any guilt in the matter. Members 
of Jones House did participate, 
and should be condemned for 
such participation.

The editorial of last week was

r" m$ 7
the editorial 
repetition of such events.

It appears that the main 
attempt of the letters-to-the- 
editor received this week is to 
ignore the seriousness of the 
event jn an attempt to absolve 
Jones House of any blame in the 
matter. But writers admit many 
house residents took part.

)

!»>

; \

yjdsl}, This paper does - and will 
continue to - take an editorial 
stand against actions which cause 
needless bodily harm to anyone. 
That includes wars, torture, 
terrorism and yes, even residence 
raids that culminate in injuries.

The central issue here is that 
persons from residence participat
ed in a raid against Tibbits Hall 
which ended with several 
residents of Tibbits being taken to 
the infirmary for medical 
treatment.

For that all persons who 
participated should be brought to 
account for their actions, 
including those members of Jones 
House who participated.

Ï
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One hundred and tenth year of 
publication. Canada's Oldest Official 
Student Publication. A member of 
Canadian University Press. The 
Brunswickan, "New Brunswick's larg
est weekly newspaper", is published 
weekly at the Fredericton campus of 
the University of New Brunswick. 
Opinions expressed in this newspaper 
are not necessarily those of the Student 
Representative Council or the Admin
istration of the University. The 
Brunswickan office is located in the 
Student Union Building, College Hill, 
Fredericton, N.B. Printed at Bugle 
Publishing Ltd., Woodstock, N.B. 
Subscriptions, IS per year. Postage 
paid in cash at the Third Class Rate, 
Permit No. 7. National advertising 
rates available through Youthstream, 
307 Davenport Road, Toronto. Local ad 
rates available at «53-4963.
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Proctor speaks up for Jones boysimSfr Mugwump 
benjamin Journal Dear Editor: plunder! Our visit to Tibbits was the residences. Not so! All such 

intended as a friendly retaliation damages done to a residence are 
In the past your newspaper has for a similar late night raid by paid for by the House Committee 

often exhibited an inability to Tibbits pranksters upon each out of hpuse funds, 
provide this campus with high men’s residence the night before as 
quality journalism, the hallmarks part of the festivities of Tibbits highly indignant, Mr. Editor, and 
of which are accurate and House Week. The Jones students rightfully so. We are the first to 
responsible reporting of news- left our residence with nothing stand up and take our share of 
worthy events. This inability was more harmful than shaving foam deserved criticism. But the caustic 
never more clearly demonstrated and computer punchings. Serious comments launched at us in your 
than by your editorial in the damage done was minimal and recent editorial we did not 
January 23 issue of the Brunswick- accidental, which brings me to the deserve! Accordingly we feel fully 
an entitled “Childness Displayed.” paragraph where you made justified in demanding an apology 

In that editorial, Mr. Editor, you mention of the girls who found it from both you and your newspaper 
brought your journalistic compe- necessary to visit the infirmary, to be prominently publisher^ in the 
tence into serious question by This was the result of a very next issue of the Brunswickan. We 
taking it upon yourself to publish unfortunate accident which all are not content to suffer as a result 
highly defamatory statements those involved regret. An unmark- of shoddy journalism ! 
about the residents of Jones House ed bottle of caustic liquid bathroom 
Men’s Residence while grossly bowl cleanser was left in one of the Wayne E. McLennan 
uninformed of the true facts Tibbits washrooms. A freshman Proctor 
surrounding the episode in ques- resident, who I must point out was Room 214 Jones House 
tion. I’d like to take this not from Jones House as you 
opportunity to expose the inac- erroneously reported, picked up 
curacies of your article and to the bottle without realizing what it 
attempt to rid the name ofJones was and tossed the contents 
House of the taint you have placed towards a group of girls in the hall, 
on it without the slightest The burns they received were not 
justification. serious,I understand, although the Brunswickan:

In your article you placed the damage that could have occurred 
entire responsibility for this was considerable. Very wisely, With no respect to your Editorial
episode squarely upon Jones House they were sent to the infirmary. It entitled “Childishness displayed”, 
when in actuality at least four should also be noted that two men j suggest you reprint the feature 
other men’s residences were from Jones House had clothing with the new headline “STUPiD- 
involved. Of approximately 150 ruined and risked injury to ity, UNPROFESSIONALISM 
students who participated, perhaps themselves when they jumped in AND LIBEL DISPLAYED BY 
25 were from Jones House. So why front of the girls to protect them BRUNSWICKAN”. Whoever wrote 
were we singled out for abuse? from the shower of acid. the article did so without any

In your next paragraph by This editorial was a slur upon the knowledge of the facts, without 
failing to give your readers any name of Jones House and also of concern for the bad feelings he has 
background information, you the Residence system in general, caused within and without Jones 
made those students who partici- You insinuated that resident House, and with no clues or 
pa ted appear as marauding students are somehow above the journalistic aptitude whatever 
barbarians who descended upon law and that we will not be held 
Tibbits Hall to rape, pillage and responsible for damages done to

The men of Jones House are

Another week, another demonstration, another refusal from the 
provincial government to revamp the student loan program.

On Wednesday several hundred Université de Moncton students 
occupied the lobby of the Centennial Building to continue the 
attempt to change the aid plan. The immediate results of the 
demonstration were the same as last week - Premier Hatfield and 
Youth Minister Ouelette reiterated their stand against changes in 
the program.

The difference in this demonstration is that students intend to 
occupy the building until some changes are made. Instead of 
leaving after having their demands refused by the government, the 
students plan to force the issue.

The U de M students should be commended for a well-planned 
demonstration which began Wednesday. Several organizing 
committees worked diligently to supply food, transportation and 
liason with other students.

But no matter how well organized those students are they cannot 
easily obtain what they need most - support from other university 
students, especially UNB, the largest university in the province.

The government is beginning to realize students are serious in 
their demands, but officials still seem sure they can pass the blame 
for the present loan program to the federal government.

Ouellette, on Wednesday, confirmed figures prepared by the 
Atlantic Federation of Students which indicate an improved loan 
program would cost an additional three million dollars annually. 
That sum is certainly a small investment to make in the future of 
this province.

Earlier this week columnist Charles Lynch said Canada has 
become the most socialized country of the western world, and New 
Brunswick is the most socialized province in Canada, with the 
exception of Newfoundland. He based these comments on the 
amount of government involvement in the economy.

The government here has intervened in the economy with some 
disastrous results - notably the Bricklin venture - but has failed to 
actively enter areas which could benefit the thousands of university 
students in the province.

For a province described by Lynch as one of the most socialist in 
a socialist country, New Brunswick has done remarkably little in 
the field of education - especially student aid.

But the province will have a hard time justifying its present stand 
on the student loan program as the demonstration gains 
momentum.
. - Students from Quebec universities are raising money and are 
sending people to support the students.
..UNB SRC president Lie. Jim Smith says he intends to hold 
meetings every day with UNB students until more support is raised 
for the demonstration.

Students at STU have also planned a mass meeting to discuss the 
situation, which will probably result in a large STU contingent 
joining the demonstration.

The students plan to remain in the Centennial Building over the 
weekend, and both food and blankets are being supplied.

High school students from across the province are also 
supporting the demonstration, and apparently some plan to enter 
the building also.

Jones not hoodlums

To begin with, there are not over 
100 men in Jones, let alone 100 who 
would take part in such a raid on 
the women of Tibbits. However, 
there were over 100 guys who made 
that fateful trip to Tibbits, guys 
from four other residences as u ell 
as Jones. Once these lour 
residences arrived, they wore 
joined by several ladies from the 
Dunn. That brings the residence 
count to five, so why wen we 
singled out by the Brunswickan to 
be the scapegoats for the eni ire 
incident?

Bruns stands accused
residences, and some members of 
other houses caused unfortunate 
accidents which sent a few girls to 
the infirmary.

The issue does not end here, 
however. For the 70-80 or so 
members of Jones House who did 
not participate in the “visit to 
Tibbetts”, this article is not only 
slander but it is an unwarranted 
insult.

Fact is that the editor of ‘The 
Brunswickan’ wrote a drastically 
false article in which he accuses 
over 100 members of Jones House 
of taking part in the “visit to 
Tibbetts”; of sending several girls 
to the infirmary; of being boys not 
men; of applying one set of 
standards and operating under a 
more convenient set ourselves; 
and the editor expressed hope that 
the members of Jones House be 
punished accordingly for the 
actions.

I think the editor, personally, 
and The Brunswickan as a whole, 
stands to be accused of the above 
and much more if they do not make 
immediate moves to clarify the 
issue by printing a lengthy article 
which explains the true events of 
the incident in question and by 
extending their apologies to our 
Don and the Board of Don’s along 
with an apology to the members of 
Jones House itself as soon as 
possible.

If ‘The Brunswickan’ ignores 
their serious error and does not 
fulfill the responsibility of mending 
this error then it can only lose any 
respect due to it as a student 
publication.

Jack Mailloux

Dear Editor:

My opinion of ‘The Brunswickan’ 
as an official student publication 
deteriorated entirely last edition 
when I came across the editorial 
entitled “Childishness displayed”.

It was obvious that the writer of 
the article had received the 
information about the “visit to 
Tibbits Hall' from someone who 
heard about it from somebody 
whose friend had talked to a person 
who had heard that...

The fact that the article 
appeared in the editorial and the 
fact that it was twisted beyond 
truth makes me seriously wonder 
about the abilities of the editorial 
staff to run a paper financed in 
part by our own SRC fees.

It . becomes obvious, when the 
issue of pubs in McConnell Hall is 
mentioned, that this article is the 
biased raving of a frustrated 
student looking for the slightest 
chance to cut down the residence 
system.

I seriously recommend that the 
next time the editor decides to 
write a story without stepping from 
behind his desk to obtain the facts 
and clarify unclear details, that he 
be assured that nobody stands to be 
hurt or offended. By the contents of 
the article. If he wishes to go ahead 
and write a story from his 
imagination then he should be sure 
to specify that it is fiction.

(i.e. “The 3 Little Pigs.” If such 
a story is within his realm of 
understanding.)

As I am quite sure everybody 
except the editor must be aware of, 
the incident in question involved a 
minority of the members of most

There were several girls treated 
in the infirmary for bums received 
when a member of anothêr 
residence (we know which one but 
what gives us the right to single it 
out?) threw Straight-Flush at 
them. I do know also that at least 
two Jones House men got hit with 
the stuff when they stood in front of 
the girls and got in its way

I was one of the 70 or so 
gentlemen from Jones House who 
did not go on the raid, but I was in 
the library when they were getting 
ready to go, armed with shaving 
cream, confetti, and computer 
punchings Nothing More.

I live with these guys, and we are 
not the bunch of hoodlum • ou 
make us out to be.

As a member of Jones Hou -e, I 
will accept responsibility for any 
house activity, even though 1 did 
not take part. However, your 
article is a complete misrepresen
tation of the facts and we will have 
no part of it.

I demand that a retraction and 
apology be printed in next week’s 
issue (with headlines as large as 
those for the original piece of 
fiction), as well as this letter so 
that people will know the truth 
about the story.

+ +.+++
Demonstrating students at the Centennial Building are winning 

praise from some unlikely sources. Vincent Fox, a cleaning 
contractor for the building, praised the students in last week’s 
demonstration for their cleanliness. The demonstration resulted in 
no extra work for his staff, said Fox.

City Police Detective John King also had a favourable attitude 
toward the U de M demonstrators on Wednesday. King said he 
expected no trouble with the students, although city police would be 

hand throughout the demonstration.
“They (the students) are here for a purpose," said King, and 

apparently he felt the students are mature enough to accomplish 
their purpose without the necessity of police intervention.

on

+ + + + +

There are several positions open for anyone who wishes to 
become more involved in the student government of this university.

SRC spring elections will be held Feb. 18. Several persons have 
already indicated their interest in running for positions in the most 
important student election of the year. Both the positions of 
president and comptroller will be open in the election, as are 
several representative seats.

Nominations are also open for three student senate seats, with 
the election to take place in conjunction with the SRC election.

Applications are also open for three persons on the SUB board of 
directors, and the SRC is seeking applicants for the post of 
applications committee chairperson.

Yours sincerely but unlhankfully, 

Ixiuis Bernier, Jones House

. m ore letters or pape 10
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army.

interviews by Linda Stewart
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Arts 3Phys. Ed 1 Jennifer RisdonPeter Fullerton Saga 1 John Kesson Paul Murray

What’s worse than standing in line 
at the Arms?

Arts 1Educ 1 The I-ou

What's worse than your landladys What do you think of the Fonz's What is Andrew Holden’s cooking? Why do people eat at McConnell 
food? Hall?new hair cut?
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F’ton High Jim ChristensenScience 1 Michael Bye

Where does the third ope come?

Arts 1I)an Arsenault Arts 1 Ned RobbArts I Greg Mullock

What do I think of my mother’s 
cooking?

How can you discrihe the punch at It's obvious you're talking about McConnell Hall Food
McConnell Hall food as anyone who 
has eaten there knows.

15th CIISR social?

SRC
Spring
Elections

Nominations close February 4,1976 at 5:00p.m.
Contact your returning officer before the deadline.

Bill Sanderson phone 453-4954 (5), (6) SRC Office

V

Feb. 18 th, 1976
The following positions are open

1 Rhys. Ed. Rep.1 Rep. at Large (full year)

1 Rep. at Large (half year) 

1 Arts Rep.

COMPTROLLER

2 Education Reps. (1 new seat)

1 Grad. Rep. 

1 Law Rep.

PRESIDENT Some girls wei 
for this liquid

St1 Science Rep.1 Business Rep.

The students In the graduating class also elect the class executive. The following positions are open.
x

Jack Mbij 
mechanical e 
has been miss 
January sevei 

Mbiza is a 
from Malaw 
Sargent Porte 
city police s 
Mbiza on theii 
since January 
have contacte 
in Canada anc 
try to determ 

Porter add

ValedictorianVice-President SecretaryPresident

Faculty Reps need a nominator and two seconders. Included should be name, address, faculty, year, and student number for the 
candidate, nominator, and all seconders. Reps at Large need a nominator and two seconders. For President and Comptroller, a nominator 
and ten seconders are needed Graduating class executive need a nominator and two seconders.
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Tibbits Is Tough
Although the Tibbits house some had toilet boil cleaner thrown 

committee is pressing charges at them. Telephones were ripped 
against the residence students off the walls as well, 
responsible for damages to person “When the guys came, the girls 
and property there, Tibbits resi- should have stayed in their 
dents say it would be better to let rooms," said one resident. “It 
the matter drop. turned ridiculous.”

On the night of January 14,1976, Previous accusations blamed 
large group of people from the Jones House. Tibbits residents 

men’s residences with the intention think that the majority of the guys 
of "having a rant”, visited Tibbits weren’t from Jones. However, the 
residence. ringleader, the person who started

However, things got out of hand, the rioting, was from Jones, they 
One Tibbits resident said, “I have said, 
lived in residence for five years 
and have not seen anything like interviewed said they would like to 
this. I am sure the guys responsible forget the entire matter and just let # 
feel bad about it.” Another said, things lie as they are. They felt this 
“Some of the guys laughed and would be the best for all concerned, 
considered it a big joke.” especially for the persons directly

Several girls were attacked and involved in the incident.
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Most of the Tibbits girls
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Earth Born Shampoo Earth Born restores your hair to its natural pH 
balance Leaves it clean, shiny and strong.

You can choose from four fresh fragrances
j

Gillette of Canada is offering a 100 ml bottle of 
Earth Born shampoo for the bare cost of postage Apricot for normal hair. Avocado for dry hair, 
and handling Green Apple or Strawberry for oily hair One is

We want to help you discover that Earth Born right for your type of hair.
Look for new pH balanced Earth Born Creme,

is more than a delightful fragrance More than 
just an ordinary shampoo Earth Born is low pH Rinse and Conditioner It detangles, conditions, 
and non-alkaline. When pH test paper is dipped in softens and leaves hair shiny.

Natural pH products from Earth Born. They're 
different and non-alkaline

m

I Earth Born, it doesn't turn the paper dark Proof 
that Earth Born is low pH and non-alkaline
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Earth Born Travel0
vV M&tV;

You could end up tripping around Europe with a $500 Spending Money
free It’s the chance you get just for To keep you Earth Born when you get 'here

Gillette is giving each of the three winners $500friend, for
Whenyou6 request a 100°ml boUle of^ham^yœ spending money. Just for paying the freight on a 

automatically enter our contest. The odds aren't better shampoo.
bad either—only campus newspaper readers are ‘Association of Student Councils—Canada s 
eligible official student travel cooperative. Offices Vanc-
Three Trips for Two Winners will be London ouver, London, Ottawa, Halifax. Head Office- 
bound, flying their chojpe of a summer '76 AOSC* Toronto. 44 St. George Street If you re going any 
campus charter-renowned for their rollicking place, start with this place Student rates for all 
hospitality over and back. Y°ur travelling needs.

Vi

*
, M M I

ID F ti ggnng
100 ml (3.5 fl oz) Earth Born for just 25«
Please send me my choice of a 100 ml bottle of Earth Born 
Shampoo. Use my 25C to cover postage and handling. One offer 
per person. Enter my name in your contest.
Offer expires March 5th, 1976.

* 6 Be* 8*1 Qtunm * Owe* \O'
a.-OÛ.lim >
5

'
£

NameF TH ujj i
•e Address6.

( City Province ISome girls were taken to the campus infirmary because of caustic burns 
for this liquid.

' _Te'ephonePostal Code \

Student Missing a Avocado (for dry hair) a Green Apple (for oily hair)
> o Apricot (for normal hair) o Strawberry (for oily hair)

Mail Coupon to Earth Born Shampoo Offer, P O. Box 504 . Thornhill. Ontario, L3T 4A2 Please !
> allow 6 weeks for delivery Coupons received by March 12,1976 will be eligible to win the prizes ■)
| CONTEST RULES AND REGULATIONS 
J TC ENTER:

Jack Mbiza, a first year have done all they possibly can to 
mechanical engineering student, try to locate him but because 
has been missing from UNB since Mbiza is 25 years of age he is^ an
January seventh. adult and this hampers their

Mbiza is an overseas student search somewhat, 
from Malawi, in East Africa. Mbiza vanished without a clue 
Sargent Porter of the Fredericton leaving his clothes in his Neville 
city police said they have had House residence and money in his
Mbiza on their missing persons list bank account. Apparently both
since January 12. So far city police campus security and city police 
have contacted other police forces have made inquires around
in Canada and the United States to campus but no light has been cast 
try to determine his whereabout, on Jack Mbiza's mysterious disap- 

Porter added that city police pearance.

!
question to be administered by telephone Limit of one prize per family 1 

... qioup ui organization Decision of the judges is final 1
« i ) Print your name and address on this special offer coupon enclose 256 * ^ ^ ^ „ansferable and there Wlll bt> no Subst,tut.ons allowed |
6 to cover return postage and handling of your 100 ml bottle of Earth Born Th $ confes, |$ Sub ec! to a„ federal Provincial and Local laws and
t and mail to Gillette Earth Born Shampoo Offer P O Bo* 504. Thornhill regu|Stl0ns *i
% Ontario L3T 4A2 Contest is open to all residents, of Canada except employees and I
i 2) To beehg.ble all entries must bear sut,cent postage and be postmarked membef$ Qf ,he|f ,mmediate lamilies o( Gllle„e 0, Canada Ltd ts )
i no later than Marcrt 5. 1976 the contest closing date affiliated companies agents advertising agencies and the contest ■
1" ,3, p„zes will Pe awarded „om a random d„w o, au eng.O.e Co^paremsorguardian.isreouiredlorp,,,. }

1

entries Each prize consists of return airfare for two people to London 
England on winner s choice of any AOSC summer 1976 charter flights 

% (validation of airfare may range from two weeks to one yean and $500 
r spending money Flight departure may originate from either Vancouver 
i Toronto Montreal or Halifax commencing on or before August 31 1976 
” Approximate prize value $1 300 )
** 4) A random draw will be made from ail eligible entries received and each 
1 selected entrant will be required to correctly answer a skill-testing

7) Entries become the property of Gillette of Canada Ltd who reser.e me -t 
nqht to publish winners names and addresses and photographs jb 
Correspondence will only be entered into with the winners 
fl) To receive a list of winners send a postage-paid self addressed ? 
envelope aflei Maich 12, 1976 the contesl closing dele 10 Eanh Bom 
Shampoo Offer Contest Gillette ot Canada Limited 645.1 Cole de i msse f 
Road Montreal PQ H4P 1A7

*A
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Childishness displayed”protest—one more time66 BY l

ARTICLE I Duties a 
the Executive Comn 
S. 1 The President

(a) be the Chief Ex 
Union and shall tx 
general managemen

(b) be responsible I 
observation of the Ac! 
Constitution, By-Law 
the Union.
(c) appoint thre 

two-thirds approval 
whom shall preside a 
SRC.

(d) be a non-vot! 
committees of the SF 
ad hoc.

(e) present an annc 
activities at a m 
immediately prior 
taking office.
(f) present a progr 

committee to the SR< 
assuming office.

(g) may appoint a 
two-thirds approval i
(h) hire an Adminisl 

approval of the SRC
(i) nominate student 

Senate and the SUB 
with two-thirds appri

(i) present a repor 
behalf of the SRC at 
meetings.
(k) except as other 

Constitution or these 
the chairman of all SF 
committees with two- 
SRC.
5.2. The Internal \ 
Union shall:
(a) assist the Presid 

an internal nature.
(b) in the event of 

President, assume ft 
duties and responsibi

(c) be Chairman 
Committee.
(d) be the»Chief Reti 

SRC elections with p 
two-thirds approval (
5.3. The External V 
Union shall:
(a) assist the Presid' 

an external nature.
(b) in the event of 

President and the Inti 
assume that office w 
responsibilities.
(c) be Chairman 

Committee.
(d) be a SRC represi
(e) be the Public Ri

5.4. The Comptrollei
(a) supervise all fine 

the Union includinç 
levies, contributions, 
on behalf of the Union 
payments out of su< 
organizations and 
expenses incurred by

(b) be responsible fo 
of the Constitution 01 
Board and be the Cl 
Board.
(c) prepare an ann 

accordance with ! 
generally accepted pr
(d) supervise the fo 

mittees of the Admi 
handle continuing 
Comptroller consider:
(e) provide liasion t 

tion Committee, thi 
Committee and the S

(f) present the minuti 
the Administrative 
regularly constituted
(g ) appoint students I 

Board with two-thirds

Dear Editor:
It is only due to standard 

courtesy that I use such a civil 
salutation. .The article “Childish
ness displayed” seriously calls into 
question your ability as an editor, 
much less one of integrity and 
honesty.

As a freshman, I have been so 
long bombarded by such displays 
of gross inefficiency and damaging 
inaccuracy from “Canada’s Oldest 
Official Student Publication”, that 
until that infamous article of 
January 23, I was numbed to 
further assinations of character, 
name and stand.

Other than your ambiguous all to 
general preamble or prattle with 
its "gee - what happened to fun”, 
theme the only line of truth that 
appeared was “several residents 
of Tibbits Hall taken to the 
infirmary for treatment”.

To begin with we are not the 
horrible “over a hundred”. Per
haps some could say naughty 
ninety-nine but on that night the 
participants of Jones numbered

only in the twenties. They were 
joined by at least four other 
residences, male and female.

Watching them leave with their 
“deadly” arsenal of shaving 
cream, computer punchings and 
the occasional roll of “dangerous” 
toilet paper, I did not get the 
impression that my fellow resi
dents of Jones were the animals 
you made them out to be, leaving 
an uninformed reader in the dark 
as to the true situation. Why is 
Jones singled out in your literary 
piece of trash? Why must we take 
the journalistic blame for others’ 
actions as well as our own?

Next, the Jones House Men who 
are indeed more mature than the 
simple-minded adolescent who 
must have written that “editorial”, 
(best guess, Tom Benjamin) did 
not want "to restrict pubs in a 
nearby building”. Our position was 
to support other residences who 
found they were suffering damages 
due to pubs in that “nearby 
building”. Yet Jones is dragged 
through some muddy typescript to

answer for this too_ How an issue C.U.P. would write and publish an apologizes to our residence with 
as remote as this, fanned initially article of this kind is a horrifying some show of retd feeling, 
by the media to the point where it thought. If that article is any It is also interesting that a quote 
came close to splitting off an on example of “stories... written with from Benjamin Franklin should 
^tPh1Sm0SlUd®nt h fe€Ù?gS an^ an ana*ytical perspective”, one appear in headlines in the same 

brou*ht ,n and shudders to think of the future of issue. Tom, my advice is to forget
you"1 would “care * ^£5°^ national student press.
misinformation (which is doubtful) We are due an apology of the Ben reincarnate,
the Board of Dons would surely set mos* open kind. It will be Yours sincerely, 
you straight. noteworthy if someone really takes Alden Christian

As for our alleged special resP°nsibility for that article and Rm. 209, Jones 
treatment in discipline, I would 
emphasize that members of Jones 
are treated no better or worse than 
any other student on or off campus.
You imply that being in residence 
makes us immune to ordinary
proceedings. As you are well Dear Editor: and not deliberate The ill-fated
aware but saw fit not to print this is In response to your editorial of wrongdoer was not a member of not so. You also seem to advocate, January 23, “Childness display- jSSsT 
in your closing sentence that ed”, I suggest you get your facts As for your derogatory remarks 
especially harsh treatment is our straight before you use any regarding the characters of the 
just due Would boiling in oil or exumpte of rodent students' yÏÏm.yoSy

«a/£g nng SUff,Ce; ,u°rctd behaviour as a IeveraSe to express ask the residents of York Manor in 
î5Ïï£ÏîteBïUnS-£SUt th<?Ugh, y0Ur, own ^satisfaction with the Nashwaaksis what they think of 
That would be classified cruel and residence system. As a Gentleman our “maturity and -eeard for 
unusual punishment. of Jones House, and one who did others”.

That an editor who will soon head not participate in the activity you The idea of a double standard
H describe, I am offended and existing regarding resident stu- 
II angered by the accusations and dents’ unruly conduct and disti
ll inaccuracies contained in your plinary procedure is something 
H editorial. imagined on your part. You have

You state that “Initiations, unjustly moulded this incident, and 
razzing frosh and residence raids inaccuracies about it, to express 
were a part of university life years your own displeasure with the 
ago...” Such things are still part of residence system. Your argument 
university life because they still does not stand. I suggest you get 
exist. You go on to describe the some solid and appropriate facts 
number of students involved in this upon which to build any case to 
incident whom you say are Jones support your accusations (stated 
House members. To set you and implied). It is unfortunate that 
straight, there are 100 men who we do not have the facilities we 
live in Jones House, no more. I need

Play it again Mike
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at UNB but directing 
witnessed the number of fellows dissatisfaction of this toward the 
from Jones House who left to residence system is unjust, point- 
participate in this act of retribution less and unproductive 
toward the ladies of Tibbits Hall. I An apology and a corrected 
can say there were 25 House updated version of the incident is 
members at the most. You should called for. 
find out where the rest came from.

It should be pointed out that the ^ Gentleman of Jones, 
most unfortunate result of the 
incident was accidental in cause Mike Mersereau
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Editorial from bygone yearsi

Dear Editor:
It seems that this newspaper (if 

that's what you call it) has 
returned to the mentality of years 
gone by, when generalizations, 
lies, and failure to get the facts 
were the results of trying to reach 
publication deadlines, or to put 
forth an article or Editorial, which 
make the views of the paper known 
to all.

The editorial last week concern
ing CHILDISHNESS within the 
Residence System is just this. The 
editorial stated “Over a hundred 
residents of Jones House visited 
Tibbits Hall last week 
startling results. The event ended 
with several residents of Tibbits 
Hall taken to the infirmary for 
treatment.”

The article doesn’t mention what 
the ladies from Tibbit’s were doing 
the previous evening, celebrating 
Tibbits Week by entering and doing 
their own little deeds in thé Men’s 
Residences, while everyone slept, 
which is what started the 
unfortunate incidents that follow-

But to state that all the members 
of Jones were involved and only 
Jones members is just pure 
ignorance of the true facts, or the 
laziness of the author of the article 
to check out the facts. There were 
no more than 20 Jones members 
involved, the remaining 80 or so 
were persons impersonating Jones 
members, I suppose.

What is that crap about the 
restriction of Pubs at McConnell. 
No one ever asked my views about 
the noise or damages.

Also what does “the incident is 
being handled within the residence 
system - luckily for the Jones 
House residents” supposed to 
mean. Tibbits Hall is a residence 
as are Jones and the others 
involved. These incidents do not 
affect the rest of the University or 
Students at UNB in the least. It 
involves only the people in 
residence. Therefore ifs the 
Residence System’s business 
ONLY.

I hope the writer of the article 
will receive just punishment when 
the facts are known, and that it will 
discourage such similarily poorly 
written articles in the future. I 
have never seen such a poorly 
researched article with so little 
attempt to secure the facts, and 
then to write an opinion in a 
newspaper, which may unfortun
ately be taken as the truth by some 
people who read it.

As a Jones House member, I feel 
justified in demanding a full-page 
correction and apology to the Jones 
House members by the Bruns- 
wickan, AND a personal apology 
signed by the author of the article 
to be also published.
David M. Goguen 
235 Jones House

more letters on page 12

If you are an engineer this 
chair could be yours.

This is where you could find yourself if you become a 
Maritime Engineering Officer in today’s Canadian Armed 
Forces. The Master Engineering Control centre of one of our 
new DDH 280 Destroyers. .

No boilers. No stokers. No sweat!
The power within these beautiful ships comes from jet 

turbine engines. The machinery that heats, cools, ventilates 
and provides water throughout these ships is the latest.

Maritime Engineering Officers on these ships work 
with some of the most sophisticated equipment in the 
world...with expertly trained men who are as proud of 
their work as they are of their ships.

If you're studying engineering, think about 
this Officer’s job. It's a very special one. It could 
take you anywhere in the world!

ARTICLE II Dutiesai 
the Members of the 5
S.l. (a) Members an 
all SRC meetings. Whi 
of the SRC has fail 
regular meetings witt 
SR.C may, on two-thin 
that members posit! 
member shall not be el 
at the first election fol

(b) Each member- o 
associated with their 
that they may fairly ri 
and views of that ele<
(c) Each member shi 

on at least one comm! 
tee of the SRC and to ui 
of the obligations of sti 
may be assigned to tha 
to time by the Presid

to-■*" -
■te»-.-?'■
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GET
INVOLVED 
WITH THE 
CANADIAN 
ARMED 
FORCES.

Directorate of Recruiting & Selection, National Defence Headquarters, 
3ox 8989, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2

Please send me more information about opportunities 
In the Canadian Forces of Maritime Engineers.

NAME_________
CITY

POSTAL CODE_
COURSE______

ARTICLE III Elect! 
S.l. General Provisl 
(a) The "Fall Electic 

before the fourth Wei 
(d) The "Spring Elec 

or before the seci 
February.
(c) There shall be 

representative (here! 
a "seat" in these B 
Faculty or Departmei 
There shall be a repre 
one seat for every 300 ! 
or Department. 1 
Departments in which 
300, and are within

ed.

I
I L.

__ADDRESS__
__PROV._____
—UNIVERSITY 
—YEAR_____
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To be discussed by SRC

Proposed bylaws for student union constitution
BY LAWS

ARTICLE I Duties and Responsibilities oft 
the Executive Committee.
S. 1 The President of the Union shall :
(a) be the Chief Executive Officer of the 

Union and shall be charged with the 
general management of the Union.
(b) be responsible for enforcing the due 

observation of the Act of I ncorporation, the 
Constitution, By-Laws and Regulations of 
the Union.
(c) appoint three Chairmen, with 

twothirds approval of the SRC, one of 
whom shall preside at each meeting of the 
SRC.
(d) be a non-voting member of all 

committees of the SRC both standing and 
ad hoc.

(e) present an annual report of the SRC 
activities at a meeting of the SRC 
immediately prior to a new President 
taking office.
(f) present a program of the executive 

committee to the SRC within two weeks of 
assuming office.

(g) may appoint a Faculty Advisor with 
two thirds approval of the SRC.
(h) hire an Administrator with two-thirds 

approval of the SRC.
(i) nominate student members to the UNB 

Senate and the SUB Board of Directors 
with two-thirds approval of the SRC.
(i) present a report of his activities on 

behalf of the SRC at regularly constitued 
meetings.
(k) except as otherwise provided in the 

Constitution or these By-laws may appoint 
the chairman of all SRC standing or special 
committees with two-thirds approval of the 
SRC.
5.2. The Internal Vice President of the 
Union shall:
(a) assist the President in all his duties of 

an internal nature.
(b) in the event of the absence of the 

President, assume that office with all its 
duties and responsibilities.
(c) be Chairman of the Constitution 

Committee.
(d) be th&Chief Returning Officer for all 

SRC elections with power to appoint with 
two-thirds approval of the SRC.
5.3. The External Vice President of the 
Union shall:
(a) assist the President in all his duties of 

an external nature.
(b) in the event of the absence of the 

President and the Internal Vice President, 
assume that office with all its duties and 
responsibilities.
(c) be Chairman of the Applications 

Committee.
(d) be a SRC representative of the S.A.A.
(e) be the Public Relations Officer.

5.4. The Comptroller of the Union shall:
(a) supervise all financial transactions of 

the Union including receiving student 
levies, contributions, and other revenues 
on behalf of the Union and make authorized 
payments out of such funds to various 
organizations and pay all authorized 
expenses incurred by .the Union.
(b) be responsible for the due observation 

of the Constitution of the Administrative 
Board and be the Chairman of the Said 
Board.
(c) prepare an annual Union budget in 

accordance with the priorities and 
generally accepted practices of the Union.
(d) supervise the formation of sub-com

mittees of the Administrative Board to 
handle continuing tasks, where the 
Comptroller considers it necessary.
(e) provide liasion between the Orienta 

tion Committee, the Winter Carnival 
Committee and the SRC.
(f) present the minutes of any meetings of 

the Administrative Board to the next 
regularly constituted SRC meeting.
(g) appoint students to the Administrative 

Board with two thirds approval of the SRC.

from the next multiple of 300, shall receive any acclamations in the notice listing the recount of the ballots cast for any or all and powers of the particular standing

gs-rrsws
Constitution shall be represented as a or seat required to be filled by the 
result of any election under the Consitution Constitution or these By-laws, 
or these By laws. For each seat not filled as 
provided in the Constitution or these 
By laws, there shall be at least one 
by-election, unless otherwise provided for 
in the Constitution or these By laws, in 
order to fill that seat.
S 2. The following members of the SRC l0ca,l0ns 01 1,16 P°lls' and ,he hours which 
shall be elected: h* P°lls are OP6"

(a) At the Fall Election <a) Polls shaM ** °Pen 00 ,he 1,3,6 <*
i) The Internal and External Vice-Pres- section.
Idents
il) 2 Representatives at Large
iii) 2 Arts Representatives
iv) 1 Engineering Representative
v) 1 Education Representative
vi) I Nursing Representative
vii) 1 Forestry Representative 
vlii) 1 Science Representative
ix) 1 Business Administration Represent 
atlve
x) 1 Computer Science Representative

(b) At the Spring Election:
i) The President
ii) The Comptroller
iii) ) Representative at Large
iv) 1 Arts Representatives
v) 1 Engineering Representative
vi) 1 Physical Education Representative
vii) 1 Grad Representative
viii) 1 Business Administration Repre 
sentative
ix) 1 Law Representative
xi) 2 Education Representative
5.3. Any properly elected member of the 
SRC shall take office upon the passing of a 
motion to sit any new members at the next 
meeting of the SRC after the said election.
The seating of any new member shall be 
subject to the recount requirements as 
hereinafter provided in these By-laws.
5.4. A member elected at a previous 
general election or by election shall cease "• 
to hold office upon the sitting of the new 
member replacing him.
5.5. The President, Internal Vice Pres
ident, External Vice-President, Comptrol 
1er and representatives at large shall be 
elected by the student body.
5.6. Representatives shall be elected by 
the members of their respective Faculties 
or Departments.
5.7. At the Spring Election:
(a) The President, Vice President, and 

Secretary Treasurer of the Senior Class 
shall be elected by the Junior Class.
(b) The life President, Vice President,

Secretary and Valedictorian of the 
Graduating Class shall be elected by 
members of that class.
5.8. At least five weeks prior to the date of 
elections the Internal Vice-President shall 
confirm a Returning Officer for each 
election amongst the members of the SRC 
in accordance with these By-laws.
5.9. All candidates must meet the 
conditions of eligibility as otherwise 
outlined in the Constitution or these 
By-laws.
5.10. (a) At least four weeks prior to the 
date of elections a notice shall be posted on 
all main bulletin boards calling tor 
nominations and at least three weeks prior 
to the date of elections a notice shall be 
published in a generally circulated student 
publication calling for nominations.
(b) Nominations for the positions of 

President, Internal Vice President, Exter
nal Vice-President and Comptroller shall 
be in writing and shall be signed by a 
nominator and ten seconders, each of 
whon, must be a student.
(c) Nominations for Faculty or Depart 

ment representatives shall be in writing 
and shall be signed by a nominator and two 
seconders who shall be members of the 
respective Faculty or Department.
(d) Nominations for representatives at 

large shall be in writing and shall designed 
by a nominator and two seconders who 
may be members of any Faculty or 
Department.
(e) Each nomination shall contain the full 

name, Fredericton address and telephone 
number, faculty, and year, of each 
candidate, nominator and seconder and 
shall also contain the desired seat of the 
candidate.
(f) Responsibility lies with the candidate 

to see that this nomination is in order and 
in the hands of the Returning Officer before 
the dost of nominations.
(g) i. On each day one week prior to the 

close of nominations the Returning Officer 
shall make himself available at the SRC 
office for not less than two hours between 
the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

II. Notice of the above hours which the 
Returning Off icer will be available shall be 
posted on the SRC office door.
(h) Nominations shall close two weeks 

prior to the date of elections.
(i) In the event that there are fewer than 

two candidates for the position of 
President, Internal Vice-President, Exter 
nal Vice-President or Comptroller, nom
inations for these positions shall be 
re-opened for a period of seven days. After 
this period of seven days and there remains 
only one candidate for any of these 
positions, that candidate shall be declared 
elected by acclamation by the Returning 
Officer.
(I) I. If there are less than two candidates 

nominated to fill any other seat after the

lss-sESKïïîH ssîrESârSffl
!?J? Eübli£; contain a brief outline of business expected S.2. Upon receipt of any resignation from
tion listing the eligible candidates, the to be conducted at the meeting. any member of the SRC the President shall

S.2. No person, group or organization so inform the SRC at the next regularly 
wishing to present matters of business to constituted meeting and shall declare the 
the SRC that requires either consideration office vacant.

». .__, . „ . „ . »„ by or a recommendation from any standing S.3. If Itie office of the President or the
(b) At least two polls shall be open until committee of the SRC shall have the right Comptroller becomes vacant after the 15th
/üiSiîü' , . . ,, . , .. . . toadecisionof the SRC until such a matter day of November the internal Vice Presi
(c) Two clerks shall be stationed at each has been given to the appropriate standing dent or the Assistant Comptroller 

PTI. <î?committee at least one week in advance of respectively shall assume the duties of the
(d The poll clerks at each poll station the meeting of the SRC at which it is to be said President or Comptroller until the 

shall take down all SRC election posters in considered. This provision may be waived Spring Election 
the immediate area of the poll station 
before the poll opens and will insure that no 
publications, phamphlets or hand outs of

by a majority vote of the SRC. S.4. If the office of the Internal
S.3. All motionsof the SRC shall bedecided Vice-President or tlie External Vice Presi

card to .he poll clerk. a motion will stand defeated.
(b) After the voter is given his ballots his 

student identification card shall then be ARTICLE V Standing Committees, 
marked by the poll clerk in a manner S.l. The following standing committees 
prescribed by the Returning Officer.

S.5. Notwithstanding any other provision- 
in these By-laws if any seat on. the SRC 
becomes vacant a By Election to fill such 
vacancy shall not take place unless the 
number of such vacancies on the SRC 
exceed three. If the number of seats on the 
SRC are two or less the seats shall remain 
vacani until the Spring or Fall Election; 
but such seats may be filled at any 

_ . _ .„ » „ By Election that may occur before the said
Each Committee shall have a Spring or Fall Election.

Constitution ratified by a two-thirds S.6. No vacancy on the SRC shall be filler*
(d) The clerks shall give the necessary approval of the SRC. These Constitutional in the manner of a By-Election between the

number of ballots to each voter anc- shall shall be reviewed at least every two years 5th day of December of a year and the isthrecord that voter has received a ballot. and shall be amended in the same manner day of JanuaryTfhe folCiro vear 1m
(e) i. In casting his ballot, a voter shall as these By-laws. between the isth dav of ktorch a /JLTr

place an "X" or check opposite the name of S.3. Each Constitution of each standing and the 25th day of September of that same 
the candidate of his choice. committee shall outline the specific duties year. P a same

shall be constituted by the SRC:
S.14. (a) Each election shall be by secret (a) An Executive Committee 
ballot.
(b) Each ballot shall list the full names of (c) A Constitution Committee

the candidates and the names by which (d) A Student Discipline Committee, and 
they are commonly known if they so desire, (e) Applications Committee
(c) Names of candidates shall appear in S.2. 

alphabetical order on the ballots.

(b) An Administrative Board

The number of candidates thus 
designated shall not exceed the number of 
candidates which are to be elected.
5.15. When the polls close, the ballot boxes 
shall be taken by the clerks to a central 
place where the ballots shall be counted in 
the presence of the Returning Officer. Any 
scrutineers may also be present.
5.16. (a) The candidate or candidates with 
the most number of votes is deemed to be 
elected according to the number of seats to 
be filled.
(b) In the case of a tie the President shall 

make the final decision by flipping a coin.
(c) The flip shall be in the presence of the 

interested candidates if they so desire to be 
present.
5.17. Each candidate may appoint one 
scrutineer.
5.18. The Returning Officer shall keep all 
ballots for at least one week after the date 
of elections.
5.19. (a) Election results shall be posted 
within twenty four hours after the closing 
of the polls.
(b) If within forty eight hours after the 

results have been declared, ten voters for a 
particular candidate submit a written 
request to the Returning Officer for a

Continued on page 17
A

Paul
Burden Ltd F

275 Queen St. 
Fredericton N.B. 
454-9787

sales
service

rentals
Business Machines

Office Furniture
Interior Design

Stationery

X € ft$£S/A FL
Æ& F OX 9ARTICLE II Duties and Responsibilities of 

the Members of the SRC.
S.l. (a) Members are expected to attend 
all SRC meetings. When any such member 
of the SRC has failed to attend three 
regular meetings without good cause, the 
SR.C may, on two-thirds approval, declare 
that members position vacant. Such a 
member shall not be eligible for re election 
at the first election following his removal.
(b) Each member, of the SRC shall be 

associated with their electorate in order 
that they may fairly represent the position 
and views of that electorate.
(c) Each member shall be prepared to sit 

on at least one committee or sub-commit 
tee of the SRC and to undertake a fair share 
of the obligations of student government as 
may be assigned to that member from time 
to time by the President of the Union.

— Sensational All - Girl Band :

(from New York )

Monday & Tuesday - free to members 
Wednesday 8.30 - 9.30 - Happy Hour 

Admission charge rest of week.

ARTICLE III Elections.
S.l. General Provisions.
(a) The "Fall Election" shall be held on or 

before the fourth Wednesday in October.
(d) The "Spring Election" shall be held on 

or before the second Wednesday in 
February.
(c) There shall be at least one elected 

representative (hereinafter referred to as 
a "seat" in these By laws) from every 
Faculty or Department at the University.
There shall be a representative formula of 
one seat for every 300 students in a Faculty close of nominations, the Returning Officer
or Department. The Faculties or shall declare the candidate elected by
Departments in which enrollment exceeds acclamation.
300, and are within 100 students or less

Friday & Saturday - members with one guest, until 9 pm. 
Sorry NO jeans Friday, Saturday & Sunday

ii. The Returning Officer shall include

Iii
fÏ IIi:
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Sound Off i

On the week* 
twelve UNB 
participated in 
Regional Newi 
at Villa Madon 
Saint John.

This year’s 
hosted by the 
Community. < 
chaplains anc 
were in atten 
lives from th 
Breton, St. Fn 
sity, St. Mary'

Foreign student puzzled by Canadian customs
Being a foreign student, 1 have custom. However, when my fellow Jones and the fact that not more in the same incident which seems

SL“S£r-235
living in Jones House I was and on the morning of Tuesday, I was in full agreement that some see the complete episode marked
severely distressed toj*e my StoïS SÜÜlShï up to these few. ailjL mCfortom5ng"n”e

EB—E sSis i—FS EBpEp
only just. It was therefore with incident which resulted in several suffered by the image of Jones
some surprise that 1 read that residents of Tibbits Hall being House.
“over a hundred residents of Jones treated in the infirmary. I can only
House” had ransacked Tibbits say that when the boys from Jones

left, their only intention was to 
repay the original Tibbits visit in 

Considering the fact that there kind, and that when they returned, 
are not one hundred residents in a number of them had been injured Stuart C. MacRitchie

Dear Editor:

(
Drop yer calculator

Hall. Yours sincerely,
realize that women also are real 
persons with real dreams, ambi- 

“Bring a shovel or a warm tions and feelings. They can be 
woman” is what you see written on rather warm, other than in the way 
posters all over Head Hall this you suggest. They can be much 
week, and this has to do with the more honest about expressing 
ice sculpture to be built by themselves than we are. Has all 
engineering students for the this been left out of your education 
carnival. or worse, is it a case of inflated

This is yet another example of male engineering ego that needs to 
the typical put-down of women, as be brought down a few steps? Let’s 
seen by the EUS. give it a thought...

Come on engineers, what is it 
with you? Drop your calculators Also an engineer, 
and your dreams for an instant and Mark Lulham

Dear Editor: A represeni 
University 
(CUSO) will t 
February 2 ai 
she will speak 
7:30 p.m in d’ 
be available al 
d’Avray Hall.

Margaret E, 
recruitment o 
Ottawa, will 
part of a CU1 
information p

During Pate 
speak at publi 
presentations 
work.

Paterson is 
University ol 
where she r 
International 
in Asian Studi 
appointment 
ment officer, 
Regional Co-

Editor has lively imagination?
As a resident of Jones House, I 

Brunswickan, you will be assisting too, am demanding that you, as 
in the restructuring of the news author of the editorial, and editor 
service cooperative in order to of the Brunswickan, write a full 
increase the effectiveness of the 60 retraction of the January 23rd

editorial that was directed towards

now. According to the January 9thDear Editor:
( )ne of the most amusing articles 

in the January 23rd issue of the 
Brunswickan was the one titled 
"Childishness displayed.”

When I say amusing, I am 
referring to the person who wrote 
the article, namely one Tom 
Benjamin. He has to have a lively 
imagination, for what he wrote, 
reaked of untruths, and was the 
most incompetent piece of journal
ism I have seen displayed in years.

I have completed a half credit in 
English 1000, and have attended 
two days of lectures in Creative 
Writing. As a result, I feel I am as 
qualified as anyone on your staff. I 
was wondering if you could find me 
a position on your Editorial staff, 
maybe as Assistant Editor. I am 
sure I still have a lot to learn, and 
what better way could I learn than 
to pattern myself after the 
“master of incompetent report
ing.” If you have a position of 
Assistant Editor open for me, I 
promise to do my best to 
mis represent facts, tell as many 
lies and mis-truths per line as 
possible, and to follow in your 
footsteps as closely as my resulting 
blunders would allow. (You realize 
however, that you would have to 
take second place in my heart to 
those blunders oerpetrated by the 
SRC).

Canadian student newspapers.
I am sure that with little effort on the Jones House residents, and an 

your part, you will be able to bring apology to both The House and the 
the other 59 student newspapers up men who reside within its walls, 
to the high level of reporting that 
the Brunswickan displayed in their Yours sincerely, 
article titled “Childishness dis- Robert D. Barnett

BBA III Jones House

Be Different...
Be a Beetleboard!

I
o' played.”

Demonstrators clean Te
/

their maturity. As an older person, 
As cleaning contractor for the I feel proud our future will be left in 

Centennial Building, Fredericton, I good hands as the students 
wish to take this opportunity to graduate and enter public life, 
write my first letter to your paper, hopefully in our beautiful province.

I may add I expected 500 
their requests known to the students would make our cleaning 
government on Thursday deserve work load heavier, but by their 
a big thank-you by all concerned consideration and thoughtfulness, 
for the most orderly demonstration our cleaning of the building was 
I have ever seen at a government just another ordinary night’s work, 
building by any group.

Their conduct demonstrates Vincent Fox
Custodian Services Ltd.

Dear Editor:4.' p1

Nominatior 
excellence-in 
be presented 
es in May are 
Senate comn 
excellence-in 

Students, 
may make nt 
deadline of 
reminded th 
may include I 
courses as w< 
second term 

The letters 
be based on 
listed below:
- Comprehe 
subject
- Preparatio
- Enthusias 
ability to an

I feel the students who made

Get a free paint job plus $20 a month.
If you own a VW bug (any year), Beetle- 
boards of Canada Ltd. will paint your car and 
decorate it with a super graphic design 
all for free! And that's not all. You’ll also be 
paid for driving it as you normally do.

Student praises TNB
By the way. Congratulations on 

becoming the President of the Dear Editor 
Canadian University Press. They 
are undoubtedly in good hands

WRITE TO: BEETLEBOARDS OF CANADA LTD.
135 SHERBROOKE ST. E„ SUITE 1907 MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H2X 1C6

15141 284-0002

extremely pleased with the per
formance. I would also like to 

I am writing to you as a voice for thank the box office for their very
generous terms. No one couldmy appreciation of the TNB 

production “The Servant of Two possibly complain, so here’s saying 
Masters” which was held this “go to the play and have an
Sunday past as student buck night, enjoyable evening of hilarious
This terrific piece of drama was comedy.” Thank you .... TNB! 
loved by everyone in the theatre as 
the case was applauded with a 
standing ovation. The directors 
smile at the conclusion of the play 
was enough to see that he was

CHINA HOUSE RESTAURANT
136 Prospect St.

Yours sincerely,

Saturday, January 31st is Chinese New Year Day. To celebrate, we are 
putting on a 10-course Chinese buffet dinner from 5.00 pm - 8.00 pm

John Nicholson
FOR SALE: 19 
Divil's face ba 
offer. Phone 45

Residence people alarmed? FOR SALE: Lit 
turntable and 4 
454-1954, ask fo

• Sweet and Sour Pineapple Chicken• Special Eggroll• Barbecued Sparerib

• Lobster Cantonese• Ba Ked Ham• Large Shrimp Salad• China House Fried Rice • Mushroom Chicken

Dear Editor: Tibbits Hall, two (2) individuals 
are being brought before the 

Disciplinary

As a representative body, we 
January 14, 1976. I would like to totally do not condone this type of 
point out on behalf of the Residence action and are taking suitable 
Representative Council that your action to see that this will not 
article was a misrepresentation of happen again, 
fact.

Jones House was not the only 
residence involved in this incident.
There were up to four men’s Tony Webb
residences involved. As a result of Chairman
injuries to various members of Residence Rep Council

WANTED: slnf 
equipment net 
455-8545 or Jim

The residence people were quite Inter-Residence 
alarmed by your article concern- Committee, 
ing the raid on Tibbits Hall on• PeKing Duck Special• Chow Seafood

All You Can Eat for $8.95 Children under 12, half price
Happy New Year 

For reservations call 454-6042

WOULD THE I 
hope) picked u| 
the Biology bu 
please return it 
in the Biology

WHOEVER T< 
from the L.B 
between 4:30 a 
can find them
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Students participate in Annual Conference
On the weekend of January 16-18, St. Vincent University, Dalhousie says in part: separate reality, often uncaring situation within the university, to

twelve UNB and STU students University, Acadia University, “Our universities are reflections about the broader reality of our become more aware of the
participated in the Annual Atlantic West Coast College (Newfound- of the economic system of which university our church, our com- problems of the broader commun-
Regional Newman Conference held land), and UPEI, as well as the they are a part The educational munity and our world. We are ity and to engage in some social
at Villa Madonna Retreat House in UNB-STU contingent, shared ideas system, because it is a reflection of isolated from the most pressing action, said Higgins.
Saint John. reflected and prayed, focusing the values of capitalism (and problems of our society, not The UNB-STU delegates decided

This year’s conference was efforts on a practical implementa- specifically of competition), does attempting, and often unable to to aid the mentally retarded in the
hosted by the UNB-STU Newman tion of the Principals stated in the not help us to become critical of become critically aware. Fredericton community, especial-
Community. About 60 students, National Newman Conference our society, but tries to prepare us “We have a great deal to give. As ly an expansion of an existing
chaplains and resource persons statement on Liberation (from to be uncritical members of the Christian people we see a recreation program for mentaliy

in attendance. Représenta- Oppression), which was formulai- status quo. In this way, students responsibility to learn how to handicapped children at Norman
lives from the College of Cape ed at Tatamagouche, Nova Scotia are oppressed. analyze our situation within the House (a group home on Gregg
Breton St. Francis Xavier Univer- in August 1975. “We are oppressors too, for as university. We become aware of Court) From this, they hope to
sitv St Mary’s University, Mount The Tatamagouche statement university people we are in a the problems of the broader better understand the problems of

■” community by engaging in action, such marginally accepted mem-
This we think is where hope lies, bers of society, and through 

Father Joe Higgins, c.s.c., STU experience and professional input, 
professor of theology and member later provide some type of 
of the UNB campus ministry team, information seminar on mental 
gave the keynote address ‘Vision retardation.
And Strategy’, encouraging the In addition, the project will serve 
delegates to examine the Tatama- as a departure point and basis for

A representative of Canadian with the responsibility of organiz- sponsored by the Ontario Teachers gouche statement concerning this making a social critique of
University Service Overseas ing all CUSOactivities in the area. Federation. The delegation travel- social Liberation and the Univer- governmental structures ^ <ser-
(CUSO) will be in Fredericton on Her background experience also led for three weeks throughout sity. This could be done particular- vices) for mentally retarded
February 2 and 3. On the second includes a summer as a commu- China - Peking to Canton looking |y by assu™ing 0*® responsibility people m New Brunswick, said
she speak and show a film at nity development volunteer in specifically at “education” at all to learn how to analyse our Newman spokespersons.
7:30 p.m in d’Avray Hall and will Tanzaniz with Operation Cross- levels. ____________________
be available all day Tuesday in the roads Africa in 1968; a year of work 
d’Avray Hall. and travel in Europe; producing

Margaret E. Paterson, education and hosting a weekly show on
recruitment officer with CUSO in public affairs and youth at
Ottawa, will be visiting here as CFCN-TV in Lethbridge; and
part of a CUSO recruitment and acting as production assistant with
information program. a firm in Winnipeg, responsible for

During Paterson’s visit, she will multi-media productions for the 
speak at public meetings and film planetarium theatre, 
presentations on CUSO and its 
work.

Paterson is a graduate of the and placement of all education
University of British Columbia, personnel assigned by CUSO to fill
where she received a B.A. in manpower requests from develop-
International Relations, primarily ing countries, as well as the
in Asian Studies in 1969. Before her evaluation of CUSO . education
appointment in 1972 as a recruit- projects.
ment officer, she was Manitoba This past summer, Paterson 
Regional Co-ordinator for CUSO travelled to China with a group

were

CUSO rep visits campus

GRADUATES■
<rWant your picture in the UNB Yearbook?

Feb. 14 is the last day for pictures f 
to be taken at Stones or Harvey Studios 

to make the Yearbook.

©In her present position, Paterson 
is concerned with the recruitment Î

If you cannot or do not have your picture taken at a studio, either leave a photo of yourself at the 
Yearbook Office or arrange with us to have one taken. (Roiom 31, SUB)Teaching awards will be 

presented at Encaenia
pbopCuk|a/demand INominations for the annual ~ Encouraging student participa- 

excellence-in-teaching awards to tion in class, 
be presented at Encaenia exercis- - Setting a high standard and 
es in May are being solicited by the successfully motivating students to 
Senate committee on awards for try to attain such a standard, 
excellence-in-teaching.

Students, alumni and faculty levels appropriate to their prepar
edness of students.

HERB’s V4,
°*>)

- Communicating effectively at

may make nominations before the 
deadline of March 31 and are ~ Utilizing methods of evaluation 
reminded that the nominations °* student performances which 
may include teachers of first team search for understanding of the 
courses as well as those who teach subject, rather than just ability to 
second term and year course.

The letters of nominations should " Accessibility to students outside
of class hours.

memorize. 9nbe based on some of the criteria 
listed below:
- Comprehensive knowledge of 
subject
- Preparation for class. HOWlE’s

Ice 
cream 
parlour

The nomination should be sent to 
the chairman, Senate committee 
on awards for excellence in 

- Enthusiasm for subject and teaching, university secretary, Old
Arts Bldg. SUB

CAFETERIA
ability to arouse interest. , #\T jL

52

Classifieds E

FOR SALE: 1967 Canadian $20 gold coin. GAY? And want to meet and rap with other 
Divil's face banknotes. Will sell for best gays. Call 472-5695. Calls held in 
offer. Phone 454-1294. confidence.

LOST: Carevelle watch, dated, black 
FOR SALE: Lloyd Stereo -1 year old with strap, gold plated. If found, please call 
turntable and 4 speakers. Excellent shape% 455-6318.
454-1954, ask for Paul.

Thursday Lunch 

Feb. 5thSUGARLOAF, USA - Ski Feb. 29 - March 5. 
If interested contact Bill Robson or Dave 
Chase or call 455-7569.

WANTED: singer for working group. No 
equipment necessary. Phone Jack at 
455-8545 or Jim at 472-3492.

LOST: 1 Hamilton watch. Reward offered. 
Lost last December on campus. Contact Choise of ToppingsCHOCOLATE

STRAWBERRY
WOULD THE PERSON who accidently [I Dave 455-7569. 
hope) picked up my leather UNB jacket in 
the Biology building on Monday, Jan. 26 
please return it? Phone 472-4815 or leave it 
in the Biology Library.

LOST: One Bow mar calculator. Lost 
somewhere between Sumner Tire and 
Head Hall. If found, please call 472-9715. 
Thank-you.

nuts marshmallow chocolate sauce 
dream whip butterscotch pineapple strawberry

VANILLA
WHOEVER TOOK MY YELLOW BOOTS
from the L.B. locker room on Jan. 27 WANTED: reliable babysitter to care for 
between4:30andS:00, return them where I 3 year old, one or two afternoons a week, 
can find them. No questions asked. Call 454-5719.
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Girls don’t want t 
just want to be pei 
They don’t really 

personalities behin 
the world keeps fori 
Their fathers call tt 
the street call th 
remarks about theii 
them toward home 
and science. If thi 
mothers tell them 
most girls are thr 
abilities and mi 
warped. No girl 
“unwomanly” or 
neath there is a lot < 
people who put the 
tied it there.

• «

What’s the right combinàtion?
ff ,

right? Why would they shut out the boys 
otherwise? It goes on through high school, 
with the “manly things” and “womanly 
things” strictly segregated.
This kind of education has a purpose, and 

the purpose is to make boys regard women 
and women’s bodies and women’s work with 
enough disgust that boys will want to act as 
“manly” as possible. For girls the purpose 
is to make them believe that they are 
slightly disgusting and only fit for staying 
home and having babies.
Things which are disgusting and taboo 

become fascinating, just because they are 
forbidden. Your parents do not want you to 
be a homosexual, so they begin to focus you 
on girls sexually about the time you hit 
puberty. Meanwhile, of course, the girls had 
to be focused on men because if they didn’t 
get married and have babies they might as 
well be dead.

THE DATING GAMEYour great grandfather had a combination 
for life : it was a winning combination, and it 
was based on being “manly".
He learned very early to be a little man, to 

act and dress like one. He could hardly wait 
to get into long pants, since this was the 
visible sign of manhood.
He knew that he was expected to get 

married, and he knew that he couldn’t get 
married until he could provide. So, his first 
obligation was to be a good provider. That 
could take a good number of years.
Until then, there were two kinds of girls. 

There were “good girls" like his mother, his 
sisters and their friends. There were “bad 
girls", who were no better than they ought 
to be. Manly men did not bother “good” 
girls. When the time came, manly men 
looked around for an attractive “good” girl 
and began courting.
Courting was serious business. There 

weren’t many divorces; divorce was à real 
scandal. This woman would bear his

If you don’t start dating by the time you’re 
sixteen or so, or at least start talking about 
it, people are going to worry. They’re going 
to think you aren’t normal or something, or 
that you have bad breath or a rotten 
personality or are too shy. They’re going to 
push you.
What do you do? Do you date to get your 

parents off your neck? Are you interested 
in sex? Do you sak a girl out or pick up a girl 
somewhere? Do you like or hate it? Does it 
bore you?
What about the girl? Was she afraid to say 

“no"? Remember, girls are still taught to 
be more passive and polite, and many of 
them don’t know how to say “no”. Did she 
really like you, or was she just tired of 
staying home?
Did you spend money on the date and 

resent it afterwards? Did she offer to pay 
her own way? Did she seem happy? Were 
you? Did you hustle her? Do you plan to see 
her again? Will she want to see you?
It’s a game. It isn’t courting, because you 

aren’t looking for a wife for the next fifty 
years. It isn’t a ball game, because the score 
may be 0-0. It may not even be fun. You can 
have more fun with your friends. You could 
have more fun if shp wprp vnnr fripnd. 
What happens is:
— You date her that once maybe twice, and 
then don’t do it again because the whole 
thing was just too phoney and uncomfort
able.
— Or, you find out that you and she have sex 
in common and that keeps you together for 
a while.
-Or, you find out that you like her. She’s 
interested in some of the same things that 
you are, and it’s fun being with her. You tell 
her that she’s different from most girls.

She really isn’t. It’s just that this 
particular girl turned out to be someone you 
could be friends with. If you could have 
known that in the first place, it would have 
saved you and a lot of girls a lot of trouble. 
But you didn’t know, because you didn’t 

have any female friends. The solution is 
simple. Don’t date. Make some female 
friends, and spend your time with your 
friends, male and female, but don’t date. 
Why should you go through that courting 
routine when you aren’t courting? Why 
should you hustle a girl you don’t even know 
or like? Unless, of course that’s what you’re 
really after. It’s a good way to get hated.
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children, live with him for the rest of her 
life, and it was important that she be 
“right”. She probably wasn’t in a hurry.
Once she married, she lost her identity ^
completely. She could not have any 
property of her own. She could not have 
custody of her children. If she worked, her 
wages belonged to her husband. Bearing 
and nursing children would take their toll, 
and she would probably die long before her 
husband.
No sooner than ten months after the 

wedding, no longer than a year or two, your 
great grandmother was expected to 
produce a baby. After that they would 
probably come every year or two. There 
were lots of miscarriages, and lots of 
women died in childbirth.
Your great grandfather didn’t expect your 

great grandmother to enjoy sex. After all 
she was a “good" woman, and “good’ 
women weren’t supposed to enjoy sex. He 
didn’t expect to “understand” her either.
She had a role to fulfill, and that’s what was 
important.
Married men lived the longest and were 

the happiest. It was a winning combination.
The loser was your great grandmother.

A lot of men, and a lot of women have 
changed the combination.
Even though the combination has been 

changed, many of the things we do and 
learn are based on the old combination.
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In other words, you are taught that girls 
are not suitable as friends, that they are 
slightly disgusting as people, and then you 
are taught that it’s all right to think of them 
as sexual objects. You learn to hustle girls, 
or use girls, or be mothered by girls, but you 
don’t learn to like them.
Meanwhile the girls, who don’t really like 

being hustled, or used, or treated as mother, 
learn to be suspicious of you.
And the two of you come together in the 

biggest con game in the world dating.
X

YOU CAN’T HATE GIRLS AND LIKE 
WOMEN

Men are taught to regard women with both 
disgust and fascination. The teaching starts 
in grade school or before they learn that 
men are capable and strong and that girls 
are dumb and fragile. They learn that 
certain things are “men’s work" and other 
things are “women’s work”. They learn 
that it’s somehow “unmanly” to do 
“women’s work". Boys must not play with 
dolls. Boys must not sew. Girls cannot be on 
the Little League team.
In the fifth or sixth grade the girls see a 

film on menstruation. All the boys are shut 
out, and there is a lot of giggling and dirty 
jokes If the boys are shut out it must be 
taboo, right? Mysterious and disgusting

THE FEMALE AS FRIEND

WHO DOES WH/In a study done not long ago, a group of 
people was asked to select from a long list of 
characteristics the ones which were male 
and the ones which were female. Then 
another group was asked to select from the 
list the characteristics which were adult 
and those which were childish. The 
“female” and “childish" lists were very 
similar. Why? Because women have been 
taught that men and society do not like 
strong, capable women. Such women, are 
called “masculine”, “unwomanly”, “de- 
sexed”
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3. Be fair: The girl is a human being, not a 
plastic doll for your convenience. You may 
have picked up a dose of something at the 
party two nights ago, but you’re not sure? 
She can always get a shot of penicillin, can’t 
she? Maybe she can and maybe she can’t 
and maybe by the time she does it will be too 
late and she will be permanently sterile. 
The man or woman who passes on a 

wenereal disease by carelessness or 
dishonesty is dirty. That’s it. There’s no 
other word. It is not like a cold; it is not 
simple to diagnose in many women, and if 
you’re not sure, use a condom. If you won’t 
use a condom, masturbate. It’s not 
“unmanly”. It’s a lot manlier than taking 
the chance of crippling someone.

herself if you’ve indicated that this is O.K. 
You say, “It was fun. Give me a call if you’d 
like to get together again.” She may send 
you a note or a little impersonal gift to thank 
you for your thoughtfulness.TAt that point, 
that’s all you’ve got coming. If you’re 
already friends, courtesy is less important 
than honesty. If you’re not friends, courtesy 
lets you find out about each other without 
hurting anyone.
If she says “no”, it doesn’t mean that she 

hates you. It may mean that she cares about 
someone else, or doesn’t want to get 
involved just now, or that you aren’t the 
type of person she relates to easily. That’s 
her problem, and courtesy demands that 
you don’t hassle her.

Girls don’t want to be “masculine”, they 
just want to be people.
They don’t really want to hide their real 

personalities behind a silly baby mask, but 
the world keeps forcing the mask onto them. 
Their fathers call them “baby doll”. Men on 
the street call them “baby” and make 
remarks about their tits. Their schools push 
them toward home çc and away from math 
and science. If they are intelligent, their 
mothers tell them to hide it. By the time 
most girls are through high school, their 
abilities and minds are permanently 
warped. No girl wants to be called 
“unwomanly” or “desexed”, but under
neath there is a lot of resentment toward the 
people who put the baby mask on her and 
tied it there.

SEX REARS HEAD

There are only two basic kinds of sex : sex 
with victims and sex without. Sex with 
victims is always wrong. Sex without is 
always right.
Sex with victims leaves someone abused, 

hurt, demeaned, or damaged, either 
mentally or physically. The girl at work 
who is coerced into sex on Saturday night 
and then is talked about on Monday is a 
victim. The guy who pays all his wife’s bills 
while she runs him down to her friends is a 
victim. The girl who accepts a ride home 
from someone she’s just met and then gets 
raped on the way is a victim. The guy who 
helps a girl out, time after time, while she 
laughs at him behind his back is a victim. 
The girl who gets psyched into sex by a guy 
who uses every trick in the book is a victim. 
Men have a whole mythology which they 

use when they victimize women. They say 
things like:
“Oh, they have to fight a little, but they 

really love it.” ‘‘Never believe a women 
when she says ‘no’.” “A girl who will do it 
with somebody will do it with anybody.” 
‘‘She’s lucky I even looked at her.”
Sexual athletes don’t have lovers or 

friends, they just have victims. Sexual 
athletes can be either male or female, and 
what they count up as “scores” their 
victims count up in hate and resentment.
One way to avoid having victims is, of 

course, to have sexual relationships only 
with your friends. If you can’t manage that, 
at least try to observe the ground rules.

1. Never assume : Never assume she can’t 
get pregnant. She may look and act 
sophisticated. She may have been married 
and have two children. Don’t assume she 
knows what she’s going at this particular 
moment.
She may have quit taking the pill three 

months ago when she broke up with 
boyfriend, and she’s too high at the moment 
to remember that. -
She may be having a personal crisis right 

now and not be thinking too clearly.
Don’t assume. Ask. Ask before things go 

beyond the point of no return. If she’s 
young, always ask. If she blushes and 
mumbles something, don’t take that for an 
answer. If you know her well enough to be 
getting into bed, you know her well enough 
to get that little point straightened out.
Don’t tell her you’ve had a vasectomy, or 

that you’re sterile, unless you really are. 
You may not be gambling with your life, but 
you are gambling with hers.

2. Be honest about your intentions : If this is 
a one nighter, and you don’t intend to be 
around, say so. If you’re just lonely and 
down, say so. If this is a girl you’ve just met 
and she agrees, you’re in the clear provided 
that she’s old enough to have some sense. If 
you lie to her, or coerce her, she’s the victim 
even if nothing happens to her later thay 
may hurt her physically. You don’t want to 
be honest because she may turn you on? 
Right. She may.
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PERFORMANCE

The penis seems to be a wild animal which 
some men succeed in either taming or 
domesticating. Men call this process 
“performance”, which means getting it up 
and keeping it up reasonable on command. 
Even young men worry about this, or brag 
about it, which is the same thing.
Who is the performance for? The curtain 

- goes up, the scene is set, the act goes on. 
Who is the audience? Who sits in the 
theatre and cries, “Look, look. He’s 
performing.”

The part that hurts girls the most is this. 
Many of them refuse the mask, try to live as 
they really are. They want male friends 
because they find men interesting and 
attractive. But, the men seem to give all 
their attention to the girls who wear the 
mask best, the baby dolls with six pounds of 
eyelashes and silly giggles.
If you’re serious about having female 

friends, judge them the way you judge your 
male friends.
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A “performance” is staged, scripted, and 
acted. The feeling is all pretend. A great 
actor may give a great performance, but 
it’s still only an act. If the actor is sick, or 
the curtain sticks, or the prompter gets the 
hiccups, the performance doesn’t come off. 
Meanwhile, the audience has been taught to 
expect a performance.
Just as women have been masked as 

“baby dolls”, men have been masked as 
“performers”. It’s men’s insistence upon 
performance which has led women to 
expect it. Most men teach most girls to 
believe that all men are insatiable sexual 
performers, all the time. Then, when the 
performance doesn’t come off, the girl 
believes that it is her fault, that she isn’t 
attractive, that she isn’t womanly. She 
starts to hate herself, and she takes it out on 
the man in her life, which makes him feel 
worse, and the whole thing is miserable.
With friends no faking is necessary, no 

performance is necessary. People do what 
they feel like doing, when they feel like 
doing it. They don’t force themselves. They 
know that there are a lot of ways of 
satisfying one another and that what is

or

WHO DOES WHAT?

It’s easy to destroy people and put them 
down. It’s also stupid. It’s easy for men and 
women to destroy each other, but it’s stupid. 
No one gets hurt if each person remembers 
that the only thing people owe one another is 
courtesy.
If you do decide to ask a girl out, even if 

you spend a week’s pay on it, she doesn’t 
owe you anything but courtesy. She doesn’t 
owe you a kiss or a quick hop into bed or 
going out with you again. If she’s polite and 
she likes you, she’ll issue the next invitation
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portant are the feelings, not the ritual. 
Of course, we have to admit that there are 

some sexual sickies around who simply 
can’t have friends. There are men who can 
only feel sexual if they are hurting someone 
or dominating someone. Rapists are like 
this, men with inadequate personalities who 
substitute a knife or a gun for the maleness 
they don't have and then lie about it to 
themselves. There are female rapists, too, 
women who substitute predatory sexuality 
for personality and then try to convince 
themselves they are irresistible. Sexual 
sickies grow up in homes in which sex is 
taboo. The best protection against growing 
up to be a sickie is to talk about sex (not 
brag, talk) to both males and females until 
the horrid fascination is gone and the 
healthy interest remains.

im Contemporary rote:

You call one another when you have 
something to say or share.
You make plans together, or go places 
separately.
You both pay, or either one, or decide on 
things that don’t take money.
You meet wherever is most convenient for 
both of you.
You decide together on your sexual 
relationship.
You each plan together on your sexual 
relationship.
You each plan for the future individually. 
You each do things and see people you like. 
You feel that you are more interested and 
interesting this way.
And so forth.

A perfectly rational, nice, friendly woman 
has sex and then, for no apparent reason, 
begins to cry. A perfectly pleasant, 
considerate guy has sex and comes all over 
violent/ nasty. A woman who needs a baby 
like she needs a hole in her head starts 
talking about getting pregnant.
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So, you and she have agreed that you don’t 
want marriage, that you don’t want 
children, that all that must come later and 
maybe not with each other. Then, suddenly, 
she starts in on the relationship, wanting to 
get married, wanting children. You begin to 
feel hostile. There’s an argument, you both 
feel miserable, you decide women aren’t 
worth it.

CoiThe male-female part of people is in 
constant tension, like a spring wound tight. 
Sex may release that tension, letting all the 
feelings, wants, hopes, fears, and frustra
tions out at once. Let it go by. Take thirty 
deep breaths. Kiss her and tell her you’ll 
talk about it later, and then do talk about it 
later, with a table between you.

Don’t lie to yourself. Decide honestly what 
you want from your relationships with 
women. Do you want a convenient warm 
body? Buy one. That’s right. There are 
women who have freely chosen that 
business, buy one. Don’t ever brag to your 
friends “I’ve never had to pay for it,” when 
you’ve lied, threatened, and coerced your 
way through sex. You’ve paid for it. You 
just don’t know it.
Do you want a virgin to marry? Buy one. 

There are girls in that business, too. 
Marriage is the price you’ll pay, and you’ll 
get the virgin. Very temporarily.
Do you want a woman to abuse and 

dominate in order to make you feel like a 
“man”? Buy one. Buy yourself a full size 
plastic model, and when you’ve broken that, 
admit you’re a sickie and buy a 
psychiatrist. Watch for the symptoms: you 
get furiously angry when a woman says 
“no". You are tempted to use force, or do 
use force on women. You consider the 
sexual act to be a "score". You think that if 
a girl gets raped, “She probably asked for 
it."
Do you want a housekeeper-cook- 

laundress? Buy one. A good housekeeper is 
darned expensive, but they can be had.
Do you want a lean, elegant model type to 

make everyone stare, a woman that makes 
you say, “Hey world, look what I’ve got”? 
Buy one. The price may be high, or you may 
be able to swing it for the price of a good 
dinner.
Do you want a friend to share things with, 

to care about you, to have a sexual 
relationship with that’s more than 
performance? They aren’t for sale. They 
can’t be possessed, or forced, or abused into 
friendship. They can’t be bought.
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“Welcome aboard. This is yoer captain, Margaret Williamson, 
speaking."

B
ROLE PLAYING

If the two of you decide to play a traditional 
role for an evening, with long skirts for her, 
perfume, jewelry, and getting her hair 
done, great. Play it to the hild. Open the 
doors, offer your arm, get the fun out of it. If 
you never play those roles, fine.
Remember that most of the traditional 

courtesies offered to women are the same 
courtesies provided to the elderly and 
infirm. Most of them are based on the 
assumption that women are fragile and in 
need of protection. Under some circum
stances this assumption may be true for 
everyone. True courtesy consists of moving 
to meet people’s real needs, not the phoney 
ones. If someone is struggling to get through 
a door on crutches, you don’t worry if it’s a 
man or woman, you just help.
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A lot of the traditional Male-Female stuff 
is tied into small actions and courtesies 
which men are supposed to perform for 
women. Men are traditionally supposed to 
walk on the outside, open doors, help women 
in and out of cars. Most of it had a purpose, 
once.

A man walked on the outside to stand 
between a woman and the muck thrown up 
by the horses in the street. His clothes were 
easier to clean than hers. A man opened 
carriage doors and gave a woman his hand 
because she had on thirty yards of 
petticoats and skirts, one handful! of purse 
and fan, the other holding her shawl. A man 
opened doors for a woman because she 
needed both hands to get her skirts through. 
Did you even wonder why doors in old 
houses are wider than doors in new ones?

The right combination

The right combination of you and a woman 
is in the way you want to be, no lies and no 
performance, and a woman the way she 
wants to be, no mask and no pretences. You 
will be happy with her and away from her; 
she will be happy with you and away from 
you. It will not depend upon the size of her 
breasts or the size of your penis, upon her 
eyelashes or your reputation as a mighty 
hunter. It will depend upon the persons 
involved who are friends of one another. 
The right combination always starts with 

friendship. It can’t be more than that until it 
has been at least that.

THE DREADFUL DON’TS

Traditional role: Don’t pull the trigger unless you’re ready 
for the bang. Sex is emotionally loaded. 
Only kids, drunks, and sickies play Russian 
Roulette with it.
Inside each person there are at least four 

people. There is the child that plays and 
giggles and cries and wants to be cuddled. 
There is the thinking, planning person. 
There is the sexual part, the part that lusts 
and rampages. There is the male or female 
part that carries all kinds of deep instincts, 
role models, strange expectations, and 
guilts. Sex can be the trigger that fires these 
parts of people into conflict with one 
another.
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She never calls you. You call her.
You make all plans and invite her. She 
accepts.
You pay. When you can’t pay, you don’t go. 
You always call for her at her home and 
take her back to her home.
You do not involve her sexually unless 
you’re engaged to be married.
She does not plan any career which may not 
fit in with your future.
She does not commit her time to other 
people or activities.
And so forth.

Excerpted from Rocky Mountain Planned 
Parenthood Pamphlet 
— reprinted from the MANITOBAN
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Trudeau asked to extend Fiscal Arrangements Act
OTTAWA (CUP) - The Associa- or whether he intended to grant the universities are supposed to be the meeting with the PM, this over being cut out of federal -

tion of Universities and Colleges of universities the requested two-year doing. would require identification and provincial decision-making which
Canada (AUCC) met with Prime extension of present financing Until a “national advertising maintenance of existing presti- affects them doesn’t mean they
Minister Trudeau on January 15 arragements. policy’’ is developed, the AUCC gious graduate schools, while intend to abandon their long-held
and asked for a two year extension The Fiscal Arrangements Acts, and the universitiesdo not want to cutting off funds for ^similar tradition of excluding the partici-
allow tim^for the development1 ofa fédéra?'grants* equal t™Mpercent the federal-provincial cost-scaring Oliver said the university and ^When asked who would attend

Canadian policy for universities ” of the cost of post-secondary arrangements for post-secondary college presidents are planning a the March meeting, Oliver replied
According to AUCC President education, is due to expire next education, said Oliver. series of meetings with represent- “Executive heads of universities

Michael Oliver of Carleton Univer- year. The AUCC, however, did not put atives of provincial governments provincial government represent-
sity, the PM’s response was The AUCC, an association of forward any concrete plan of what aimed at coming up with a national atives some people from
“warm” and “sympathetic”, presidents of Canada’s degree a “national universities policy” policy, with the first meeting provincial funding coipmissions...
“showed a great deal of under- granting institutions, say they might entail, except that it would scheduled for March. that’s it.”
standing” but was non-committal have had no opportunity to work involve accepting the idea of He was not clear on whether the He agreed that input from

The PM, Oliver said, did not out, in co-operation with the “regional centres of excellence” in federal government would partici- students, faculty, and the general
state whether he saw the need for a federal and provincial govern- various disciplines. pate in these discussions, or even public would be “necessary’" for
“Canadian policy for universities” ments a coherent policy on what As explained by Oliver following attend, and suggested that the PM developing a national universities

had taken a “wait and see” policy “at some time”, but failed to
attitude. specify when.

Oliver did make one thing The March meetings will be 
perfectly clear, though. Just closed to all but invited partici-
because the presidents are unset pants.

\

Company of Young Canadians 
still negotiating date of shutdown

ÜOTTAWA (CUP) - The Company have created “absolute chaos” for The other problem Noel and the 
of Young Canadians, ordered by those community groups now CYC board see is that the 328 
the federal government to disband receiving assistance from CYC organizers out in local communi
as of December 31, is still in organizers, 
operation. But the main issue now 
isn’t whether the CYC will go out of bureaucracies, doesn’t set up support them while they seek new
operation, but when. services for a community. Instead, jobs.

The struggle between the CYC the mandate of the Company, now Since the pay scale for the CYC
and the federal Treasury Board withdrawn by the government, was was considerably less than the 
was supposed to have come to a to go into communities and assist bureaucratic average - between 
head on January 14, the date the local groups - tenants, parents, $116 and $149 weekly - the CYC is 
Treasury Board said the CYC had pensioners, the poor - in setting up quick to point out that the 
to give its 450 employees notice of services and co-ops which they possibility of saving for a rainy 
termination. themselves would operate. CYC day, let alone for an impending

That date has passed, and involvement would terminate after financial disaster, is slim,
although CYC has reluctantly a set time-period had elapsed, 
accepted its demise, “negotiations CYC couldn’t just close shop and 
are still in progress” over when walk away, Noel said, because 
that demise will occur, according “the Company feels it has a 
to a CYC spokesperson. priority to assist these community

The CYC arguments for not groups to either find alternate 
going out of existence at the time forms of assistance or attempt to
the government ordered are the gain self-sufficiency more quickly Parker said one reason for the
Company has 221 projects still than originally planned.” enthusiasm and determination
underway, and its employers will Noel and the CYC board say the shown by the Moncton students 
need time to find alternate need at least two months to might have been based on the fact 
employment. wind-up project operations in a that Francophone students in New

According to CYC chairperson way that will not result in the Brunswick, on the whole repre- 
Simon Noel, if the Company had collapse of the projects and groups senting a lower socio-economic 
dissolved on December 31 it would currently being organized.

Queen's University at Kingston
ties will need at least an additional 

The CYC, unlike traditional two months severance pay to

Master of 

usiness 
Administration
B

Queen's University at Kingston offers a modern, 
discipline-based approach to the study of management in 
the complex organizations of today and tomorrow. The 
learning atmosphere in the School of Business is lively, 
informal, intimate and flexible. Persons from almost all 
academic programs will find MBA studies rewarding. 
Financial assistance is available.

clash from page 1

Professor W. E. Miklas,
Chairman, MBA Program,
School of Business, Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario K7L 3N6!d

state than other students, felt more 
strongly that the changes be 
implemented.

Université de Moncton seems to 
be gaining some support as Dan 
O’Connor, executive for National 
Union of Students, arrived in 
Fredericton late Thursday after
noon to give support to the cause.

These students seem determined 
to stick to their guns, even at the 
expense of losing an academic 
year, if necessary.

By laws continued Please send information concerning Queen's MBA to

Graduating YearName

Street
s 7 Any member of the SRC is liable for call would be within two weeks of the call

for nominations of a regular Spring or Fall 
Election.removal from the SRC upon a motion 

calling for that members resignation at a 
regularly constituted meeting of the SRC. ARTICLE IX General.
S.8. Any motion calling for a members s.l. Signing powers in relation to any 
resignation must be preceded by at least financial transaction of the SRC shall be 
one week by way of notice of motion.

ProvinceCity

ProgramUniversity
vested in the Comptroller, Assistant 

S.9. Any motion calling for a members Comptroller, Administrator or President, 
resignation may only take effect upon: any two of whom must sign.

i. twothirds approval of the SRC after s.2. There shall bean Administrator of the
notice of motion has been given SRC who shall perform the function of an

ii. a petition calling for members office manager for the SRC and shall carry
resignation signed by 20 of the Union out his duties in accordance with the terms 
members and preceded by at least one of reference established by the SRC. 
week's notice to the SRC. After one week's s.3. 
notice any such petition shall have the Comptroller who shall assist the Comptrol 
effect of removal of any member that is the |er in any duties that may be assigned to 
subject of the said petition without any him by the Comptroller. Any such 
further ratification by the SRC. Assistant Comptroller shall be appointed
S.10. Any member removed by a petition each year by the Comptroller upon 2/ 3 
or motion calling for his resignation may approval by the SRC within 2 weeks of the 
automatically be a candidate in any pa|| Election.
election called to fill any such vacancy.
S.U.. Any provision in this Article is S.4. The Returning Officer shall be 
subject to the Constitution. charged with the general responsibility of

running any elections called under the 
ARTICLE VII Eligibility. authority of the SRC. The Returning
5.1. No student who is not a Union member Officer shall have the power of referring
shall take part in any SRC or Union any infraction of any election procedures 
sponsored activities. directly to the SDC for - any action
5.2. Students withdrawing from the

1[JACKETS, VESTS, DENIM JEANS
t/>There shall be an Assistant

z

A)
V.tWy.< ‘< 1 i»-m/Ol

< Gs f:

D
</>necessary.

University after the 1st day of November S.5. All campus organizations under the 
shall not have their SRC fees refunded. authority of the SRC shall hold their

election of officers before the first day of 
ARTICLE VIII By-Elections. March of each year and shall submit to the
5.1. If for any reason the position of any internal Vice President of these require 
member of the SRC becomes vacant that ments in the first half of February, 
vacancy shall be filled as soon as possible s é 
subject to other provisions in the 
Constitution or these By laws.
5.2. Within one week of any such vacancy organizations shall be kept on file for a
being declared by the President the period of eighteen months. Such corres 
Returning Officer shall initiate procedures pondence shall be available for investiga 
to fill such vacancy or vacancies. tion, if so ordered by the SRC or on the
S3. The Returning Officer may, depending written request of twenty five members of 
upon circumstances existing at that time, the student body.
obtain a two thirds approval from the SRC s.7. A copy of the SRC Constitution must be 
for having the total time period from the kept on file in the SRC Office and in the 
date of calling for nominations ^ntil the university Library, 
actual vote shortened by up to 40 .in all s.8. Any member of the SRC may be given 
other aspects the procedures of a regular a salary or honorarium. The quantum of 
election shall be followed and this section sucn salary or honorarium shall be 
does not permit the omission of any notice determined by the Administrative Board 
requirements for any election held under each year. In no case shall any such sala^ 
this section. or honorarium increase by more than 12
S.4. No By-elections shall be called If that over a previous years quantum.

< k Fredericton Moll 
I Phone 455-5333u

V)A copy of all correspondence

conducted by the SRC and the various rÛÉ
MENS WEARz
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Saikatoon
Toronto ShiOntario students also disatisfied with student aid

SASKATOON ( 
student newspaper 
sity of Saskatchev 
squashed a student 
al to take over “th 
Sheaf”.

Recent policy pri 
of S Students’ Uni 
Sheaf editor, D 
called a serious 
editorial autonomj 
newspaper.

Talks between 
and the student 
shortly after the 
“working documer 
student union inte 
dent Doug Pearse, 
proposal forv pli 
control of the Sheal 
a Students’ Union

The media boan 
Pearse would be “< 
supervision of the 
Sheaf”. This exc 
affairs which are i 
led by the student

The board would 
functions. It won 
pointments to the 
tions of the paper 
editorial policy, 
stated.

The board would 
the Sheaf editor a 
members of the S 
the USSU vice-pre 
and internal), one 
at large, one facul 
representative of 
media, and one 
from the Saskatoo

Hamilton

TORONTO (CUP) ~ More than dollars next year from its present ed the governments policy by economy and both pledged they to “deny all but the rick access to
2500 students marched on the 800 dollar level. telling them “students should pay would be against any increase in post-secondary education”.
Ontario Legislature demanding They demanded the government a component of the educational tuition for the next few years. Ritch called on all people 
that the government put a stop to reject a report which calls for a cost” Refusing to be specific; the affected by cut back, especially
its policy of cut-backs in education, tuition increase of 65 percent and He told them they “had NDP’s James Renwick said until those in the social services sector,

Students from 15 universities and eventual replacing of grants in witnessed a drop from 24 to 15 there is a serious study of to unite in their opposition,
community colleges travelled to an favour of loans. percent in the portion of total education there should be no John Shortall, OFS chairperson
OFS Rally January 21 to oppose the The students booed loudly as educational costs students had to increase,” while the Liberal reminded the students that the
government’s announcement that Harry Parrott, Minister of Col- pay ” education critic James Sweeny NDP had not taken a clear stand in
the loan ceiling would go up to 1000 leges and Universities, rationaliz- He continued through the said that he too was opposed to an favour of students and he hoped

increasing jeers which interrupted increase and “that education in they would be more positive in the 
him at almost every sentence Ontario unlike in the Soviet Union future.
“because of the economic situation was for the individual as well as
all people of Ontario should be the state.” Preceeding the march, students
ready to make sacrifices” and that The Ontario Federation of had gathered in Convocation Hall 
his government was committed to Students’ spokesperson Dale at the University of Toronto to hear 
not increasing tuition fees for Ritch, president of York Students what these cutbacks meant.
1976- 77 but could not give the same Council, denounced the Liberals Although student union repre
guarantee for the academic year “who in the recent electoral sentatives have not decided on any
1977- 78. campaign promised that if elected action to follow the demonstration,

The opposition parties’ repre- they would cut back education OFS spokespersons say a prov-
sentatives attacked the govern- even further” and the Conserva- ince-wide “strike” on March 1 
ment for mismanagment of the lives, whom he accused of wanting might be forthcoming.

Waterloo

1Queens University 
Kingston, Ontario

t x

Bachelor of Education
The Faculty of Education invites university graduates 
and undergraduates who expect to receive their 
bachelor's degree by September to apply for admission 
to the Bachelor of Education Degree program whichieads 
to Ontario Teacher Certification for elementary, secon
dary, or elementary and secondary schools.

Major Features

■ An emphasis on the 
human dimension of 
education

■ Ready access to faculty 
advisors and instruc
tors

■ A pluralistic approach 
to teacher education

■ Considerable flexibility 
in students' program 
design

■ Continuous assessment 
consistent with the 
stress on personal and 
professional develop
ment

Radio Waterloo ended by CR TC
WATERLOO (CUP) - Radio the application has been rejected, application for a license had also 

Waterloo, the University of Water- and that they must stop carrying been rejected by Arpim. 
loo student radio station which has the station, 
existed in one form or another 
since 1965, was forced off the air that Radio Waterloo was not “on broadcasting until a license is
January 13 by a ruling of the the air” as a licensed station, but obtained.
Canadian Radio-Television Com- broadcast only via cable, 
mission (CRTC).

The ruling came as a surprise to released by the CRTC on University of Waterloo Student
Radio Waterloo, which has been December 16 allows only licensed Federation, but Federation Presi-
seeking clarification of its status stations to have their programs dent John Shortall said the request 
from the CRTC since 1970. The carried on cable. could only be accommodated in
Commission at that time informed Udo Salwsky, general manager next year’s budget, 
them that they could transmit via for Grand River Cable, reported And, Shortall pointed out, 
cable until a definite policy was January 13 that he had been decisions regarding next year’s

informed by Michel Arpim of the budget cannot be made until the 
An application by Gran River CRTC that “we must discontinue new council is installed at a 

Cable to continue carrying Radio immediately” with transmissions general meeting in March. He feels
that Radio Waterloo may become 

He said that the appeal for a an election issue before that time.
Radio Waterloo, in the mean

time, hopes to set up production 
teams to trâin staff and to produce 
programs that will “still be 
relevant” when Radio Waterloo 
returns to the air.

Regina

■ Participation of stu
dents in major program 
and policy-making 
bodies

■ Excellent facilities in 
the new academic- 
residential complex, ' 
Duncan McArthur Hall.

Fora calendar and applica
tion form telephone 
613 - 547-6280 
or write to:
The Registrar 
Faculty of Education 
Queen's University 
Kingston, Ont. K7L 3IN6

Radio Waterloo went off the air 
This ruling stems from the fact January 13 and will not resume

A request for money to finance 
The new cable policy statement application has been made to the

Tuit
formulated.

HAMILTON (Cl 
fees for students 
“Tory philosophy’ 
leges and Univei 
Harry Parrott sail 
MacMaster Univei

As long as he is ft 
said, he would i 
financing scheir 
secondary educatii 
student fee comp 
education were n 
“It’s back to 1 
orthodontics for 1 
the former Wo< 
promised.

He said the O 
conservative gove 
there has to be a ti 
“quality and qus 
secondary educa 
that no increased 
be allocated to i 
colleges.

For his part, 
maxim “better 
dollar” rather thi 
ars per dollat 
predecessor had 
gesting that acce 
curtailed under 
improving the qua

As for the Hei 
which recommem 
increase in tuition 
up an all-loan no-j 
system; Parrott s 
points made in t 
“outright wrong”

He said the tuit 
“has not got a snc 
and that he would 
likened the report 
the head and havi 
he.. only wantei 
attention.

All the Hender 
was really sayin 
Parrott, was t

Waterloo was placed before the of Radio Waterloo, 
commission in 1972. Grand River 
was notitified January 9, 1976 that period of grace to allow for

X

Withdrawal from courses or the 
University - Tuition

increased?
Undergraduate students are rem inded that, with the approval of the Dean of the REGINA (CUP) ~ The Univer

sity of Regina students union is 
stepping up its campaign to fight 
anticipated increases in tuition 
fees.

At a mass meeting January 13 
approximately 40 students organ
ized work committees to plan and 
publicize further student meetings 
on the issue.

Student Union President Jim 
Grey predicted a 10 percent fee 
increase for next term, and blamed 
the Saskatchewan government for 
cutting back on educational 
funding. The province wants to tie 
tuition fees to a set proportion of 
the university operating budget, 
Grey said.

Don Kossick, a representative of 
the Saskatchewan Federation of 
Labour, attended the meeting and 
offered “to make an alliance with 
the students against the govern
ment on this issue.”

KosSick drew parallels between 
the wage controls and education 
cutbacks.

“In effect,” he said, “the 
government is saying: let the 
workers pay, let the students pay.”

Faculty, or his designate, a student may withdraw, without academic penalty, up to

15th February, 1976 —for first term courses the deadline was 31st October, 1975).

Any withdrawal after the deadline date, except for substancial medical or

compassionate reasons, will be treated as a failure.

Please see page 13 of the 1975/76 calendar for the precise regulation.

Brian Ingram
\

Registrar
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Saskatoon

Sheaf continues to maintain editorial autonomy
The USSU President would also “The proposed membership of ment a “straight media mentality” and appointments to the manager-

student newspaper at the Univer- like to sit on the board. the board”, said Thomson, “repre- with the Sheaf. This the collective ial positions have been completely
sity of Saskatchewan has all but The Sheaf collective immediate- sents the various vested financial felt ran contrary to their interests cut out. In addition, the Sheaf has
squashed a student council propos- ly responded by condemning the and political interests within the as progressive journalists. gained veto power. Final editorial
al to take over “the affairs of the proposal as “fascist” and called a university, towards which the Thomson stated “it would seem content is to be determined by the 
Sheaf”. special emergency meeting of the Sheaf has always acted in a critical they (the USSU) are telling us we collective.

Recent policy proposals by the U editorial collective which unani- or “adversary” role. To place the cannot effectively criticize or But Thomson says he is still
of S Students’ Union posed what mously decided to oppose the editorial control of the newspaper investigate corporate groups, elec- unsatisfied, but feels the altered
Sheaf editor, Don Thompson, formation of the media board. in the hands of these people is, in toral candidates and elected proposal was definitely an un
called a serious threat to the According to editor Thomson, effect, to eliminate the “freedom of officials within the University provement over the first draft,
editorial autonomy of the student the proposal would place editorial the press” at the University of community. This reduces the Sheaf “If the Sheaf had to work under a
newspaper. control of the Sheaf in the hands of Saskatchewan. to a simple house organ of the media board, this is close to what I

Talks between the newspaper the people who know nothing about The presence of a member of the student union, rather than a would expect,” he said,
and the student union began newspapers, with the exception of local professional print media on newspaper,” Thomson said.
shortly after the release of a a member of the “establishment” the board signified to Thomson After what Thomson called “an the need for a media board at all. I
“working document” prepared by press. that the USSU desired to impie- informal confrontation” with think Pearse and the USSU
student union internal vice-presi- v Pearse, the Sheaf gained a number executive are suffering from a
dent Doug Pearse, which outlined a Vancouver of major concessions from the serious lack of communication
proposal for < placing editorial USSU. with the Sheaf. Instead of working
control of the Sheaf in the hands of A • I - I I nv/i/f As the proposal now stands, the within the system as it now exists
a Students’ Union “media board”. C/CZ'Cv#1/ KJl CX’I'VLw Media Board is to act in an they want to change the system to

The media board as outlined by ■ advisory role to the Sheaf. Controls promote their own self interest,”
Pearse would be “charged with the over membership in the collective he said,
supervision of the affairs of the VANCOUVER (CUP) - Provin- 
Sheaf”. This excluded financial cial education ministers are

SASKATOON (CUP) The

“However, I seriously question

He said the ministers are
...... . . . . . , ... . considering three alternatives, but

affairs which arc slrcsdy control- seriously considering revisions to would not provide specific detsils 
led by the students union. student aid programs which would about any of them

The board would have two major force students to go deeper in debt 
functions. It would control ap- to continue post-secondary educa- 
pointments to the editorial posi- tion. 
tions of the paper, and direct its
editorial policy, the proposal cutting back on student grants u
stated. while increasing the amount of *ev®*-

The board would be comprised of student loans, 
the Sheaf editor and two elected

&&&■

—i mHowever, in an interview 
Canjpbell said he has a “concern 
that the level of indebtedness of 
students be held at a reasonable

n
The ministers are considering ô D d d ffgfër

iuMMBnHMi mÆLmmm
[

WmBritish Columbia’s education 
Bennett Campbell, chairperson ministers said in a press release 

members of the Sheaf collective, of the Council of Ministers of the Council ratified the mandate of 
the USSU vice-presidents (finance Education (CME) of Canada, said jts task force on student assistance 
and internal), one student selected Janaury 14 that the provincial «-t0 make detailed recommenda- 
at large, one faculty member, one ministers will decide about revis- tions to the council regarding the 
representative of the local print ing student loan and bursary plans most feasible student assistance 
media, and one representative at their next meeting in Septem- p|an “ 
from the Saskatoon community.
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The task force is an outgrowth of 
a federal provincial working group 
on student assistance which met 
last year to consider revisions to 
the Canada Student Loan Plan.

Hamilton w

w Sr-

Tuition fees necessary
The task force met secretly until 

documents were leaked showing 
HAMILTON (CUP) - Tuition overspent and we must do working group members were 

fees for students are part of the something about it.” thinking about large increases in
“Tory philosophy”, Ontario Col- This explanation has become the ceilings for student loans, while 
leges and Universities Minister standard government response to reducing non-repayahle provincial 
Harry Parrott said January 19 at the report, which recommended grants.

cutbacks in most social services,
As long as he is Minister, Parrott but many groups, including the 

said, he would not accept any Ontario Federation of Students, 
financing scheme for post- say they intend to carry out the 
secondary education which had no recommendations on a piecemeal 
student fee component in it. If basis ovèr the next few years, 
education were made free, then

If you are an engineer this 
chair could Devours. x

MacMaster University. The National Union of Students 
(NUS) has claimed that students 
have been denied access to the 
working group and task force.

IF YOU ARE AN ENGINEERING STUDENT 
THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES IS INTERESTED IN YOUCampbell said students can 

In his one-day visit at MacMas- make representations to their 
“It’s back to Woodstock and ter, the Minister came under fire provincial governments, 
orthodontics for Harry Parrott” from students about student aid 
the former Woodstock dentist policies, and said he was tired of He also said he would not release 
promised. “getting flack” about changes in details about the three financial

He said the Ontario minority the program. eid alternatives being considered
conservative government believes He pointed out that the loan by the council because they are in 
there has to be a trade-off between portion of the program is a federal “internal working documents.” 
“quality and quantity” of post- matter, and failed to explain that 
secondary education, assuming the recent decision to increase the 
that no increased resources are to mandatory loan portion from $800 
be allocated to universities and to $1000 per year was made by the 
colleges.

For his part, he favours the 
maxim “better scholars per California 
dollar” rather than “more schol
ars per dollar” which his 
predecessor had advocated, sug
gesting that accessibility will be 
curtailed under the guise of 
improving the quality of education.

As for the Henderson Report, 
which recommended a 65 percent 
increase in tuition fees and setting CALIFORNIA (ENS-CUP) -The Canada, Europe and the Far East, 
up an all-loan no-grant student aid “pet rock" fad is reaching They’re also bringing out pet rock 
system; Parrott said some of the ridiculous proportions. The Santa tee-shirts, pet rock posters, pet 
points made in that report were Clara, California, firm that rock food - called “rocksalt” - and 
“outright wrong”. initially marketed the idea says pet rock shampoo.

He said the tuition fee increase that more than a million pet rocks The Wall Street Journal says 
“has not got a snowball’s chance” were sold in the three months prior that the Oregon Department of 
and that he would not support it. He to Christmas. Geology and Mineral Industries is
likened the report to being hit over The rocks - ordinary rocks - are now offering to prepare a complete 
the head and having someone say packaged in a box with a booklet of geneological chart of anyone’s pet 
he . only wanted to get your instructions on the proper care and rock for one dollar, plus postage, 
attention. feeding of pet rock. They sell for $4 and to top it all off, Michegan’s

All the Henderson commission apiece. Lake Superior State College will
was really saying, according to Rock Bottom Productions now sponsor a National Pet Rock Show 
Parrott, was that “tve have says they’ll take pet rocks to later this month.

Your education deserves responsibility. We can give it to you. An 
Engineering Briefing team will be on campus at Head Hall 
Theatre, 7:30 p.m., February 3rd to discuss careers in 
Engineering.The proposed revisions to the aid 

programs include the production of 
assistance for part time students, 
according to Campbell.provincial government.

Salaries are very attractive. Raises and promotion opportunities 
come regularly. Four weeks paid vacation annual. Many benefits 
ranging from fee medical and dental care to a handsome pension 
plan.

Pet rocks market millions
So, whether you’re just starting out as an Engineering 
undergraduate or already hold a degree, come and talk to us about 
you future as a professional Engineer in the Canadian Armed 
Forces.

Canadian
Armed
Forces
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Senator Chris Nagle blasts student agitators CANADA MA? 
year Foresters 
Cellulose. 
INDIA ASSOC 
SCOTTISH DA 
p.m. - 11 p.m. 
AFRICAN STl 
UNB CHRISTL 
focus on the 1 
EDUCATION £ 
“Common Peo 
GROUP OF SE 
Feb. 10; Photo] 
to Friday 10 - 
COLLEGE HIL 
Lower Lounge

By CHRISTOPHER NAGLE 
UNB Student Senator

year again where the reliable old the closet again and dusted off. the mournful drums, decrying the year. But the rest of it should be
headline-grabbing dinosaur stud- Once more student politicians trot inhumanity of the facists controll- junked if we expect to get any kind

Well, well, well, - it’s that time of entus aidus rex is dragged out of out the tattered banners, beating ing New Brunswick. And, of of support behind us at all.
----------------------------------------- ——----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- course, once more we are all but

shunned by an indifferent govern- Is It Any Wonder? 
ment. Well to hell with the whole 
damn circus. Given the shortcomings outlined 

above of our campaign, is it any 
wonder that it was such an abject 

This pseudo-controversy has failure? What can we do the next 
been excessively visible from ever time around to ensure our success? 
since I care to remember. Well the first thing we should do 
Granted, the existing student aid is try and draw up a more 
stystem does suffer deficiencies - reasonable set of demands regard- 
but they don’t warrant all the ing student aid. As far as I’m 
hoopala that some student leaders concerned, the problem with 
insist on giving it. It’s a real shame student aid lies not in the dollar 
because through actions like amounts available but in the 
sfrikes, calling down the govern- fairness of the system that’s 
ment, etc., all we manage to do is supposed to be passing them out. 
generate a feeling of ill will We all can tell true-life stories of 
towards us by the populace of this impoverished kids getting a big $50 
province. Better ways do exist to while some well-connected affluent 
go about improving our present kid gets the maximum loan & 
situation.

A Real Shame

•t .

Have you ever 
reæîved a 
Surprise long 
disiancecalf 

from someone who jurt 
phoned to say hello?

Remember how good 
it [rede you feel?

Why don't you 
surprise someone 
tonight.

"Tonight,when long 
distance rates are 
cheaper.

it »

FITNESS STA 
Room, 1 p.m. 
UNB INTERN 
Quebec team 
FILM, "Garde 
Pauline’. Mer

11
bursary with which he buys a 

The only way we can get two-seater. In this respect the 
government to listen to us is to demand that student representa- 
create a strong bargaining stance lives sit on policy boards so at to 
for ourselves. Once this is done, police operations is sensible, 
they will be forced to listen to us in As I said before, I don’t think

that the present loan-bursary 
Two things are crucial in limits are an issue. The average 

determining the bargaining student will have other sources of
strength of any organization funds available to him to
purporting to represent a cause: supplement his student loan and

1) commitment in numbers and bursary - i.e. summer employ-
intensity of feeling of the group ment, savings, parental contribu- 
represented. tion, etc.

2) the political clout possessed by Let’s remember that, compared 
the pressure group. (In this case to most civilized countries, Canada 
our political clout would be our is Fat City when it comes to 
ability to get other groups: citizens college. Two-thirds of our tuition is 
in general interested in our cause), subsidized by Federal-Provincial

governments. They in turn also 
disburse millions of dollars more

—i

good faith.

FILM, “Garde 
“The Perils (

FILM, “And ? 
Auditorium, ! 
FILM, “Midd 
BALLROOM 
ANGLICAN £ 
WINTER CA1

Shrug
each year in the forms of loans, 

This time around our handling of bursaries, Scholarships and out- 
the situation showed serious right grants. To my mind, any 
deficiencies in both respects - there demands for higher loans & 
seemed to be lack of intense feeling bursaries will only serve to 
on the subject by students here and alienate taxpayers and thus 
likewise few outside groups weaken our bargaining position vis 
(excepting the N.B. Federation of a vis government.
Labour) showed any real interest Once we have whipped our 
in our cause. It would seem that the demands into a reasonable frame- 
general consensus on the part of worked we can then proceed to 
everyone regarding this matter generate some strength behind our 
can be expressed in one word - position. Perhaps the easiest way 
shrug. is to circulate petitions in major

What’s wrong? I think that one of N.B. towns & cities to try and get 
our problems lies in the amount of the “Mom & Pop” vote behind us. 
common sense used in drawing up When you push ten thousand or 
the demands. To put it bluntly more signatures of voting citizens 
they’re sheer bunk for the most in Hatfields face, he’ll begin to 
part. Looking over some of these take an interest in student aid. He 
demands I can’t help but wonder will have been shown that the 
who in hell had the audacity to student aid controversy is indeed a 
draw up such an asinine set of genuine social problem - and not 
proposals. How did they expect to just a hyped-up creation of a 
get government, citizens, or even handful of shrill students, 
students to treat these as In summary, I would like to say 
reasonable? It’s a wonder we that I in no way doubt the sincerity 
weren’t greeted by hoots of of the people who organized the 
raucous laughter. Granted, not all last demonstration and strike. The 
the demands were ridiculous - the energy and zeal was there - you 
demand that a representative of could taste it - but they were 
student interests be seated on banging their heads against a brick 
governmental policy-making bod- wall. The energy is there but we 
ies dealing with student aid was have to make efficient use of the 
pretty sensible; as was the potential strength available to us if 
demand that the interest-free we are to have any hope of 
period of loan repayment be re-shaping the government’s atti- 
extended from six months to a tude towards student aid.

UNB SRC Ml 
HOPE is time 
Everyone is 
THE ART OF 
Sunday 2 - 5 
WINTER CA1
MARGARET 
7:30 p.m.

Long 
Distance
A bargain today. 
Even better tonight. NEW TALEN 

Art Centre, I 
WORD-Rev. 
view. TV Loi 
WINTER GA1

MARGARET

A VARIETY SHOW -

ANGLICAN 
FILM-LIT, SI 
Free.
WINTER C/

******************************5

Yearbook ’76

We need photos!
Students please take note - if you wish to submit anything for 

yearbook. We need it soon!
Any write-ups or photos of teams, residences and organizations 

must be in to us no later than Feb. 28.
If you need a photographer for your special events, let us know. 

We’re in Room 31, SUB and our number is 4534983

First for UNB Winter Carnival.

Come and get entertained.
MONDAY, FEB 1 at 7 pm in Mem. Hall

\ EUS MOVIE, 
Hall.
HOPE is timf 
Everyone is 
WINTER CAHe******************************j
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Weekly
Crossword

where it’s at
(

FRIDAY, JANUARY 30

CANADA MANPOWER CENTRE on campus: Prescreening deadline for 2nd, 3rd and 4th 
year Foresters and Forestry Engineers for summer employment at Proctor and Gamble 
Cellulose.
INDIA ASSOCIATION MEETING, SUB, Room 6, 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
SCOTTISH DANCE GROUP MEETING, Memorial Student Centre, Tartan Room, 7:45 
p.m. - 11 p.m.
AFRICAN STUDENT SOCCER, West Gym, 8:30 - 10:30 p.m.
UNB CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (IVCF) welcomes everyone to join Rev. Ben Smith and 
focus on the topic of PRAYER. Tibbits Hall East Lounge, 7:30 p.m.
EDUCATION SOCIETY presents Fourth Bash of the Year, Education Cafeteria, with 
“Common People”, 9:00 - 1:00, $1.50 with a society card, $1.75 without.
GROUP OF SEVEN SKETCHES, last day; Paintings and Drawings by Mary Pratt, until 
Feb. 10; Photographic Images by Darrel Rideout, until Feb. 1, UNB Art Centre Monday 
to Friday 10 - 5: Sunday 2-5.
COLLEGE HILL FOLK COLLECTIVE, Pickin' & Singin’ Coffee House, Bridges House 
Lower Lounge, 8:30 p.m.

51 Ailing
52 Crisp con

fection»
54 Reject: 2 

words
50 Utter hen- 

ziedly
Copland 59 Speechless 

61 Not

ACROSS 
1 So. Amer.

wool source 
6 Breathe 

laboriously 
10 Least bit 
14 Composer

crossword

answers15 Opponent
16 Jumble
17 Deficient in

restrained
62 Neighbor of 

Pakistan
63 Wrench
64 Attracts by

65 Thick clay
24 Revelry soil: Var.
26 Eyelid inflam 66 Stumbles 

67 Begin 
DOWN

1 Ultimate
2 Intertwine
3 Island near 

Ireland
4 Site of

on page 2amount
18 Italian coin
19 Land mass
20 Units of .1
22 State

mation
27 Evergreen 

shrub 21 The toneG:
Music 

23 Inside:
Comb, form 

25 Score in 
basketball

27 Wilderness 
abode

28 Field of study 47 Small plant
29 Forte: Slang twig
30 Purgative 48 Macaw

49 WW-IIFr. 
traitor

50 More up-to 
date

53 Make 
withered

55 Shore bird
56 Consumer

thin layers 57 Nuisance
60 A M.A. 

members

42 Turkish 
judge

43 Orders to 
return

44 Gifted

31 Filthy place
32 ••....... live

girl-
33 Greek 

philosopher
35 Distant
38 Edible grain 

sied
39 Detroit or 

Vancouver 
team

40 Wood
41 Irishman's 

nickname
4? Whipped
43 Lariat
44 Scottish cap
45 Preferred 
47 Saracen

sultan

Expo-67
5 Insect nest 

2 words
6 Female: 

Informal
7 Dye plant
8 Sharpen a 

razor
9 Liberace and 

Levant
10 Alcoholic 

liquor
11 Swiftness
12 Scottish 

island

person:
Informal

46 Facial feature

drug
34 Llamas' 

habitat
35 Order
36 Poker stake
37 Learn from

SATURDAY, JANUARY 31

FITNESS STANDARDIZATION CLINIC MEETING, Memorial Student Centre, Tartan 
Room, 1 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
UNB INTERNATIONAL GYMNASTICS: (top 12 AUAA Gymnasts plus Ontario and 
Quebec teams), UNB, 3 p.m.
FILM, "Garden of Delights, Head Hall, Rm. C-13, 8 p.m. Also Episode 9 of “The Perils of 
Pauline’. Members and guests only.

£

books
39 Divide into

13 Toward that 40 Selects. 2 
place words
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17

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1

FILM, "Garden of Delights”, Head Hall, Rm. C-13, 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. Also Episode 9 of 
“The Perils of Pauline”. Members and guests only.

FILM, “And Now for Something Completely Different”. A Monty Python film, Tilley Hall 
Auditorium, 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission $1.25.
FILM, “Middle of the World", Ganong Hall Lecture Theatre, 8 p.m.
BALLROOM DANCE CLASSES, in the SUB Ballroom, 6:30 - 8:30.
ANGLICAN SERVICE, STU Chapel, 7 p.m.
WINTER CARNIVAL
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MONDAY. FEBRUARY 2

UNB SRC MEETING, SUB, Rm. 103, 6 p.m.
HOPE is time spent with Jesus and his followers! TV Lounge (116), SUB, 8:30 - 9:15 a.m. 
Everyone is welcome!
THE ART OF LINOCUTS by Lynn Timbers, UNB Art Centre, Monday to Friday 10 - 5; 
Sunday 2-5.
WINTER CARNIVAL
MARGARET PATERSON, on CUSO and its work. Rm. 271, d’Avray Hall, speak and film, 
7:30 p.m.

1
by Garry TrudeauDOONESBURY

-A well, i 
absolutely! but oust wrote 
You've 60T TO Be ABOUTA 
UP FRONT ABOUTIT! MEMORY FROM 
WHAT PIP YOU SAY MYC0LLE6E 
IN YOUR. PERSONAL ! PAYS.. 
STATEMENT ON YOUR 

APPLICATIONS?

I YOU KNOW
I WHAT A LAW REALLY,

CAREER IS, PONT PEAR?
; YOU, MS. CAUCUS? /

IT'S A TICKET 
TO POWER!

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3

NEW TALENT, some UNB students show watercolours, batiks and photographs, UNB 
Art Centre, Monday to Friday 10 - 5; Sunday 2-5.
WORD - Rev. El Bannister will zero in on the topic - Post-millenialism, an Eschatological 
view. TV Lounge (116), SUB, 8:30 - 9:15 p.m. Everybody is welcome!
WINTER CARNIVAL
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dMARGARET PATERSON, on CUSO and its work, Rm. 271, d’Avray Hall, all day.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

ANGLICAN SERVICE, Edwin Jacob Chapel, Old Arts Building, 12:30 p.m.
FILM-LIT, Shakespeare's ‘Henry V”, starring Lawrence Olivier, Tilley Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Free.
WINTER CARNIVAL
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*rr CONCERNS MY THESIS ON PAULA 
M0PERS0HN-BECKER, THE 6ERMAN 
EXPRESSIONIST. I REMEMBER HOW I 
CAME AWAY FROM TT FEELIN6 THAT HAP 
SHE BEEN PROPERLY REPRESENTEE, 
SHE COULE HAVE FtNESSEP THOSE SUITS 
WTTH HER PEALER WHICH RLA6UEP 
HER PURINS HER CELE- /-x 
8P.ATEP VISIT ID PARIS < \ \

IN 1900. W
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U/HAT'S 
THAT 60T 

TO Q0 WITH
men?!

NOTA LOT, 
I'LL ADMIT..
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5

EUS MOVIE, “Chinatown”, starring Jack Nicholson, 7 p.m. & 9:10 p.m. Room C-13 Head 
Hall.
HOPE is time spent with Jesus and his followers! TV Lounge (116), SUB. 8:30 
Everyone is welcome!
WINTER CARNIVAL
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Inside 22 — The BRUNSW1CKAN JANUARY 30, 1076
By CHI

I wandered ini 
other day and 
through the a 
fellow who supl| 
with records sai 
for anything in

“Yeah” I rep 
Springsteen.”

“I think they’ 
said, “but we s 
shipment in so 
acknowledgeme 
browsing. Sudd 
you into the he;

“Yeah,” I ai

“You shouli 
Manfred Mann

The Servant o f Two Masters

TNB produces extravaganza
probably will have to clean your Lombardi into a cha-cha number, 
seat up after you. ably executed by Kenneth Wickes.

T.N.B. has compacted a comp- A good part of the appeal of this Consistently hilarious was Silvio, 
lete variety show into a play - an play was the musical contribution, as an ardent lover and zen master 
entertainment extravanganza or written, composed and played by swordsmisplay. 
rivalling the Roman Circus and the Barbara Spence. The opening song The mention of specific actors 
Ed Sullivan Show. There was seemed a bit shaky in terms of and events could go on, but suffice 
singing of songs, playing of vocal talent by the cast, but things to say that it is a kaleidoscope of 
instruments, dancing, juggling, got better from there. The high bawdy humour, slapstick and stock 
tumbling, swordplay, fist fights point was probably the guitar favourites, it should reverse any 
and revealing dress Director serenade by the lovelorn Silvio misconception that theatre need be 
Timothy Bond has taken great (Stephen Foster) with the Merle stuffy. If you wanted to impress 
liberties with this 200 year old Haggard touch. Miss Spence’s your date with your intellectual 
Italian comedy to produce a topical playing of the piano accompani- powers, this was not the play to 
farce with all the class and snob ment was excellent, accenting but take her too. But if you want to get 
appeal of Hee Haw. Dialogue was never disrupting the action on out for solid entertainment, plus an 
kept to a minimum, while the stage. inexhaustible supply of sexual
hamming was up to a maximum. The actors were all good, but a allusions for the rest of the night, 

The set was both simply and strained touch was sometimes felt you’ve found yourself a play, 
effectively designed, lending itself through the culculated madness as 
well to rapid scene changes needed an actor (actperson?) failed to 
by this fast moving comedy, catch the infectiously fun mood,
Special mention should go to the most notably in Clarice, the 
imaginative detail of the inn scene daughter caught up in a roommate 
props. The costumes were alterna- embroilment (Marg Long) and 
lively opulant, bizarre, zany and Beatrice Rasponi, the mystery 
downright lewd. This play is a fiance returned from the dead (Jill 
fascinating study of many things, Grappier). Another musical high- 
human anatomy being one of them, light was the complete reversal of Know ye by this announcement 
If you had a hot fetish, they the nature of the pompous Dr. that the members of the College

Hill" Folk Collective will entertain 
again. Good food, good drink, good 
people, good sound (guaranteed 
within industrial hearing safety 
limits).

The masters of Bridges House 
have graciously provided the lower 
lounge for a ‘Coffee House’ Friday 
evening, Jan 31.

Therein may be found song and 
sound. Some of the people expected 
to play are ‘Brandy Buck’ a 
campus group (Paul Haining, Mike 
Lee, Neil McRae) whose folk 
music proved popular last time. 
Also featured will be Dawn 
MacDonald, Kevin Thompson, Bob 
Morgan, and Mark Lulham, a 
group which will represent UNB at 
the Maritime Folk Festival this 
weekend. Another possible treat 
for an unsuspecting audience 
might be the Acoustical Erection 
Band whose ' antics cannot be 
anticipated.

Please note that this is 
participation oriented style of 
coffee house. If you have musical 
talents or an act or anything that 
you like to do and think others 
might enjoy please don’t be afraid 
to join in. This is not a profit 
motivated organization so don’t 
expect to sell your act but if you 
have something to give get in touch 
with Mark Lulham at 454-6484. See 
you there.

By JOHNLUMSDEN
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By LYIMem Hall Is exhibiting 
'Vibes in Colour', abstract 

i paintings by Rita Letendre.

Hear Ye! 
Hear Ye!

According t 
shouldn’t be wi 
what with my si 
lazy style. None 
say, irrelevant I 
still on the sti 
week shall giv 
opinion of a me 
find the time 
continue to rea

Last night, I 
of the West, 
‘comedy surpr 
filled the starrii 
putting most of I 
movie himself, 
succeeded to c 
abilities and a 
that the man i: 
old. For the rest 
Pleasence, Bly 
Arkin and the 
is little tc 
They fit into th 
and performed 
giving a sembl 
the star and 
inevitably, you 
with nothing.

Hearts of thi 
movie, after yo 
first half hour c

i
ByL. MCINTOSH
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Film Society shows winner LUrûf
m&HxTL

(KONOMlcsf *
The Film Society: 9th showing, recovery is much too slow for the can accept the picture as a parable 
1975-76. January 31 (8:00 p.m.) family who are sure that Antonio about moder Spain, or one can see 
February 1 (6:30 and 9:00 p.m.) has a fortune safely deposited in a it as just an interesting and 
Head Hall, University of New Swiss bank that the amnesiac provocative movie. In any case it is

cannot remember. Hoping to shock an absorbing movie. Two of its 
him and waken his memory scenes are unforgettable: the one 

Outstanding among the movies Antonio’s father, wife, son, daugh- in which Antonio takes his wife for 
shown at the 1970 New York Film ter (she most gently) and some a rowboat ride, tries and fails to 
Festival was a Spanish entry outsiders including a hired actress, upset the boat, and mutters “An 
called The Garden of Delights. Its the servants and Antonio’s . mis- American Tragedy”; and the final 
main themes are cupidity, deprav- tress re-enact scenes from the scene in which all the members of 
ity and petty meanness as past. These traumatic experiences the cast are in the garden - each 
exhibited by the members of one should make the poor old guy one in his own wheelchair and no 
very wealthy family - not large but think If they succeed, the “poor one paying any attention to anyone 
covering three generations living old guy” doesn’t let on. We become else. The scene is bitter and 
together on their handsome estate, wise to the fact that his memory is breathtaking.
Although the picture has its returning, but the money-anxious 
amusing moments when it laughs family does not. While some of
at the family and their obvious these re-enactments are heart- Review by Phillip T. Hartung in 
behaviour, most of it is pretty grim breaking to watch, some are also Commonweal, 12 March 1971. 
stuff that is brilliantly directed by very amusing as they show to what
Carlos Saura. lengths greedy people will go. And Note: Subscriptions for the second

The leading character is An- Antonio is no better than the others, term’s series are on sale for $3.50. 
tonio, a middle-aged industrialist
(expertyly portrayed by Jose,Luis The Garden of Delights are 
Lopez Vazquez) who, at the unknown to us, their good 
picture’s beginning is a paralyzed performances deserve applause, 13-14 “Les Ordres”, Mar. 28 “The 
amnesiac slowly recovering from and so do Saura’s direction and Discreet Charm of the Bour- 
an automobile accident. But the Elias Querejeta’s production. One geoisie”.

Brunswick.

c

/ There will 
Tuesday evenir 
Marshall d’Avi 
the Frederictc 
Humanities Ass 

There will 
Contemporary 
the UNB Dane

Although most of the actors in The movies are: Jan. 31 - “The
Garden of Delights”, Feb. 14-15 
“Ali - Fear Eats the Soul”, Mar.
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Oscar Peterson comes to CBCAustralian novelist to read The Purcell 
Vancouver will 
both Frederict 
next week.

The quartet 
Feb. 3, at i 
Fredericton PI 
perform Sunris 
Opus 76, No. 4 
Bullfighter’s P 

They will I 
Brunswick Stri 
performance t 
Octet, Opus 111 
Octet in E 1 
Mendelssohn.

The visiting c 
in Saint John 1 
8:30 p.m. in Gi 
The program 
Quartet in B FI. 
Haydn, Quartet 
by Debussy i 
Minor, Opus 51 

The Purcel 
Violinists Non

According to Oscar Peterson, Peterson. He is simply one of the highly competent degree of 
“Too many pianists neglect the best" contemporary pianists in the sensitive perfection in the expres- 
enormous scope of the instrument, world. Perhaps it is more correct sion of his art form. The art form 
A pianist may work within one happens to fall into the rhythmic-
particular esthetic framework, but harmonic-melodic concept of

six languages. Time magazine that is no reason why he should not music we tend to call jazz; the
Published by Viking Press, Mr. termed it the first credible and also employ the entire scope of the vehicle for expressing this impro-

Keneally’s novels are printed in moving novelistic exposition of the I instrument”. "V vised concept in Oscar’s case is the
Britain, the U.S. and Australia, crisis of faith among clergy and That “entire scope of the / v.. acoustic piano.
They are The Place at Whitton, laity to follow Vatican II.. instrument” is what Oscar Peter- I ^ y For the last several years, Oscar
1964; The Fear, 1965; Bring Larks son will introduce to Canada on ft. * has departed from the trio format

His seventh novel, The Chant of jazz Radio-Canada, Thursday, MN. and has been working solo piano
and Heroes, 1967; Three Cheers for Jimmie Blacksmith, won the , February 5 at 10:30 p.m. Recorded fvlyV concert engagements
the Paraclete. 1968; The Survivor, Sydney Morning Herald Book of at the CBC Winnipeg Festival last occasionally by a bassist on his
1969; A Dutiful Daughter, 1971; j;hÇ ^ ear 1 me in I9i2 and the May in the Centennial Concert invitation - colleagues such as
The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith, following year he received his third Rail, this evening with Oscar Niels Henning-Peterson, Ray
1972; and Blood Red, Sister Rose. Commonwealth Literary Fund Peterson drew rave reviews from Brown, Michel Donato and most
1974 award. those in attendance. Described as ■ recently Winnipeg bom and raised

an event “not to be missed by » ^ p>ave Young,
anyone who even remotely enjoys One other thing should be said of
music” the concert also featured Oscar Peterson. He represents an
Dave Young on bass. to say that he is one of the several idea to which we should all aspire.

Of course, everything has gifted artists in the world today Perfection. And he just happens to 
already been said about Oscar who has achieved a distinctive and have been born in Canada.

Australian-born novelist Thomas translated into four languages. 
Keneally will give a public reading 
at UNB in Fredericton Wednesday, for his 1968 novel Three Cheers for 
Jan. 28, in the Gallery of Memorial the Paraclete, now translated into 
Hall.

The two awards were repeated

joined

Mr. Keneally is on a Canadian 
His third novel. Bring Larks and tour and his visit to Fredericton is 

Heroes, net him his first Common- being sponsored by the Association 
wealth Literary Fund award and for Commonwealth Literature and 
lie Miles Franklin award for the Language Studies and the UNb 
jest novel of the year. It has been Creative Arts Committee.
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record review
?

Man fred Mann mixes progressive and hard rock
good - very tight.” So I took the section composed of Cohn Patten- ‘Greasy Lake' and back into outer a very good song with biting lyrics,
album out of the racks and looked den on bass and Chris Slade on space. There is some fine and the final cut “As Above So

I wandered into the bookstore the at it, while he went into a rap about drums. synthesiser work in this cut. Then Below” is another instrumental
other day and began browsing the history of Manfred Mann. My This album, although containing comes “Time is Right” and we are recorded live with a tape of
through the albums when this wallet was burning a hole in my its fair share of, shall we say, still wandering in the outer realms nightingales and bombers incor-
fellow who suplplies the bookstore pocket and it looked good so I said freaky music, isn’t quite as space of rock and roll but with an R & B porated into if. According to the
with records said to me, “Looking to myself “Why not?” and bought oriented as some of the earlier feeling. The last cut on the first jacket notes, the tape was made by
for anything in particular?” it. It was worth it. recordings like “Solar Fire”. It side is “Crossfade” which is an English ornithologist during the

“Yeah” I replied, “Some Bruce Manfred Mann’s Earth Band is °Pens w>th an excellent version of another good cosmic instrumental. Second World War, who intended to
Springsteen.” nrnhahlv one of the most Bruce Springsteen’s “Spirit in The The second side opens with a tape nightingales but the bombers

“I think they’re all sold out,” he 0 around with Night”. I don’t know how else to song called “Visionary Moun- flew over at the same time and
<h!™enMnWt™n°”ldl ïruntLTan 60’s antecedfnts. It possesses in d^ribe i.t Ever0ythin£ ab0“t 11 is tains" which is a ready great song, were recorded accidentally,
shipment in soon. I grunted an . . good - guitar, singing, bass, drums It’s kind of a heavy-light song. The
acknowledgement and continued Mich Rogers both a fine singer and and Manfred adds some nice guitar and synthesiser are out- “Nightingales and Bombers” is 
browsing. Suddenly he said “Are an excellent guitarist, while colours to the final section with his standing and yet not dominating. A a remarkably good album and can
you into the heavy thing?” Manfred Mann is one of the most synthesiser. good rocking version of Bob fit easily into the collections of

“Yeah,” I answered, “I guess SKinea syntnesiser specialists in Following that is an instrument- Dylan’s “Quit Your Low Down nearly all rock fans. It’s both
the field and his organ work is al cut called “Countdown”. It’s a Ways” follows with the title cut progressive rock and good old hard

“You should try the new quite impressive as well. They are fast heavy tune that leads the moving in slowly and eerily after rock - the perfect compromise.
Manfred Mann album. It’s really backed by an excellent rhythm album away from Springsteen’s that. The next song “Fat Nelly” is

By CHRIS HUNT

so.”

Thanks mister.

Hearts of the West:

a nice mild humourous movie Sti
mm

ftrsS?VSEE,
ten

and of course if you drop the last 
hour of a dying end. The story line 

According to the critics I is simple, a young, romantic 
shouldn’t be writing this column, dreamer hoping for fame and 
what with my simple language and fortune to come from his heart 
lazy style. Nonetheless, needless to rending tales of the west; he goes 
say, irrelevant to the matter, I am west for education and learns some 
still on the staff and again this strange lessons on the desert and 
week shall give you a personal on the ‘set’, 
opinion of a movie, If, should you There are only about thirty-five 
find the time and fortitude, you minutes of entertainment in this 
continue to read on, I thank you. movie but the laughs are fantastic 

Last night, I went to see Hearts during that time. Jeff Bridges is a 
of the West, a long awaited natural at comedy with his sweet 
‘comedy surprise’. Jeff Bridges and innocent boyish face. I enjoyed 
filled the starring role adequately, Jeff in The Other Side of the 
putting most of the comedy into the Mountain as the boy wonder and to j 
movie himself. Andy Griffith only see him again was my basic reason 
succeeded to devalue his acting for going to Hearts of the West. If 
abilities and accentuate the fact the movie isn’t a great success it’s 
that the man is getting old, very surely not the fault of Jeff Bridges. 
old. For the rest of the cast, Donald Giving Hearts of the West a rating

By LYN WILSON vsasKJf'
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The wind slashed through the naked trees. The icy 
twigs shattered beneath the frequent gusts of the 
North West Wind, and flew like shimmering darts 
across the forest path.

He pulled at the strings to tighten the hood of his 
parka. The exposed skin of his face was red, and . 
burning inside. The moisture of his breath froze upon v
his beard and moustache.

The air, brittle as the branches, felt heavy and 
lifeless; his face was a mask of unfamiliar torment ' 
that he longed to cast away.

Tying the drawstrings with his gloves on was 
iwipossible, but he could not remove them because his 
num^ fingers could never replace them. His hands 

yîW:® hung like useless hunks of wood attached stifly to his /A'®-
wrists.

Giving up on the hood, he plodded on for a time, 
then turned to watch his footsteps filling with the 
drifting snow. Until there was no trace of his
progress. mÀt

He thought of turning back again, but he was nearly 
halfway there, halfway at least - so he was forced to 
continue. Again adjusting his hood as best he could. ^é,/lih 

* ‘ t He stumbled on.
The moonlight reflected off the endless snow would 

; have provided more than enough light, had his eyes 
not been frozen nearly half shut by ice and driven
snow. (S'Âv.Xr^-

So he squinted and stumbled through the cold. The 
s snow scrunching beneath his boots, squeaking in 
I protest as he made his way slowly and mechanically \)
\ along the path.

Nearly halfway there.
He did not hear the sharp crak, as the larger limb y 

broke; nor did he feel the blow upon his neck, or see 
|| his blood coagulating in the snow.

Only a soft red glow.
Warm . . .

flS ! K1 -?I mm
V

Pleasence, Blythe Danner, Alan of ‘6’ on my little insignificant 
Arkin and the extra extras, there chart would be a kindness and so 
is little to be said.
They fit into the scheme of things atrocious or vulgar, just slow, 
and performed their roles well, simple and, yes funny. I give Jeff a 
giving a semblance of support to rating of 9, which doesn’t count tor 
the star and the story. But, the movie, only him. 
inevitably, you can’t do everything The Cinema up the hill is

showing 3 days of the Condor 
Hearts of the West is a funny starring Robert Redford and Faye 

movie, after you drag through the Dunaway. I’m not a Redford fan so 
first half hour of a slow beginning, if it sounds good, go see it.

Humanities Association 
announces meeting

There will be a meeting on by Nenagh Leigh.
Tuesday evening at 8:30, Feb. 3, in This is to be followed by an 
Marshall d’Avray Auditorium, of informal discussion, 
the Fredericton Branch of the
Humanities Association of Canada. More information is available 

There will also be an Open from Marion Owen-fekete, Presi- 
Contemporary dance rehearsal by den of Humanities Association of 
the UNB Dance Theatre directed Canada.

m&there it is. The movie is not m ï
with nothing.

I

71
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Purcell String Quartet 
to perform 1i&rz

The Purcell String Quartet of Nelson, violist Phillipe Etter and 
Vancouver will perform at UNB in cellist Ian Hampton, is the 
both Fredericton and Saint John quarter-in-residence at Simon

Fraser University.
Formed in 1969, the group has 

Feb. 3, at 8:15 p.m. in the enjoyed success through concerts 
Fredericton Playhouse. They will in British Columbia and on tours in 
perform Sunrise Quartet in B Flat, North America and England, they 
Opus 76, No. 4 by Haydn and The have recorded performances for 
Bullfighter’s Prayer by Turina. CBC radio and the British 

They will be joined by the Broadcasting Corporation. 
Brunswick String Quartet for the 
performance of Two Pieces for 
Octet, Opus 11 by Shostakovich and 
Octet in E Flat, Opus 20 by 
Mendelssohn.

The visiting quartet will perform 
in Saint John Thursday, Feb. 5, at 
8:30 p.m. in Ganong Hall theatre.
The program will be Sunrise Their visit to New Brunswick is 
Quartet in B Flat, Opus 76. No. 4 by being sponsored by the Creative 
Haydn, Quartet in G Minor, Opus 10 Arts Committee in Fredericton; 
by Debussy and Quartet in A the Lorenzo Society in Saint John 
Minor, Opus 51, No. 2 by Brahms, with travel funds provided by the 

The Purcell String Quartet, Touring Office of the Canada 
Violinists Norman and Frederick Council.

f m r

next week.
The quartet will play Tuesday, He opened his eyes and the red faded slowly to pink, 

but nothing would come into focus -- only floating 
shadows or shapes, reflections of movement.

He rose slowly and stood on unfamilar feet, then, 
without a backward glance; he trod off towards the . 
shadows dropping his gloves and letting the breeze 

' 1 f wash his hair he took off his parka and wandered off - *
leaving what was left of humanity behind him.

W,
P7!F i< a*

Vi 4yj :

In addition to performances at 
the National Arts Centre in 
Ottawa, Wigmore Hall in London 
and Edmonton, Winnipeg and 
Toronto, they have performed at 
New York’s Carnegie Recital Hall 
and in San Francisco.
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THE OLD PRIEST

He walks like a man who knows his master, 
may be tired of his master 
though mindful still 
He walks like a man 
this old priest:

A sort of soft and simpled aging old man 
self-found, disciplined 
knowing his own worth, lending it away 
denial his chosen prayer 
true and lonely, fostered in cruelty 
and this pitiless sorrow is truth 
truth, cruel and lonely 
lonely as selfless pity 
pity only a priest is able to share

The old priest sighs his tears and is just a smile 
a penance for the confessed needy 
whose faith and fear are weekly found 
and you can taste their joy in costumed authority recognizing their grief 
The old priest is religion printed, in habit read a
and surely is the disciple of an old god in age walking 
lonely earth hallways fof the last remembrance:

A sort of wise and whitened dying old man 
self-aged, penitent
falling in the world, scratching out his life
the world his immediate concern
close and moony, moody and closer
and this concern's closeness is truth
truth close and moody
mood, moon and true
caked in a world only a priest can bear

POLITICAL ROUND-UP
JANUARY 30, 1976

"Genulmen", belched the reporter,
The combined committee of Honourable Members 
and charwomen 
Have come 
To a decision
[with the help of the bartender]

Their problem for the solution
Follows the typical Canadian method
of not acknowledging that something exists
until it goes away and dies
Whereupon, everyone forgets,
and the Ministers get a raise

umHYMN

JuLord,
what a mjraclè is Woman! 
stardust in her eyes, 
honey in her lips, 
fire in her blood 
and pity in her soul!

The UNB Judo Clul 
dominate the New B 
scene last weekend i 
they swept three 
trophies and the chi 
the team division at 
judo Championships 

Judoka from UÎ 
three second placi 
places and three foi

In five-man tear 
UNB beat the R 
University club 301< 
honors in that divis 
ten teams were repi 
contest.

The competition 
under 139 lb. yellov 
belt division which 
largest divisions i 
ment. Marcel Mori 
way up through; thi 
being knocked out c 
the semi-finals. M 
standing was third

Mike Hethringtoi 
status as a champi 
all comers in the 
division. Hethring 
his opponents both 
groundwork (grap

Also in this divis 
was Kevin Hibbar 
fourth.

UNB had two cor 
under 176 lb c 
MacDougall and F 
finished well down 
despite showing t 
and skill.

UNB had no com 
in the remaini 
categories.

The blue to bl 
competition featur 
ition despite lo' 
fighters. Worthy

Maurice Spiro

This session
A bill was unsuccessfully passed 
Prohibiting the use of FLQ 
in insecticides 
Next time around
[after we hear the ski conditions in Grenoble] 
we'll decide whether or not 
extending the ban for another five years 
is a capitol idea
As they say "no noose is good noose"
And besides,
it's the government's right 
to change our minds

I »

Meanwhile, back at the house,
The graffitti is on the wall.
Another election is becoming invisible
for all to ignore
The popularity polls show
that the Tories have paved more
inroads
[at the rate of two hundred feet per vote] 
And the party in power 
is afraid it will lose the election 
again

1«
I
Slohn Dempsey

THE NEW PRIESI

He walks like a monk who knows no master, 
may himself be his master 
though wanting sure 
He walks like a monk 
this new priest:

A sort of sad and separate american monk
self-made, degenerate
reaching into silence, softly into self
silence his chosen discourse
tall and loudly, noisy and calling
and this telling quiet is truth
truth, bent and borrowed
false truth and easy x
wrapped in silence only a monk can hear

The new priest walks the streets but is not a pimp 
for manufactured factory gods 
whose love and trust only cost !.50
and you get a colourful booklet as well and a stick of incense 
The new priest is not even religious in the ritual sense 
but perhaps is an archetype of a new god in man's image 
for whom the others have only been mistaken:

i
The right-onerable member from Alberta 
suggests melting down Newfoundland 
for its resources
and then putting the unemployed to work building 
a pipeline
to pump most of Labrador to Detroit.
The fact that the proposed route
passes through Quebec City, Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto 
will be discussed at a later date

>

The censors board has viewed the latest movie 
and, after deciding that it had corrupted them, 
registered it as X on the open-ended kick-back scale

Out west
negotiations were breaking down to end
the month-old drought,
and an exorcist was called in
after a Saskatchewan wheatfield
grew a farmer to death A sort of wait and wanting american monk

self-crowned, imperial
crying out to heaven, looking for a throne
heaven his only ambition
animal and close, mind distance dead
and this animal's closeness is cruel
cruel as truth borrowed
true as borrowed life
life towards a heaven only a monk won't fear.

In the resulting contusion 
The Maritime Provinces escaped 
[claiming they had to call their mother] 
but were recaptured
and sentenced to another hundred years of poverty 
to be served consecutively I i

LEVEL WITH MEAnd, on the foreign-relations scene again 
proceedings were underway 
to bring the United States to trial 
on a rape charge
when it was learned [from a reliable source] 
that Canada was not of the age of consent

<
lohn Dempse

Fred Blaney cal 
off his adversa

It's a shame when people 
Won't level with you 
They say hi and smile 
Yet all the while 
Deep down inside they've 
Put you on trial 
You give so much and 
Get little back 
But the knife they turn 
Isn't slack.
I've said it before and 
I say it again 
It's when you're hardest hit 
That you mustn't quit.

flyweight ( 139 
newcomer Ds 
Newcastle who 
experienced pla 
second place.

EPITAPH
SMP

1 I knelt on stones 
to tend a weed;
I nourished it with tears 
and hoped to see an orchid 
greet the sun.

The under 154 
three entries frc 
coach Samson C 
honors to sum 
title.

\
I

Bill Smith c 
Tom Best to 
where he finish 
Best succumbe

I Maurice Spiro

Levi Dujohn
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UNB captures provincial crown
JANUARY 30, 1976

Judo domination continues despite injuries
RESULTSjïïsskssssss sas» saw «et

scene last weekend at Sackville as fourth place. employed by Best because his
thev swept three first place Gerry Peters finished second in opponent was reputed to have his
trophies and the championship in the under 176 lb. +B-B division to strength lie in the grapp mg 
the team division at the Provincial Antonio Goupil of U de Moncton, techniques, 
judo Championships. Goupil usually competes in the

judoka from UNB also took under 205 lb. category and 
second places, two third consequently surprised everyone

when he was light enough to enter 
the lower weight division.

WomensYellow to Green

115 Carol O’Toole, Doreen Frenette 
Madelane LeBreton, Linda139 Renald Elward, Ron Ramsey 

154 Mike Hethrington, Stephen 130 
Perry
176 Ron Poirier, Ron Ramsey 
205 John Bureaux, Jean Hallet 
+205 Miles MacAllistar, Ian Barry Thomas

MacRae
145 Linda Savoie, Edith Blanchard 

+145 Bernice Marcoux, CorinneThe match went to the time limit 
with the six point decision going to 
the Mount A fighter, who had the 
upper hand in the few moments 
that the fight went to the ground.

places and three fourths.
Blue to Black

In five-man team competition 
UNB beat the Mount Allison
University club 30 to 16 to take the fended his Heavyweight title, 
honors in that division. A total of 
ten teams were represented in the 
contest.

The competition began in the 
under 139 lb. yellow to gree (Y-G 
belt division which had one of the 
largest divisions in the tourna
ment. Marcel Morency made his Linda MacRae continued to 
way up through, the ranks before demonstrate good form while she 
being knocked out of contention in lasted to the finals in the same 
the semi-finals. Morency’s final division as Hicks before losing to 
standing was third. the winner, Madelane LeBreton.

UNBFred Blaney successfully de- Team139 Harold Stears, Dave Burchill 
154 Samson Chung, Bill Smith 
176 Antonio Goupil, Gerry Peters 
205 Jean Claude Cormier, Jacques 
Borduas
+205Fred Blaney_______________

This left Blaney relatively 
pressure free. As a result the big 

Lucy Berlin a first year practition- man was easily able to defeat his 
er in the art, placed third in the adversary with a combination of a 
under 115 lb. division, while Tina beautiful uchi mata (inner thigh 
Hicks battled her way to fourth in throw) and ground techniques, 
the under 130 lb. category.

Marcel Morency 
Bill Smith 
Ron Ward 
Tom Best 
Fred Blaney

Am ■

1 I
* •

mMike Hethrington maintained his qu6 (0 injuries, UNB could not 
status as a champion by defeating regular personnel for the
all comers in the under 154 Y-G fjve man team competition. The 
division. Hethrington dominated on^ reguiars on the squad were 
his opponents both in the air and on fjyWeight Morency and heavy- 
groundwork (grappling). weight Blaney Coach Chung

Also in this division from UNB (lightweight) and Hethrington 
Kevin Hibbard who finished (light heavyweight) both received 

__ injuries in the indivdual fighting.
UNB had two competitors in the Middleweight Peters decided to 

under 176 lb category Colin forego his position to Ward so as to -oj
MacDougall and Ron Ward both allow him to gain experience in «
finished well down in the standings tournament fighting, 
despite showing their toughness 
and skill.

!..

,„****»
*0* I

ft" f urMwas
fourth.

,#

. MàMÂè.c XRounding out the team were *jj 
Smith in the lightweight bracket J 

UNB had no competitors entered and Best in the Lt. heavy spot.
UNB met Mount A. in the final | j 

and were easily the favorites since 5 ■

rswS ' EEErHE ^ —
fighters. Worthy of note in the opposition was a green belt

&
-O

in the remaining two Y-G 
categories.

1

Rebels are still eliteI with 8 wins- no de feat.

WJ* ■ : By RODDY MACKENZIE three, showed intense concentra-1 IS|5Ï

iate Volleyball championships, as into the Atlantic Intercollegiate 
they downed the Dalhousie Tigers Championship scheduled for 
three games to one in a Mount Allison University Feb. 
crowd-pleasing Atlantic Confer- 13-I5th. ,

- ence match on Friday night at the Following their victory on
r Lady Beaverbrook Gym. Friday night, the UNB team
| In recording the victory over the returned once again to heir home
- defending Atlantic Intercollegiate confines and downed the Mount 
< champs, the Rebels kept their Allison Mounties three games to
2 league record intact at eight wins none. Using mostly second string.
* and no defeats ers, the Rebels easily handled
- in one of the closest fought Mounties, winning by scores of 
Ï games witnessed in recent years, 15-2,17-15 and 15-13. The UNB six 
? UNB downed Dal. 16-14 in the dominated their opponents in aM 
S' opener, which took almost forty departments to remain undefeated 
© minutes to play. The Rebels then for the season.
B retained their momentum and took This was

f

ites■

■ j
■jr

mi
F

1
L

l/

J

I i the final home 
for the UNB varsitygame two, 15-11, before Dal. used a appearance 

renewed middle attack to rally for this season as theyclose out
nt off guard with an uchi mata throw in the team competition. Blaney finished from a 10-5 deficit and capture the tra^elT^SackviUe to play the

^Sparked by alert backcourt play, Mounties and then Proc^

swrsrs SSrs
e,^C£LVpb,eSeÔnhiswâ?to Z'rï ÜJjm_____ “S .heir play impr.v.ng each

second place. was beaten for ippon. ings!S held for Xa^ement in while they lacked the power they time out and having now recorded

æaKjaffSB «fcBiuolhwKea,prr,<,wæ «eh; a7t ursjz.ssr-fBEEBEBi Massaj—t «««£1
title. Best, who weighed in at 139 Several UNB Judoka are now in the net in the form of blocking and winner ^Ea! "championships

Bill Smith defeated teammate points, went out against his the process of training for the «P*™*- s were determined to against four of the other top teams 
Tom Best to go into the finals opponent runnèr up in the under Atlantic Championships to be held The Kebcis wer g country on Fch. 20-21 in
where helled second to Chung. 205 lb category with the intention in St. John’s Nfld. in two weeks Winning.
Best succumbed to Harold Slaney of staying “in the air” or fighting time. except ior one span u e

Fred Blaney catches his oppone 
off his adversary with a powerful holddown.

I

1

J
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»
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BloomBeavers clinch con ference title with wins
The UNB {led Bloom 

led to Halifax last weeke 
two of the top four 
teams.

On Friday night, the 
Dalhousie Tigerettes ’ 
skill and their shootin 
best this season, as they 
on 58 percent of their $ 
score, they defeated 
ettes by a 77-56 score.

Janet Goggin was th< 
top scorer with 16 po 
Proude followed with 13 
was eleven for twelve fr 
throw line Cathy Mi 
Sylvia Blumcnfeld alsc 
figures with 12 and 
respectively.

For the Tigerettes 
Shute was the leading

In men’s AUAA swimming and Paul Steeves, reaping two victor- two meets, and that the champion- 
weekend ies, combined with Craig Maitland, ships will be very close, but he isSSrS isjszss-Ms saw? = ""sw,m,rr„

S„1„T'“'MC,"dwell swam u, a **ond IwaTpS 3S weekend 

Beavers have clinched first place place finish and John Bennett and Pjy Jost m an exhibition 
in the league standings, showing Bruce MacDonald added third against Laval University. The 
that they are the team to beat in the place standings to the team total. "J**1 j h fast
AUAA Championships, to be held Bill Curtis, swimming in his first g<>°<* one- wlth some very last 
February 19, 20 and 21 at Acadia, meet of the year, and Peter swimming.

M Zwicker both swam well and did The Beavers would also like to
j David Banks and Mike Brown reasonable times for their events, extend their graditude to the many 

led the UNB squad, each placing The coach of the Beavers, Gary fans who supported them last 
first in three events plus getting Brown, was pleased with the weekend and hope that such 
two second place finishes apiece, overall team performance in the enthusiasm will be continued.

i a 1

■.. ;
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- The Castilloux Ca 
pages headlines an 
should be of interei 
Claud MacKinnon i 

Apparently, Mac 
Amateur Hockey A 
havp been taking ( 

Castilloux, wl 
their 8-1 shellackinj 
week, is regularly 
club and partakes 

The problem cor 
suspension from til 
Atlantic Universitl 
Devils but also ag 

UNB had the si 
Rickard. Rickard \ 
in high school an 
duration. Wonder 
Eagles so special? 
Should be interest

Mike Brown shows the form that helped power the UNB Beavers to >• 
another victory. ■£ re

JO ... T:Qa ;■

Mermaids win one 
lose the other

■
A .

S'«i

This past weekend the Mermaids slim margin of 54-57.
The Mermaids record nowwere host to two swim meets.

Friday night the Mermaids stands at four wins and one loss, 
against Dalhousie Univer which puts them in top contention 

sily and finished with a strong for the AUAA swimming champ- 
victory of 70-40. ionships to be held in February.

Saturday afternoon the Mer
maids met their toughest compeli- This weekend, the Mermaids 
lion in the league - Acadia compete against Mt. Allison 
University. It was a close meet and University. The meet will be held 
the Mermaids were defeated by a Saturday afternoon at 1:00 p.m.

swam

* V,V-% *»v.

Randi Stangroom is one of the first year Mermaid rookies with enough swimming experience to make her aim 
for the Nationals a good possibility. Speaking of Mon 

any specifics, but < 
be banned from a i 
taped for fighting

Reds overcome Dalhousie

Divers outclass Dal and AcadiaIt took two hours and five winning team has a slight edge at
exciting games, but the UNB the intercollegiate champion-
Reds finally overcame a strong ships".
Dalhousie team in women's The Reds play this afternoon 
volleyball play last Friday even- against Mt. A and tomorrow in St. In competition this past week- Kelly and Dickson who had UNB would have to be considered 
ing " F.x and, according to Celdoma, end, the UNB divers outclassed identical scores of 159.20. Both of the stand-out as she bettered her

The Reds had trouble ‘getting it they will “try a few new things their opponents not only in these divers are freshmen to the previous scores by 21.35 points to
together' in the first game of the against Mt. À and X” so as to technique and form but overall diving circuit. give her a final score ot 121.15 ana
match as they bowed 15-5 to the "have a few surprises for Dal when performance. Men’s 3 meter competition a 3rd place tinish. LeBianc p ace
Tigerettes. The second and third we see them next”. Friday evening saw the divers proved to'be a thriller. MacLean
games belonged to the Reds t t /» competing against the strong Dal scored eights on an extremely well
however, as they showed their (J Of squad. executed inward one and a half . ...
offensive prowess in 15-7 and 15-6 ■' In women’s 1 meter competition, somersault and continued to dive Diving Lnamp, /4-/s, wun a score
wins. • Bernie LeBlanc of UNB led the consistently well which placed him °' 166.20.

Perhaps the longest game of the lUCreOSeS race from her first compulsory fjrst wjth a total of 235.10, the The 3 meter competition saw
match saw the Reds lag both dive and kept the lead to win the 1 highest mark scored of last LeBlanc finish first and Calder
mentally and physically resulting CPf* f 1 il fl 11 K meter event with a point total of weekend’s competition. 2nd, with scores of 142. 20 and
in a 13-0 lead for the Dalhousie * vv J 144.05. Second place went to the Thompson, also diving with 105.75 respectively,
team. The Reds fought back, ,, . favorite to win the event, Gail precise control and form placed In men-s competition UNB
slowly and methodically but lost CALGARY (UUP) - University Stewart of Dalhousie with a score second scoring 221.40 points. Mike iitpraiiv waiked over Acadia 
15-12 in an exciting game. of Calgary students decided by 0f 135.50. Margie Barron of Dal was Alward of UNB, who placed 6th on Axemen and took the top 5 spots in

The near successful comeback referendum to increase financial third and Lorna Calder of UNB i meter, put everything together on ho,h the ] anc| 3 meter events,
provided the needed stimulus for support to their campus recreation placed 4th with a point total of 3 meter and completed UNB’s fnmnetition was very close once
the Reds as they stormed to a 15-8 program while maintaining inter- 114.50, bettering her previous sweep, placing 3rd with a point a0ain w;th oniv small point
fifth game win. collegiate activity support at scorfts of other meets by over 15 total of 156.50, edging out Philip differences. For the Intercolle-

Kaiva Celdoma, the UNB coach, present levels. points. Evans of Dal by .55. Dickson, Bjates Coach Deane is “expecting
stated that the match was an Chief returning officer Keith In women’s 3 meter there was diving for the first time with the jLn(i Performances from all his 
“important game for both teams” Roman said although the results little room for mistakes. The top 3 Beavers, placed 5th with a score of divers and the men’s team hope to
in that “psychologically the are not binding on the board of finishers were within 20 points of 149.55 and Kelly placed 7th with a niaPP 1-2-3-4-5 ”

governors, the Student s Union will each other, a narrow margin in fjnai score of 132 40 P
adopt the results as its official diving. The top spot was captured This weekend UNB hosts “Mt.
position with respect to an athlvtic by Stewart with 144.30. The race Saturday saw UNB- competing A” at Sir Max Aitken Pool on 
fee increase. for 2nd spot was closer, with against Acadia. Lorna Calder of Saturday, Jan. 31, 1976 at 1:00.

The Physical Education Depart- Barron edging out LeBlanc by 1.7
ment voted three to one in favour of points. Lorna Calder of UNB, a

In spite of the erratic weather an an expanded intercollegiate pro- fjrst year diver, finished 4th with
open air skating area is being gram however the other five polls 97 30 points,
developed. overturned their decision by

Students wishing to use the rink amassing more than two to one in 
are asked to cooperate by helping favour of retaining current levels saw Dal be outclassed by the 1-2-3 
to keep the rink clear after light of support. punch of John Thomson, Dale
snow falls. The increase granted to the MacLean, Gary Kelly and Ewen

Scrapers and a scoop can be campus program may make the Dickson. Thomson, the present 
borrowed from the control room in construction of a sports complex Intercollegiate Diving Champion 
the Lady Beaverbrook Gym. for campus use only possible, said f°r 74-75, had to work hard for his

Heavy equipment will be hired Campus recreation director Alan first place finish of 23 1 45 because
after heavy snow falls. Brown. his competition came from team-

Groups wishing to hold gather- The increased funds will be used mate MacLean who was a close
ings may reserve this area through primarily to assist clubs and second, trailing by 6.75 points, 
the athletics office, phone 453-4580. non-credit instructions, he said. A tie for 3rd place was between J

Wasn’t too pleai 
and the Frog at th 
humor in them or ! 
all kinds - unforti

Congratulations 
here at UNB. W 
weekend and en jo 
are going to maki 
Moses’s help at p 
their own.

2nd, with a score of 139.85 and the 1 
meter winner was Judy Bailey of 
Acadia, the present Intercollegiate

Seems one of tl 
whether Montrea 
you know that for 
built no less tha 
money in one sti

Seems the Inti 
everyone’s satisf 
be solved by thi 
possibility that r 
would only be a 

Barry Russell, 
a valid point thoi 
and still felt th< 
allowed.

That kind of 1

Outdoor
Skating

1sportswritersQ^^*
Deadline !

The men’s 1 meter competition
Many people t 

have you ever b 
the L.BpJ'm? Li 
watching their | 
what I call bad 

Course that d< 
come out to see 
doing, UNB? 

Well, that’s a 
Be a straight

from notv on sports stories not turned in 
before Tuesday, 4p.m. will not be 
published until the next week’s issue
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Bloomers no longer unbeaten after weekend split
Saturday’s Game20 points. Helen Castonquay and the free throw line. Cindy Britten 

Anne Lindsay scored 12 points each aided the winning cause with 21
points.

Friday’s Game
The UNB Bed Bloomers travel

led to Halifax last weekend to meet 
two of the top four Maritime

UNB 57:for Dalhousie.

.SSH SS!skill and their shooting was the The Red Bloo y mjses [Q an exc,ting games Fouls 26, Free Throws 19 for 26.
best this season, as they connected one point with about 30 seconds left as the Dalhousie squad will be out
on 58 percent of their attempts to but SMU’s Nancy Knowlton went to revenge their loss to the
score. They defeated the Tiger- up to the other end of the floor to Bloomers. These two teams are SMU 58:
ettes by a 77-56 score. give St. Mary’s the lead which they tied for first place with one loss Shute 20, Castonguay 12, Lindsay

Janet Goggin was the Bloomers maintained for the last twelve each come and support the 12, Donovan 4, McMullin 2, Keough Knowlton 27, Britten 21, Steele 4.
top scorer with 16 points. Janet seConds to win the game. Bloomers as they continue their 2, Corrigan 4, Fouls 24, Free Dunbrack 5, McCabe 2, Fouls 21,
Proude followed with 13 points and bid for the AUAA' championship. Throws 18 for 32. Free Throws 15 for 21.
was eleven for twelve from the free Cathy Maxwell was the Bloom- 
throw line Cathy Maxwell and ers top scorer with 13 points. Kim 
Sylvia Blumenfeld also hit double Hansen and Janet Proude also hit 
figures with 12 and 11 points double figures with 10 points each 
respectively Nancy Knowlton was St. Mary’s

For the Tigerettes, Heather top point-getter with 27 points. She 
Shute was the leading scorer with also went eleven for eleven from

UNB - 77:

Throws 6 for 8.

Dalhousie 56:

host competitionGymnastics teams to

of Eastern Canadian ClubsOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCKXK.eOOOOOOr*fVV>l*

J fs Jock Talk1 Coach Don Eagle has been to overcome their previous loss to 
drilling his team in anticipation of Laval
the tough competition which he For further information on 
expects to encounter this weekend meets contact Dan Levert at 
andis hopeful that they will be able 453-4903.

The University of New Bruns
wick men’s and women’s gymnas
tics teams will play host to teams 
from Eastern Canada in a 
competition to be held here this 
Saturday at the UNB South Gym. 
Starting time is 3:00 p.m.

The UNB men’s team will 
compete against Laval University, 
Quebec Saultas. an AU A A confer
ence team composed of three men 
from the Université de Moncton 
and two from Dalhousie University 
as well as an NBGA team made up

The Castilloux Caper has been making New Brunswick sporting 
pages headlines and because it involves intercollegiate hockey it 
should be of interest to Red Devils fans to see just what decision 
Claud MacKinnon of Saint John comes up with.

Apparently, MacKinnon, who is head of the New Brunswick 
Aihateur Hockey Association, is upset by the turn of events which 
havp been taking place and plans to do something about it.
Guy castilloux, who incidently played against the Red Devils in 
their 8-1 shellacking for the Université de Moncton Blue Eagles last 
week, is regularly a junior varsity player for the Moncton based 
club and partakes in the NB Junior leauge.

The problem comes when one realizes that Castilloux is under 
suspension from the NB junior league and yet still played in the 6 0f three competitors from Harrison
Atlantic Universities Hockey Conference. Not only against the R Trimble High School of Moncton
Devils but also against Mount Allison and Acadia. X and two from the Fredericton

UNB had the same problem early in the season with Mark X Eagles.
Rickard. Rickard was suspended from junior level play while still A UNB hopes to make this their 
in high school and the AUHC honored that suspension to its 6 fjrst victory over Laval, 
duration. Wonder what makes Castilloux and the mighty Blue X The women’s team from UN will 
Eagles so special? Also wonder what’s going to be done about it. 0 be competing against the Laval 
Should be interesting to find out. $ women’s squad Saturday evening

at 7:00 o’clock.
Pierre Gevais, team captain and 

fifth in Canada on the rings last 
and Ken Salmon are

Like Sports?BE A

BRUNS 

Sports writer Come tell us
mm about it

BRUNS SPORTS STAFF+++++
Speaking of Moncton and the Blue Eagles, while not mentioning 

any specifics, but did you know that one of the players is reputed to 
be banned from a Quebec league. The reason - having his knuckles 
taped for fighting. The fellow never fought the other day tho\

+ +++ +
Wasn’t too pleased to see the re-appearance of the Swamp Rat 

and the Frog at the hockey games over the weekend. Can’t see the 
humor in them or the ‘Le Croak’ sign either. Oh well, guess it takes 
all kinds - unfortunately.

year,
expected to be UNB’s top 
competitors. Mike Patterson, who 
recently shattered the Atlantic 
University Athletic Association 
(AUAA) record in floor exercises 
is also expected to show well in the 
Vault and floor excercise events.

Guy Lavoie and Bernard Petriot 
of Laval are two of the competitors 
that UNB must beat if they are to 
be successful in their endeavors to 
win over Laval. Last weekend, 
Laval took advantage of several 
mistakes by UNB and was able to 
finish slightly ahead of the New 
Brunswickers.

Rm.35 SUB
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F »+++++
Congratulations are extended to the swimming and diving teams 

here at UNB. Was able to catch some of the action over the 
weekend and enjoyed what was seen. Looks like some of these kids 
are going to make it to the promised land (the Nationals) without 
Moses’s help at parting the waters. They do a good enough job on 
their own.

o L
LWomen sj

Seems one of the big questions of the outside sporting world is X . •
whether Montreal will be ready for the upcoming Olympics. Did 0 |< PPrAïlîl OH
you know that for the price of one Olympic Stadium, there could be * *
built no less than 308 Aitken University Centres? That’s alot of 
money

+++-H- ow
Saturday, January 31 will be the 

first day designated for a 
particular Women’s Residence. 
This is being organized in hopes 
that the female students will come 
down as a house and use the 
facilities.

The proposed schedule is as 
follows:

Paddleball courts have been 
booked from 1:50 til 3:50. Gym 
Facilities - West Gym is booked 
frpm 3:00 til 4:30 p.m. with all 
equipment available. Casual Swim 
- is from 4:00 - 5:30 p.m. Skating -
Buchanan Field from 2:00 til 4:00 
p.m. Snow Shoeing - snow shoes
are available for all day Saturday. 
Cross Country Skiing - skiis are 
available for all day Saturday.

For all other female student 
Basketball starts February 3, 
Tuesday night, 8:30 - 10:30 p.m. 
and will run on the next 3 
consecutive Tuesdays.

in one structure, in one place. the+++++ x
Seems the Intra-mural problem in hockey has been solved to fi 

everyone’s satisfaction. At last word, the situation was supposed to 8 
be solved by the addition of a free league. There was also the S 
possibility that restrictions would be placed on teams so that they 8 
would only be allowed to play in two of those three. 1

Barry Russell, men’s assistant in the Intra-mural program, had f 
a valid point though when he said that anyone coming to university I 
and still felt they had time to play in three leagues, should be 1 
allowed.

That kind of logic is difficult to argue with.

++ + + +
Many people complain that UNB never gets any fan support, but 

have you ever been to a STU Tommies basketball game played at j 
the L.Bp,ym? Last weekend they had a grand total of eight people 
watching their game outside of players and officials. Now that’s 
what I call bad fan support. <

Course that doesn’t mean that UNB still can’t improve. Why not j 
come out to see whijt the athletes, who are representing you, are ] 
doing, UNB?

Well, that’s all for this week, but remember,
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By PETER KRAUT1

Students demonstrating 
ericton’s Centennial Build 
to vote yesterday wh« 
accept an offer to est 
committee to recommend 
in student aid legislation 

Provincial youth minisl 
Pierre Ouellette made I 
Wednesday following a 
with cabinet. It was 
breakthrough in ne| 
which began Jan. 28 when 
than 500 Université de 
first occupied New Bn 
administrative centre.

The committee as 
would include one repr«
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Lose to Mt. A, U deM28 - The BRUNSWICKAN

I-AUHC finals far offI Ïi
z

team were able to be^ the R«y JjffpJfoVIfoaS« bjMKtaeBwfe»7ScTbeing foreSy stated following the

srwu’Tiï asThe performance of theUNB Red Midway throiugh *^MoUnties Savard Denis Fournier. Denis minutes, allowed one goal and us."
Devils this past weekend have left P61,1^-Baldwin put the Mount bavar , nis^ made nine saves. The NBAHA, however, were
them in seventh spot in the Atlantic intohe lead w.th h.sgoal Rickard Gingras ^°Luc ^“acGilli- Allan Robinson was the starter again in charge of the Moncton- 
Universities Hockey Conference put UNB °n e<i^} J?* acquired just after the for Moncton and he too stayed for UNB game and although the faces
with little hope of making the ^at Samson and tied the ga Christmas break J tallied the lone the first two periods of action had changed the calibre was little
conference playoffs this season. 1-1 at the end of marker Kent’s goal came in before giving way to Vince altered by the new faces.

UNB lost a 4-2 overtime game to Both teams tamed in the second ,hwir', frame Desjardin. The UNB Red Devils continue
the Mount Allison Mounties last period, Grant giving the Devils a Mnnrton led 4-1 after the opening Robinson faced 21 UNB shots on their AUHC schedule this weekend 
Friday night at the Lady one goal margin. Simon created . . f)ue to the efforts of Loiselle, goal. Desjardin handled only four as they travel to Wolfville and 
Beaverbrook Arena, then were the 2.2 tie which forced the Livin Halnin and Savard. In the drives. Antigonish to face the Acadia
humbled by the visitors Université overtime with his marker coming ....’ frame wbde playing UNB coach Bill MacGillivary Axemen and the St. F.X. X-men.
ah™n°nBlUeEagleS8'lSUnday at 3:46 °f the final peri0d- Shorthanded for 17 minutes, they was far from pleased wito the Acadia is trailing the Devils by two
afternoon. with just 20 seconds remaining added three more goals. These results mnît Mrt^he^oMl Doinl of points with only a pair of wins in 11

in regulation time, UNB was came from Fournier Gingras and for t^r^h w^s ^hï omciatkie of starts. St. F.X. are tied for second
awarded a penalty shot as a result. Gellineau. l Ins wrath was | officiating _cn

UNB failed to take advantage of of Mounties Dan Fergus throwing Halpin finished the scoring with re'e^e, ?n..mpn g
bis stick at the puck. btk «cçbd g^lonh, game emmg

SLSAtS sb:m5 J,:.»g in ever seen in my eight years of

10 minute overtime period as a Samson, was iinable to beat _ e 
result of the 2-2 tie at the end of masked defender and give INB 
regulation time. the win.

Mount Allison’s scoring offense • In the overtime period winger 
was led by Gary Baldwin, Dan Len Hercun, who was charged wit 
Simon, Dave Snowie and Rick a five minute butt-ending major 
Prvde. Snowie’s goal was the and a match penalty. The penalties 
winner, coming at the 6:55 mark of eliminated Hercun from further 
the overtime period, picking up a action and UNB was forced to pla 
rebound and popping it past the the final five minutes of the game 
hard working John McLean. short-handed

Mark Rickard and Jerry Grant The loss of Hercun, who plays on 
were the goal-getters in the losing the same line as Devils caPlam 
effort of 1JNB Dougie MacDonald and winger

McLean in nets for the Devils Jerry Grant, in the dying minutes 
during the contest, displayed of the game cut back on the much 
excellent goaltending. In many needed ^rmg punch which UNB 
cases, his lightening reflexes coach Bi.l MacGillivary was 
served to keep UNB in contention, counting on to either post a win or a 
Throughout the game, McLean tie from the meeting, 
faced a total of 43 Mt. A attacks.

Real Samson of the Mounties, against the Mt. A pressure 
with a 2.32 goals against average in Snowje potted the winner on the & 
league action, held the Devils at rebound while the Mounties g 
bay as they-fired 17 shots his way utiiized the powerplay. Pryde put 
during the evening. the game out of reach for UNB with ij

his goal.

By JO-ANNE JEFFERSON 
Sports Editor

FRIDAY’S GAME
in the nine team league with the 
Mounties of Sackville. UNB is 
currently holding down seventh 
spot with a 3-7 record.a
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sMcLean was unable to hold off
and a i.

£It promised to be a hard hitting, 
penalty filled match from the SUNDAY’S GAME
opening faceoff. The game lived up
to the promise in which UNB was something must have happened °* ,

UNB's blforts in the opemng ^™=ag‘£,

Moncton Blue Eagles was obvious
ly lacking in either offensive or 
defensive hustle. As a result, they 
suffered an 8-1 loss,at the hands of

c

miS* "
o

Born's Bears capture secondperiod were put forth in 
respectable display of hockey than 
they have shown since before the 
mid-season break. Such efforts 
thwarted the attempts of the 
smooth skating Mounties. Neither the challengers.

a more
\

Dalhousie captured a total of further on Duncan’s absence, 
five firsts, one second and three 
thirds in their winning effort.

The UNB wrestling Black Bears 
last weekend hosted the UNB Open 
Wrestling Tournament placing 
second, ten points behind the 
victorious Dalhousie University 
team.ft

He singled out Pineau and Steve 
Saunders for praise, saying that 
Pineau did very well and that 
Saunders did ‘‘extremely well for a 
first year wrestler". He added that 
he felt “a lack of experience hurt 
but the boys are progressing each 
week" and should be ready for the 
intercollegiate competition coming

Several UNB trained wrestlers 
fought as independents, or more 
specifically for Born’s Wrestling 

UNB posted only one first clujj -phis was due to a ruling 
. placing in the event which saw six which linvits a ciub’s entrants to 

teams competing. George Pineau one per weight division. These 
took the honors in the 118-lb class. ,nciuded Tom McLeod, who placed ..

The U of Maine club posted four second in the 118.lb dass, and up Feb. 14.
firsts but was edged out for the Brian Gaudet. who finished third in 
runner-up spot by UNB. which had the 150.lb division, 
one more point. Coach Jim Born of 
UNB was very pleased that the 
Maine club participated in the 
tourney because of the calibre of 
wrestling that they exhibited.

I
Born indicated that his club 

would be competing every week
end until the AUAA champion- 

Born felt that the absence of Bob ships and that the experience 
Duncan left the team perhaps a gained would help the Black Bears

in the important competition.little weak. He would not comment

&
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142 lb
1. Pelletier - Maine
2. Niles - UNB
3. Sanford - Dal.

150 lb
1. Peshair - Maine
2. Saunders - UNB
3. Gaudet - BWC

Results
im 1. Dalhousie - 34

2. UNB - 24
3. Maine - 23
4. Acadia - 10
5. Moncton - 5
6. INP - 5

:/&\ < M 167 lb
1. Wilson - Dal.
2. McCluskey - Acadia
3. Gowan - UNB

158 lb
1. Murtagh - Dal.
2. Cuthberson - UNB
3. Coyle - Acadia

ë c<3

s* 4*
5
s
U
£ 190 lb

1. Gilmore - Maine
2. Alexander - Dal.
3. McMillan - UNB

177 lb
1. Sores - Dal.
2. Pelletier - Maine
3. Lawrence - Acadia

F 118 lb
1. Pineau - UNB
2. McLeod - BWC
3. Reed - Dal.

-O

1JZ
ft. 126 lb

1. William - Dal.
2. Lefort - Acadia
3. Bouttlier - UNB

220 lb
1. Fields - Maine
2. Bell - UNB
3. Feiber - Dal.

134 lb
1. Carter - Dal.
2. Tremblay - Moncton
3. Duncan - Acadia

QUICK ON THE DRAW - but slow on the trigger. UNB’s captain Doug 
MacDonald (9) takes the faceoff against Mounties’ Dan Simon. 
MacDonald’s llnemates Jerry Grant (17) and Len Hercun (16) look on 
with Mt. A’s Gary Baldwin ( 16) and unidentified linemate.
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